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CHAPTER I

THE QUESTIONNAIRE' AND THE SAMPLE POPULATION

I. 1. INIBUVaigN.

This report presents the results of a national survey of
college and university writing program directors (see note 1).
The survey was uncertaken to provide the profession at large with
reliable and current information about college and university
writing programs. The report. relies heavily on descriptive
statistics. We undertook the survey of_writing program directors
in order to describe college-level writing programs; we did? not
undertake the survey in Order to test hypotheses.
Hypothesis-testing assumes a 1:evel of background knowledge and
theory which we believe does note'xist for writing programs.

When-we began our study. we realized that our report might
seem to be presenting statistics on the average height. weight,
and age of people in Switzerland when photographs of the
Jungfrau. Lake Geneva and the Rhone River might be of more
interest. But we also felt that for at least two reasons such
photographs would be of Limited value to persons interested in
college writing programs. First,1 such collections of photographs
already exist in the form of descrtptions of fresnman writing
programs. descriptions such as those recently collected by Jasper
Neel (see note 2) and by Harvey Wiener and Elaine Maimon (see
note 3). Second and more important.national trends can not be
identified in the anecdotal eVidence provided in those
descriptions. Too often in the past. single examples have been
held up as ,utypicais while far more numerous opposing examples
have been fignored. We did not quantify_ because of our love for
numbers nor to level out differences. acrosiinstitutions.
Indeed. we chose to do a national survey because we did not want
to elevate a few programs as ideate while ignoring what the great
majority of colleges and universities in this country actually do
to teach. writing.

The report which follows is a detailed one. monotonously' and
- painfully so in places. But it is detailed for what we think are
very good reasons. The report describes a large number of data
about a targe number of aspects of a large number of
college f-level writing programs. Some of these data we have found
to be meaningful. to be explainable. What significance other
data have remains unclear.to us. But those same data may be
meaningful ,to others. Our inability to see any significance in
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certain pieces of data was no reason to exclude those data from
the report. If we have erred, we have purposefully erred in the
direction of inclusiveness. It would have been easier to have
written--in very 'upbeat' language, of course--a report which
merely offered what we think are the major findings of the
survey. We could have eliminated the problem of dealing with
many numbers that way and saved ourselves such time. However, if
we learned anything from the writing. program directors we
surveyed, it was that there are many ways of viewing similar
things; and we expect that some of the data we summarize In this
report will be interpreted differently by different people. In
fact, we hope that will be the case and that meaningful
discussions about the nature of college writing programs 'ensue
from these interpretations. We have chosen to present the
results of our survey in such a way that those results can be
interpreted by others in addition to ourselves. We certainly
offer our interpretations in the pages which follow. But we
invitt others to supplement, and even correct, our
interpretations when necessary.

Some valuable surveys of writing programs have appeared from
time to time. However, it is the nature of survey data to become
quickly obsolete, especially as attitudes toward the teaching of
writing change rapidly and as many institutions of higher%
learning build new and different writing components into their
curricula. Uhat was generally true of college-level writing
programs in, say, 1960 or even 1978 may no Longer be true.
Instructional methods such as sentence combining were just
beginning to have an impact on college writing programs fin 1178;
and writers of college textbooks and college writing teachers
themselves may now have a better understanding of- the processes
of composing than they did only three years ago. Our survey of
writing program directors is the latest testing of the waters,
the most recent pulse-taking of a Aiscipline in flux. To the
extent, then, that college writing programs have changed and are
changing, studies like this one may be helpful to those trying to
gauge the teaching of writing in colleges or to shape the
administration of writing programs. With surveys such as this
one in hand, writing program directors and writing teachers can
compare their own practices and programs with those of others.

In constructing our questionnaire for writing program
directors, we were guided by the work of previous researchers,
such as Albert R. Kitzhaber tsee note 4) Elizabeth Cowan (see
note 5) Jasper Neel tsee note 6) and Claude Gibson (see note
7). We found especially helpful the survey of college writing
programs which Gibson reported in 1978. His survey was the most
comprehensive of any we found. We tried to design a survey
instrument containing questions which would take our survey
beyond the scope of his.

Our work on the questionnaire began in September, 1980. .

From that time until the end of December, we surveyed related
studies to determine the kinds of questions we should ask and the
amount of information we should attempt to elicit from writing

9
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program directors. During the course of .many discussiOns of
preliminary versions of our questions, we decided to develop a

complex instrument which would elicit very extensive and in-depth
information about college-level writing programs throughout the
nation, rather than a less complicated one that could be answered
quickly and easily. We decided, in short that a smaller set of
very detailed responses was preferable to a larger set of less
detailed ones. A later version of this extensive instrument was
reviewed by two of our fires -year consultants, Richard L. Larson
and Richard Lloyd-Jones, near the end of December.

I. 2. IAMELL 1=11.10 A BLETAR

In March of 1981, we requested and received from HarVey
Wiener and Joseph Comprone the mailing list of the Council of
Writing Program Administrators (WPA). This mailing list
contained most of the names of the over 550 writing prograS
directors we initially contacted. We mailed a letter to those
writing program directors whose names and addresses appeared on
the WPA listand to directors we knew uho were not members , of
WPA. The letter explained the nature of the survey we wished to
conduct, provided an estimate of the amount of time.that Would be
required to fill out the survey instrument, and asked the
directors if they wished to participate. Of these directors. 259 ,

returned the self-addressed, stamped postcard we had included
with our letter of inquiry, thereby indigating their willingness
to participate in the-survey. Each of these directors was sent a
copy of our questionnaire, together with .a business-reply
envelope in which to return -the completed form. Gf the 259
writing program directors who agreed to complete and return the
form, 127 (49.04X) did (see note 8). The extraordinary amount of
detailed information the responding writing program directors
provided,about their programs suggests that our questionnaire was.
a goOl one, even' if it was not perfect.

Although we- are satisfied with the rate of return, we had
hoped it would be greater. Two factors contributed to the
lower-than-expected rate of return: (1) each writing program
director had to spend a minimum of about three houri gathering'
and recording the information requested by the survey instrument,
an amount of time well in excess of our stated estimate; and (2)
the writing program directors received the questionnaire during a
very hectic period of the academic year, late in the spring
semester or quarter.

' Some directors indicated that_ the instrument was not
',flexible, enough to elicit accurate information about their
prograis., Other directors protested--some in very lively and
colorful languagethat a feW of our questions were poorly
worded, confusing, or otherwise difficult to understand.
Virtually all: complained about the almunt of time involved in
filling out the questionnaire, but'most filled it out nonetheless
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and did so very conscientiously (see note 9).

I. 3. salaramum ILE 2Amet. ii2EMLAILDN: ISA221.1 ANQ
KUM PROGRAM ILISIMSNI

4'

Of the 127 responding directors, 14 (11.02X) were from
two-year colleges'67 (52.76X) from four-year institutions, and.
46 (36.22%) from universities. ALL areas of the country appear
to be adequately represented by the responding writing program
directors except the Northwest.

Of the 127 institutions whose writing program directors
responded to the survey, 80 (62.98X) received th.t bulk of their
funding from public sources, either federal (see note 10) state,
or Local; and 47 = (37.02%) received their primary funding `from
private sources, often religious denominations (see note 11). We
used taxonomies employed by the National Center for Education
Statistics (NCES) to distinguish among two-year and four-year
institutions and Universities. Under the NCES's classification
system, only institutions with professional schools (e.g. law,
medical, dental) or substantial graduate programs are categorized
as universities (see note 12). One result of using the NCES's
classifications is that any four-year institution in our sample
with an enrollment of Less than 2,500 and many four-year
institutions with enrollments Larger than 2,500 were classified
as four-year schools, even though some of thous have graduate
programs and call themselvet' universities. Thus 24 of the
responding institutions, are here classified as four-year
institutions, even though they are nominally universities. Our
use of the NCES classification systems - should not indicate our
agreement with them; our only reason for so classifying four-year
institutions and 'universities was to allow us.to.compare our
sample population with the Larger national population (see note
13). Such comparisons would have been impossible unless common
classification systems were employed. Our use of NCES's
taxonomies yielded 'data which are not, unfortunately, strictl,"
comparable to those reported by Gibson in 1978.

One hundred of ttie 127 responding writing program directors
provided information about themselves and the positions they
hold. The average term of the writing program director in the
100 institutions is about! 3.6 years. Several of the directors,
however, reported having titles as new as their programs, and
others reported having either permanent or indefinite terms. Of
the 100 program directors, 99X have faculty status, and 66% have
tenure. Seventy-three percent of the writing program directors
in four-year institutions have tenure; in two -year colleges about
63% have_tenure; and in universities only about 58X have tenure.
Of the writing programs in schools receiving their primary
support from public funds, 74X of the directors are tenured. In
institutions supported primarily by privatefunds,.only 54X of
the directors have tenure. Most (72X) of the directors hold a

PhD as their highest degree while another 12% have an MS or an
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.MA 7X an MFA, and 5X an Edo. Only 2X have a DA. The remaining
directors (about 3% of the total) hold other, unspecified
degrees.

I. 3. 1. 1222it 2121t122.1122 A.92-222 IY 21 L2211121.1222

Takie I.' compares the distribution of our responding
institutions across type and primary source of funding. 'Mat-
1:2 shows the corresponding distribution nationwide of colleges
and universities within the same categories:

a

Private % Public X Total 'X

2-Year Colleges 1 0:79 13 10.23 14 11.02
4-Year Institutions 32 _25.20 35 27.56 67 52.76
Universities 14 11.02 32 25.20 46 36.22

TOTAL 47 37.02 80 62.98 127 100.00

tog 1.1. Diitribution of Survey Sample by Number and
Percentage Across Troy, of jalaisain amg eancieat
SuEse of Unsling (N ::: 127).

X Private X Public X Total

2-Year Colleges 8.55 29.45 38.00
4-Year Institutions 42.35 14.53 56.88
Universities 2.08 3.04 5.12

TOTAL 52.98 47.02 100.00

JAW& 1.Z. National Distribution for 1978-79 of
Colleges and Universities by Percentage Across
litit 21 Init1t.21!22 224 PL1n21221 source 2f
Funding (N 3,131).

Comer ison of-IAkie 1.1 and I2kis 1.2 indicates a Large
number of differences between the distribution of the schools
included in our survey and the national distribution across the
same categories: In, our sample, 52.76% of the schools are
classified as four-rear institutions not having substantial
graduate programs or professional schools attached to them.
Nationwide, 56.88% of postsecondary institutions fall into the

12
is
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category _of fo64.-year institutions, thus indicating that our
.SampAe.differs in this category from the national population by
4.12- percentage points. Other differenCes are more pronounced.
In eur_qampte, 37.02% of tits institutions receive their principal
-funding.from-priVate sources and 62.98% from public sources,
whereas nationally 52.98%- of all institutions receive their
primary support from private sources and 47,02% from; public-

.,

sourees, With regard to the percentage of universities and
two -year colleges, the differences between our =sample and the
national population are equally large. In our sample, 11.02% of
the schools are two-year colleges and 36.22% are universities.
In contrast, 38% and 5,12% of all institutions nationwide are
tO7year colleges and universities, respectiveli4-

I. 3. 2. S461124o 1JtI9 UMW% lia Zitt9grios

Differences between our sample of institutions and the
. larger population are further illustrated in Dille 1.3 through
'Able 7.7..

Size ll Private Public
Categori7 Institutions

LT 1001. 39.32 62.02 13.72
1001-2500 26.54' 25.32 27.92
2501-5000 12.68 6.75 19.36
5001-18000 11.94 - 4.10 20.79
10001-20000 6.84 1.51 12.84
GT 20000 2.68, 0.30 5.37

TOTALS 2.00.00 100.00 1.00.00,

IOU j.3. Mi121121011LikAl2n for 1978-79 by
Percentageof Private and Public Institu-
tions Across Size Categories (N = 39131).

O
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Size
Categories

Responding.
Institutions

Private Public

N X of N X of N X of
Total Total Total

LT 1001 6 4.72 6 44,72 -
1001-2500 19 14.96 17 13.39 2 1.57
2501 -5000 24 18.90 7 5.51 i7 13.39
5001 -10000 22 17.32 9 7.09 13 10.23
10001-2.0000 28 22.05 4 3.15 24 18.90
GT 20000 28 '22.05 4 3.15 24 18.90

TOTALS 127 100.00 47 37.01 80 62.99

Takie.I.4 212iLiblai2D 21 grillit a22 E2011.2
in ladle Across Size Categories (N =.127).

Comparison of Il4il.I.1 and Ilkit .1.1 reveals some striking
differences between.the distribution of our survey schools and
the national population with regard tosize categories (see note
14) and primary source of funding. In our sample, for instances
only 4.72X of the institutions have fewer than 1,001' students,
whereas nationally the perientage is much higher, 39.32X. In the
11,001.2,500, 2.050150000, and 5,001- 10,000 categories, the
differences are somewhat, less pronounced, but nevertheless
noteworthy. Extremely impnrtant differences between our sample
and the national population hold for the 10,001-20,000 and the
more-than-20,000 categories. While too few schools with
enrollments under 1,001 responded to our questionnaire, an
inordinate number of schools with enrollments in excess of
10,000- -and especially schools whose enrollments exceed
20,000completed and returned our questionnaire.' /All 1.3 and
Table 1.4 also point to important differences between the
distribution of the private and public institutions in our sample
across the size categories and the national distribution of. like
institutions across the same categories. Such differences are
presented in more detail in IAttis 1.2. j 4g I.fi, and Tabu I./.

N

NN

N14
N
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Size
Categories

IT 1001
1001-2500
2501-5000
5001-10000
10001-20000
GT 20000
TOTALS

2-Year
Priv Pubt

=4=1

1 2
4=1 4
VID 3

3
= 1

1 13

4 -Yea r

Priv Publ

6 --

7 11

9

3 12

-- 3

32 35

University
Priv Publ

411D 4=14=1

4=1 4=1

2
9 1

1 9
4 20

14 32

TOTALS

6
19
24
22
28
28
127

Table 1.5. Distribution of Survey Sample by 1121 21
talon and logice of FungIng Across Size Categories
(N = 1271.-

Size
Categories

LT 1001
1001-2500
2501-5000
5001-10000
10001 -20000
GT 20000
TOTALS
Priv /Publ

TOTALS

2-Year
Priv Publ

0.79 1.58
-- 3.15

4-Year
Priv Publ

4=14=14.72
4=1=12.60

5.51 8.66

University
Priv Publ

4=1 4=1 4=14=1

4=1 4=1 4=14=1

-- 1.58

TOTALS

4.72
14.97
18.90

2.36 -- 7.09 7.05 0.79 17.33
=1, 2.36 2:36 9.45 0.79 7.09 22.05

0.79 -- 2.36 3.15 15.73 22.03
0.79 10.24 25.19 27.56 11.03 25.19 100.00

11.03 52.75 36.22 100.00

Table j.6. Percentage Distribution of SurVey Sample by Ins
of Institutlan and Sguss 21 uncaps Across Size Cate-
gories (N = 127).

15
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°Size
Categories

LT 1001
1001-2500
2501-5000
5001-1000
10001 -.x$00
GT dod

TOTALS
Priv/Publ

TOTALS
.1=1 411111./.

2-Year
Priv Publ

4-Year
Priv Publ.

Universities
Priv Publ

TOTALS

7.54 5.40 25.33 1.05 -- 39.32
0.89 9.93 12.52 3.19 - 26.53
0.06 5.78 3.26 3.29 0.26, 0.03 12.68
0.06 5.34 1.12 4.02 0.99 0.42 11.95
-- 2.62 0.13 2.46 0.67 0.96 6.84
-- 0.38 -- 0.51 0.16 1.63 2.68

8.55 29.45 42.36 14.52 2.08 3.04 100.00

38.00 56.88 5.12 100.00
.111,1

Table I.7. National Distribution for 1978-79 by Percentage
of Private and Public 2-Year Schools, 4-Year Schools, and
Universities Across lilt 2.41,122CIS1 (N = 3,131).

As 'dills .L.'1 through TAU 1..7 illustrate,- our sample
population differs in important ways from the larger population
of all institutions. Our sample is least representative of very
small institutions, especially small two-year colleges and small
four-year colleges with enrollments under 1,001. These
institutions make up 40% of all institutions nationally. The
small number of responses from such institutions was not totally
unexpcted since these are the institutions least Likely to have
formally organized writing programs or even designated directors
of composition. Many such small schools would thus probably not
be included in a population of gaming writing
Riograll. This means that even.thoughour sample is not very
representative of nationally accredited institutions included in
NCES statistics, it may represent fairly well those institutions
which have organized composition programs. The large differences
between our sample and the national population make it impossible
to get an idea of how things stand nationally without making some
fairly ambitious extrapPlations from our data, a matter-taken up
in some detail below.

I. 4. IIIRAPOLATIN2 IQ MI MAIDIAL MEMLAILO

The disparity between the makeup of our own sample and the
distribution of colleges and universities by type and source of
fundingacross the country requires us to weight the responses
from institutions of different typei in order to extrapolate from
our sample to the population at large.

Consider the following simple illustration of how such
adjustments can be made. Suppose a national survey asked 60 men
and 40 women their opinions on the deployment of the neutron
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bomb. Suppose further, for the purposes of this illustration
that males and females might be expected to hold different
opinions on the matter. If we assume that the ale/female ratio
in the general population is about 50/50 the survey results
would have to be weighted to make male and female responses count
equally. In this cases each response from a male would need to
be multiplied by 0.83 3 (50 divided by 603 and each response from
a female would need te_be tqltiplied by 1.25 (SC' divided by 40).
Note that in this case -weighting of male and ferrate responses is
necessary only if the two sets of responses (male vs. female)
differ significantly.

When we wanted to extrapolate from our nample to the
national population of colleges and universities we lave
similarly. weight cc our data. However, because in some
instancesr-most notably with respect to two-year collegesour
sample differs considerably from the national population our
national projections should be viewed with some caution. In
Short, we are uncertain how representative the data collected
from 'two-year colleges are. Nevertheless, we believe our
projections give the best (if not the only) estimate to date of
Now .writing programs work across the country.

I. 5. LAIRAMAILlii Di IYPE Aff0 ENEWACNI

Taut j.8 and TAkil 1.9 show how our data were transformed
in order to extrapolate to the national population of ,colleges
and universities.

Type of Enroll- Normalized Normalized Trans. Trans.
Insti- ment in by by for for
tution Thousands Number of Total Institu- Enroll-

Institutions Enrollment
in

tions sent

Thousands

2-Year (1) 1.8
4-Year (32) 93.1
1Univ. (14) 184.4

CIO

10.87
53.79
2.64

19.76
208.53
93.56

10.87
1.68
0.19

10.98
2.27
0.51

Table .1.8. Real and Normalized Distributions and Transfor-
mations for h2LBALIZA112.0 of ECIYAS InilitmtIgni in
ZULISZ (N = 47).

17
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Type of Enroll- Normalized Normalized Trans.--Trans.
Insti- ment in by by for for
tution Thousands Number of Total Institu- Enroll-

Institutions Enrollment tions ment
in -

Thousands

2-Year (13) 104.9 37.40
4-Year (35) 351.4 18.46,
Univ. (32) 730.5 3.85

504.46 2.88 4.81
371.14 0.53 . 1.06
268.57 0.12 0.37

Table 1.9. Real and Normalized Distributions and Transfor- \

mations for NatailIZAllaa of eakill .Institutions la
EXII (N = 80)4;

Tabi /.8 and 'Able 1.9 show the actual distribution of our
sample and the distribution we would need in order to have a
nationally representative sample both in terms of number of
institutions and total enrollment. The last two columns in each
table show the transformations used to extrapolate from our
sample to the national population. Note that a 1 in a
transformation tattc would mean that the sample is already
representative. Consider, for example, the numbers in malt 1..2.
Column 3 lists the national ratios among the three types of
public institutions listed in column, 1. In our sample, 13
responding institutions are public two-year colleges. If our
sample were to reflect the national distribution of public
wo-year colleges, we would need to have 37.4 such institutions
represented in our sample. To transform our data to reflect the
national distribution by institutions, we would multiply our 13
public two-year colleges by 2.88, which appears in column 5, and
arrive at 37.4, which represents the proportion of two-year
colleges to four-year institutions and universities nationally.
With the transformation factors listed in columns 5 and 6, we can
adjust our sample to the national distributions for both number
of institutions and total enrollment: Such transformations are
used later as weights when we make comparisons` between our
results and what would be expectednationally. Note that the
extrapOlations for two-year colleges are the weak link in the
national projections reported in the following sections.
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CHAPTER II
1

REQUIRED AND ELECTIVE URITIKG COURSES

In the present chapter, we report on the numbers of required
and elective writing courses taught in various types of
institutions at various curricular levels.

it4.--t.umBus AND lEvag OF REQUIRED muliNG comwa

Required composition courses constitute an important part of
a college or university writing program. These courseu attract
the largest number of students _and pose the most severe and
frequent staffing problems, especially at the freshman level. As
a part of our effort to develop a profile of college-level
writing programs, we tried to find out how many-public and
private. two-year colleges, four-year institutions, ---and
universities have required courses at various levels in the
curriculum. Our findings appear in will II.1.

z
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Required 2-Year 4-Year Univ.
Comp Private Public Private Public

Course N % N 2. N % N X N X
(14) (32) (32) (13) (30)

EISIWIAB
None at
Freshman 1 7.7 3 9.4 3 9.4 1 7.7

One at
Freshman 5 38.5 6 18.8 9 28.1 3 23.1 6 20.0

Two at
Freshman 8 61.5 23 71.9 20 62.5 9 69.2 24 80.0

TOTALS 14, 100.0 32 100.0 32 100.0 13 100.0 30 100.0

IgTmEttIhaga
At Least One
at Sophomore 1 7.1 6 18.8 9 28.1 1 7.7 8 26.7

At Least One
at Junior - 3 9.4 4 12.5 1 7.7 8 26.7
At Least One
at Senior 1 3.1 1 3.1 -

TOTALS 1 10 14 2 16

TAkig 11.1. Number of Responding jastttmtiqns Regui,ting
faimAoqitjAD 101E211 Al Eilgt C Ct1SCSl S 1.1.1211 (N = 121).

/201s 11.1 indicates, freshman composition courses
constitu e the major component of almost all college writing
programs. Our data indicate few differences across types of
institutions but private institutions appear to require somewhat
fewer composit n courses than do public institutions. Of the
121 institutio s for which data on required courses are
available, 113 (93 %) require their students to take At least
ons composition cou e at the freshman level, with only eight of
the schools (6.6X) r wiring no composition courses, at the
freshman level. Twenty -n ne of the 113 schools 124X) have only a

, one-course requirement at the freshman level. while 84 (69.4%)
have a two- or three-course r uirement at the freshman level.
For non-freshman ' requirements 25 (20.7%) schools require at
Least one composition course at t sophomore level, while 16
(13.2%) require at least one cour at the junior Level and Iwo
(1.67%) require at least one course a the senior Level.

Tabte'11.1 also shows that of the 14 two-year 'colleges in
our sample, only one (7.1%) requires at le st one writing course
beyond the freshman Level. A larger percent age of four-year
institutions' and of universities requires writ g courses beyond

. the freshman Level. Of the 64 private and p blic four-year
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institutions that responded to our question. 24 (37.5%) require
at least one writing course beyond the freshman Level; and of the
43 universities. 18 (41.86X) make such a requirement. The
differences between private and public schools within these two
categories are also interesting. especially for universities.
Ten (31.25X) of the 32 private four-year institutions and 14
(43.75%) of the 32 public four-year institutions require at least
one 'writing course beyond the freshman year. Among the
universities. only two (15.38%) of the 13 private schools ecquire
a course beyond the freshman level. but 16 (53.33%) of the 30
public universities do. These latter percentages may suggest a
greater service rote for programs housed in public universities
than for those in private.

II. 2. plymEn1 AND LEVEL§ OF ELECIUK num COURSE,

Elective. or non-required. composition courses are aLRo an
ikportant part of college writing programs. Table 11.2 shows the
number of institutions offering elective composition courses at
the four undergraduate levels.

Elective
Comp

-Course

2-Year
N %

4-Year
Private Public
N % N %

--unite.

Private
N %

Public
N X

(14) (32) (32) (13) (30)

At Freshman
Level 10 71.4 13 40.6 10 31.3 8 61.5 8 26.7

At Sophomore
Level 13 92.9 24 75.0 24 75.0 11 84.6 24 83.0

At Junior
Level 26 81.3 22 68.8 9 69.2 28 87.5

At Senior
Level ea M. MO MB 00 M. 23 71.9 21 65.6 9 69.2 22 73.3

Tale 11.2. Number of Responding Institutions with Eisg-
IiiS i22222iiion Cgusle2 at Four CurriculAr Levels
(N = 121).

Takle 11.2 indicates a demand for non-required composition
courses. Since students are not forced into elective courses.
the large number' of such courses offered at all four
undergraduate levels would seem tot suggest that students want to
earn more credit hours in composition than degree 'programs

22.
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themselves require.

Of the 121 institutions for which we received data on
elective courses, 49 (40.5%).offer at least one elective writing
course at the freshman` level. This number is probably as small
as it is because so many institutions have required freshman
courses or course sequences.

At the sophomore, level, 96 (79.34%) of the 121 schools
indicate that they offercat least one e!active writing course at
that level. Nearly ,,3% of the two-year colleges and at least 752
of all other institutions offer elective courses at this level.

At the junior level--from which two-year colleges are, of
course, excludfld--85 (70.3%) of the 121 schools offer elective

.courses. Over .802 of private four-year schools and about 70X of
private universities Offer junior-level elective courses. About
70% of the public four-year schools offer such courses. Most
impressive is the fact that over 87% of the public universities
offer elective courses at the junior-level.°

The percentage of .institutions offering elective courses at
the senior level is generally lower than the percentage of
institutions offering elective courses at the junior level.

II. 0..02E1 IN "QT R" DZEHIEF41.4 Q. 0.1.1,EGEs

White our major .concern, in the present- survey-Is-with
writing programs housed in departments such as English, we were
mindful .in constructing our questionnaire that not all required
writing courses are taught in such departments. Hence we asked
the- writing program directors we surveyed whether departments or
colleges other than their own taught any required vriting courses
on their campuses. The responses to this question indicate that
English departments, which have traditionally shOuLdered most of
the responsibility for teaching composition, may be getting a

fair amount of help from faculty in other disciplines. In fact,
the help may be greater_ than our data show, since it is possiblt
that some of the directors responding to our survey did not have
knowledge of courses offered in other departments or colleges on
their campuses. Of the 113 writing program directors who
responded to this question, 18.52 indicated they knew of another
department or college that teaches at Least one required writing
course at the freshman level. The percentage, 21.7, is somewhat'
higher for required courses at the soshomore level and then drops
off to 15.5 and 10.3, respectively, for junior- and senior-level
required writing courses taught in other colleges or departments.
Nevertheless, these figures indicate that departments in addition
to English departments are assuming part of the responsibility
for_ teaching college students to write. Although it was not
possible to collect any data about these other required courses,
it would be interesting to learn about them, to see how they
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differ from the typical fare offered through English department
programs.

24



CHAPTER III

TYPES, DISTRIBUTIONS, AND SIZES OF WRITING COURSES"

.

Three important aspects of composition programS,are the .

_kinds of writing courses taught, the distribution .6f' hdse
courses 'across curricular Levels, and the number of-4:Students
enrolled in the various sections of those courses. With the -'
responses to our questionnaire, we were able to determint.the
number of sections of particular kindi.of writing courses offered
at various curricular levels, and the.aver'age class size of thoie
sections.

III. 1. ing2 AND DISTRIBUTIONS RE nu m guEsFs a
RKIEOPOG

Our questionnaire enabled us to examinvin some deta!$ the
number and kinds of introductory and ado - introductory
courses offered in two:-year colleges, in private and public
four-year 'institutions, and in private and public' universities.
For introductory courses, we examined the offerings eat the
freshman and sophomore levels; and for non-introductory courses,
we examined the offerings at the freshman, sophomore, and
upper-division levels.

III. 1. 1. Int/ An4 Distribution 21 tritims UMW
in-YeAL Q2LIS9S1

Because the number of two-year colleges responding to our
questionnaire is so small, we do not distinguish in the present
section between private and' public two-year :colleges. However,
we do make that distinction in -subsequent sections where we treat
four-year institutions and universities.

IMIE2AgS12LX g2ULISI: IB2-IeAr cali2* IAA! III1
presents the number of sections of introductory writing courses
of different types offered at two curricular levels in two-year
colleges, and Tale. 111.g presents comparable data for
non-introductory writing courses.

25
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Introductor.1-t,_y -- Freshman -Sophomore Total
Comp Level Level
Course

Expos-Wr
Lit L Cirit Wr
TecP Wr
ESL
Remedial Wr
Other

TOTALS

Sections % Sections . IL Sections %

, 737 58.77 1 0.08 738 58.85
261 20.81 - ---- 261 20.81
58 4.64 - ---- 58 4.64
12 0.95 - - 12 0.95

174. 13.88 r - 174 13.88
11 . 0.87 -- - 11 0.87

1253 99.92 1 0.08 1254 100.00

'lilt II/.1. Number of Sections of Introductgrx
Composition Courses in Responding Two-Year
Colleges.

Non:-Intro Freshman Sophomore Total
Comp Level
Course Sections

Expos Wr 10
Bus Wr 37
Tech Wr 11

\---Art/Journ Wr 8
Creat hr 8Other-

TOTALS 74

.

X

.

Level
Sections 1 Sections %

8.47 S 3.39 14 11.86
31.36 2 1.69, 39 33.05
9.32 13 11.02 24 20.34
6.78 6 5.08 14 11.86
6.78 19 16.10 27 22.88
---- -- ---- -- - - --

62.71 44 37.29 118 100.00

Tgble LIL.Z. Number of Sections of Ngn-IntroduCtOrK
Composition Courses Taught in Responding Ilea-Year
Colleges.

As Iglie ./I.1 reveals, most of the writing courses in
two-year colleges are courses in expository writing, literature
and critical writing,* and remedial writing, in that order of
frequency. Of the 1,254 sections of introductory writing courses
taught in our responding two-year colleges, 737 (58.77X) are
expository writing courses at the freshman level. "Introduction
to literature an critical writing" accounts for another 20.81*
of the total numller of introductory writing sections, while
remedial writing, with 174 svttions, accounts for an additional
13.68%. About 5% of'the total number of sections of introductory
composition courses are taught in technical writing courses. -In
the respondifig two-year institutions, only one introductory
writing course is offered beyond the freshman year.

A
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.14117Init4Amilim UMESSI: IM2-ISJI Cate Oess- Mks LII.2
reveiwthat of the /oTg- sections of writing taught in the
responding : tv0.yeit collegeS, only 118 (8.60Z) are
,040.7introdUcterlf writing courses. t 8f these 118 sections , of

various_- types; G ,Writing courses, 62.71% are taught at the
*iesit-santeVelr whereas 19.92 of the introductory courses are
-*0104 at the frshian leWel. Of the 74 non-introductory writing
sections taught at the freshian. level, over 40X are taught in
-6:Wiiiiess,* or technical, writing ,courses. About 37X of the
non - `introductory sections are taught at the !opbomore level, and
7247#04. those 44 are taught either in technical or creative
wrftiigebtirsee.

the. -dat from Tapte j1j..j and Table 111.2 collectively
:indicate twoll octant _things about the teaching of writing in

i440900114:tworyear .catteges; (-1) very little, composition is

404*:4440eyd0-40 the freshMan year; and (2) very little
anon- introductory. cOmpOSitlOn' is being taught. at all. We
speculate: that degree .programs offered in two-year colleges may

-0,0v44 feuti- opportunities for students to enroll in writing
courses, whether introductory or non-introductory. This is a

natter that, if Our data accurately reflect what is happening
nationally, ought to be-explored in some detail at a later time.

We need to end this section on types of writing offered in

- two-year colleges with .a caution: with so few two-year colleges
responding to our questionnaire, we simply do not know whether
the findings reported_ above are representative of all two-year
--colleges.. And because -only two-year institution,s mith formal
writing programs probably responded to our questionnaire, it is
possible that significantly Less writing is taught in two-year
colleges than our data-and subsequent projections suggest

III. 1. 24-1/211 MI' Diltributigh Milting famtitl:
Emit-/m! Shit 12

As-: we did for the two-year colleges, we examined the number
and kindt of writing courses in four-year institutions. In the

-case of the four-year institutions, however, we were able to
examine differences across private and public institutions as
Iwelt as across introductory and non-introductory courses and
curricutar leiels. 'Akin 111.3, and III.fi give
the results for four-year Anstitutions
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'Intrbductory
Comp

-Course

22

-Freshman Sophomore Total
Level ... Level

Settioni X Sections X Sections X

ExPosVr 656 62.84 2 0.20 658 63.04
Lit & Crft Mr 168 16.09 5 0.48 173 16.57
Tech Mr 11 1.05 1 0.10 12 1.15
ESL 37 3.54 - - - -- 37 3.54
Remedial Mr '66 6.32 - -..... - 66 6.32
Other 85 8.14 13 1.24 98 9.38
TOTALS 1023 97.98 21 , 2.02 1044 100.00

rakte Number .of Settions of Introdyttory
-.-ComPoiltiOn- Courses Taught in-Responding Private
Four -Year Institutions.

NonTntro
Comp

Course

Fresh046 Sophomore
Level\ Level

Sect % Sect

Upper Total
Division

Sect Sett

Expos. Mr. 10 4.37 12 5.24 10 4.37 32 13.98
Bus Mr 1 0.44 36 15.71 16 6.98 53 23.15
Tech Mr 1 0.44 34 14.85 35 15.28
Art/Journ Mr 6 2.62 7 3.06 34 14.85 47 20.52'

Creat Mr 8 3.49 9 3.93 37 16.16 54 23.58
Other - 8 3.49 8 3.49

TOTALS ,25 10.92 65 28.38 139 60.70 229 100.00

Table Nuiber of Sections of aln-Lattocluslorx
Composition Courses Taught in Responding Private
Four-Year Institutions.
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Introductory
-Coup

. Course

Freshman
level

Sections %

23

Sophomore Total
Level

Sections 2 Sections

Expos WO 2005 61.10 112 3.41 2117 64.51
',Lit S Crit Wr 236 7.19 166 5.06 402 12.25
Tech Wr 51 1.55 10. 0.30 61 1.85
ESL 54 1.64 30 0.91 84 2.55
Remedial Wr 493 15:03 01 - - -- 493 15.03
Other 71 2.16 54 1.64 125 3;80
.TOTALS 2910 88.67 372 11.33 3282 100.00

Table jjj.5. Number of Sections of Lairligstul Compo-
sition Coueses Taught In Responding Public Four-Year
Institutions..

Non-Intro
Comp'
Course

Freshman Sophomore Upper Total
NN Level Level Division
5ect X Sect Sect. 2 Sect 2

Expos Wr 31 4.53
Bus Wr 1 0.15
Tech Wr 3 0.44.
'Art/Journ Wr 4 0.58
Great Wr 17 , 2.48
Other

TOTALS 56 8.18

122 17.81 145 21.17 298 43.50
2 0.29 11 1.61 14 2.04
3 0.44 102 14.89 108 15.77

12 1.75 .47 6.86 63 9.20
17. 2.48 86 12.55 120 17.52
2 \0029 80 11.68 82 11.97

158 2307 471 68.76 685 100.00

Table I/I.6. -Number of Sections of Ign-iningysign
Composition Courses Taught in-Reibonding Public
Four-Year Institutions.

\\

ILL.1 througt jjl.6 show that a'$ is the case with
two-year colleges, the most extensively offereurft,ing course Is
introductory expository- writing. _ There isi howevee an important
difference between private and public four-year institutions when
.0 comes. to the second and third most extensively offered
Courses. Inlprivate fOurryear Inititutions.as in the responding ,

two-ryear colleges.' ,introduction to literature ing critical
writing', courses are theaecond'iost extensively offered writing
courses at any LeVelt,butLin public-fOUr-vearinstitutions, such
courses are the third- most, extensively taught coursesi with
courses-In remedial writing the second most extensively taught.

IDIEggilitgiX Cann*: .Esigt-Itat Intl/alma* LIU; W.

'29
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reveals that in our sample of 32 private four-year institutions.
,044 sections of introductory writing courses are taught. This
figui4 contrasts with the 3.282 sections of introductory writing
taught in the corresponding 35 pUbLie four-year institutions. as
depicted in I4kit I/I.§. At the freshman level. both types of
four-year institutions teach about the same percentage of
introductory freshman writing sections. 62.84% for the private
institutions and 61.1% for the public ones. Across both
curricular levels. the nercentages are about the same. 63.04% for
the private schools and 64.51% for the public schools. The
percentages of freshman sections of ',introduction to literature
ang critical. writingn do. 'however, differ. In the private
institutions.. 16.09% of all sections of introductory composition
are. taught in such courses. while only,7.19% of the sections in
public four-year institutions are. It should be noted. however.
that at the sophomore level only 0.48% of all, sections of .

introductory composition classes are "introduction to literature
aml critical writings'courses in private fodr-year institutions.
while at the same curricular level in public instittitions a
little over 5% of all sections of introductory composition are of
this type. Across both curricular levels. we see that 16.57% of
all sections of introductory writing are of this type in the
private institutions, while 12.25% are of this type in the public
institutions. These differences would seem to indicate that an
introduction to literature 40 critical writings course serves
as the basic composition course in private four-year institulons
with greater frequency than it does in corresponding public
institutions.

One apparently significant difference between the two types
of four -year schools is An the percentage of total sections of
introductory writing taught in remedial courses. In the private
institutions. only 6.32% of all sections of introductory writing
are taught in remedial courses, while 15.03% are taught in
remedial courser; tn public institutions. This difference is

.

probably a' result of. differences in the student populations
attracted to the two types of institutions and of differences in
Admissions policies..

Another important difference between the two types of
Institutions is seen in the respective percentages of total
cections of introductory writing taught at the sophomore level.
In the private institutions, only 2.02% of all sections of
etrOductory writing courses are taught at the sophomore level:
but. in the, public institutions. 11.33% of all sections\ of
introductory writing cOursee..are.taught at that level. It May
mean that most English departments in private four -year schodcs
are organized along very traaitionit lines. seeing composition a'
an impOrtant part of the.currieuldi only at the freshman levels
or it may mean that students in private institutions are better
prepared to -do college-leyel writing and need introductory
courses only at the freshman level.

Buslottsamtlux Smuts:- Egur-Itat Inillisdigna* With
respett to the.ioffering Of non-intoductory writing courses in

30
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private and public four-year institutions, some differences and
appear, as illustrated# by 'Ault II/.1 and Table

/II4. The ratio of sections- of non-introductory writing to all
XeetiOns of writing courses whether , introductory or
non-introductory is about the same. In the private four-year
,schoOli, 17.99Z-of are. sections of non-introductory
writing courses; and tr the public institutions the percentage of
all sections fs 17.274'

The percentages oflion-introductoryseitionstaught at the
freshman, level do not differ substantially across the two types
of institutions. At the sophomore level, the difference between
the percentages is greater, 28.3814 id. private institutions
compared with 23.07 in public. Whereas the public institutions
offer a greater percentage of non-introductory expository writing
sections at the sophomore level (17.81% compared with 5.24%), the
private institutions offer a greater percentage of
non-introductory bUsinesi .writing sections than do the public
schools (15.712 - compared With 0.29X4. This is an important
difference fi:or which we have no certain explanation. It may, of
course, be that only one or two schools which teach such business
writing at the sophomore level account for this large difference.
It could also l' be that private four-year institutions teach
court.%es in English departments which are taught in other
departments or colleges at public four-year institutions.

The percentages for the upper-division non-introductory
composition sections also differ across types of four-year
institutions. In the private schools, 60.7% of al:
non-introductory sections are taught as upper-division sections,
white 68.76% are taught as upper-division classes in public
institutions. The differences within the class of upper-division
sections are interesting, and, probably important. With respect
to non-intrOductory expository writing sections, 21.172 in the
public institutions fall into this category, while only 4.37% in
private institutions do. This rather large difference between
the two groups may suggett that the "writing across' the
cui.riculum movenent has had a larger impact on public four-year
schools than on private. Differences between the number'of
business writing sections offered at the sophomore level is
maintained at the upper-division level in four-year institutions,
with. 6.98% of all non-introductory sections in private
institutions being offered in business writing courses, compared
with 1.61% in public institutions. The percentages for technical
and creative writing are comparable te .for the two types of
institutions, but the percentage of non-introductory sections
devoted to article and journalistic writing in the two types of
institutions varies considerably (14.35% for private institutions
and 6.86% for public). This 'difference may be attributable to
the fact that in public institutions, such specialized courses at
the upper-division level are frequently taught in, for example, a
college of communication.

II101 and IOU 1114 also show some important
differences across the three curricular levels with respect to
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the number of sections of, different types of non-introductory
Ompbsition courses 'offered in private -and, public four-year
institutions. In ',the privat4, institution*, 13.98% of
non-introductory writing classes. are offered in' expository
writing courses; but in public schools 43.5% 'are. A Large
difference also appears for business writing, mist!' 23.155 of all
non - introductory sections in private. schools being offered in
business. writing classes and 2.045 in public four -year
institutions. Again, professional colleges of business in public
'institutions may account for a substantial number of business
writing courses not offered in English departments. The
percentage for technical writing sections is nearly identical,
but more sections; .relatively speaking, of article and
Journalistic writing are offered in private schools than in
public, a difference we attempted to explain earlier; and a
little less creative writing seems to be taught at the
non-introductory level in .public four-year institutions than in
private (17.525 compared with 23.585).

III. .1. 3. lull mg lartitibyz of Writing Coyrses :
Adyszijnei

Comparisons like those we have made between private and
public four-year institutions were also made between private and
public universities. The data for these comparisons are
summarized in ialatl 111.7 through 111.1g.

Introductory Freshman Sophomore Total
Comp Level Levet

-Course Sections S Sections 5 Sections
611 //

Expos Wr 946 69.20
Lit i Crit Wr 237 17.34.
Tech Wr 12 0.88
ESL 53 3.88'
Remedial Wr 92 6.73
Other 27 1.98

TOTALS 1367 100.00

---- 946 69.20
- --- 237. 17.34
- --- 12 0.88

53 3.88
92 6.73

- --- 27 1.98
-- 1367 100.00

akit jjj.7. Number of Sections of Iicodultorx Compo-
sition Courses Taught in Responding Private Uni-
vereities..

32
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Non-Intro
Comp.
Course

Freshman
Level

Sect X

Sophomore Upper Total
Level Division

Sect' X Sect X .Sect X

Expos Wr 2 0.72 23 8.33 71 25.72 96 34.78
Bus. Wr 2 .0.72 16 5.80 16 5.80 34 12.32
Tech `Wr 2 0.72 - - -- 32 11.59 34 12.32
Art/Journ Wr 2 0.72 4 1.45 4 1.45 10 3.62
Cleat Wr 17. 6.16 10 3.62 46 16.67 73 26.45
Other 25 9.06 3 1.09 1 0.36 29 10.51

TOTALS 50 18.12 '56 20.29 170 61.59 276 100.0

Tau 111.A. Number of Sections of'Non-Inirodultor/
Composition Courses Taught in lesponding Private
Universities.

Introductory
Comp

Course

Freshman Sophomore Total
Levet Level

Sections 2 Sections X Sections X

Exp Wr 4490 54.06 3 0.04 4493 54.10
Lit & Crit 1564., 18.83 519 '5.25 2083 25.08
Tech Wr 164 1.97 22 0.26 186 2424
ESL 104 1.25 -- ---- 104 1.25
Remedial Wr 571 6.88 -- No WO ems mo 571 6.88
Other 868 10.45 -- ---- 868 10.45

TOTALS 7761 93.44 544 6.55 8305 100.00

Table I1I.9. Number of Sections of Inirogglioll Compo-
sition Courses Taught in Responding Public Univer-
sities.
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Non-Intro
Comp
Course

Freshman
level

Sect 2

Sophomore
Level

Sect 2

Upper
Division
Sect 2

Total

Sect %
-- tA

Exp Mr 173 11.15 144 10.57 128 8.25 465 29.96
Bus Wr 103 6.64 143 9.21 246 15.85
Tech Mr 2 0.13 156 10.05- 249 16.04 407 26.22
Art/Journ Wr, 9 0.58 10 0.64 18 1.16 37 2.38
Creat Mr 48 3.09 85 5.48 196 12.63 329 21.20
Other 410 Mb Mb 43 2.77 25 1.61 68 4.38

TOTALS 232 14.95 561 36.15 759 48.90 1552 100.0

Taktt jjj.1Q. Number of Sections of Ngn -Intro...ducal=
Composition Courses Taught in Responding Public
Universities.

Introductory g2M.C.122: Unilerlitie2. As Tabis 111.7 and
/slut /11.2 indicate, some important differences, as well as some
similarities, appear between the percentages of sections of
introductory writing courses in private and public universities.
In both cases, the largest number of sections are taught in
introductory expository writing courses at the freshman level.
In responding private universities, 69..22 of all introductory
sections are taught in freshman expository writing courses,
compared with only 54.06% for public universities. This
difference in percentages is somewhat misleading, because of the
percentage of sections represented in the "other" category for
both types of universities. In the case of the private
universities, only 1.98% of the total number of sections of
introductory composition fall into the "other" category. In the
public universities, 10.452 of all introductory sections are
classified as "other." This large difference is attributable to
the teaching in some public universities--The University of Iowa,
for example--of freshman writing courses with titles like "Speech
and Writing." Such introductory writing courses, which grew out
of the communications arts agreement of the late 1940gs and-early
195093, account for most of the difference between the
percentages for the "other" category. Differences between the
percentages for the other types courses offered at the
freshman level in the two types of institutions are not
substantial. Tabla ILI.7 and Table ILIA also indicat^ that few
introductory composition courses are offered at the sophomore
legitl in either private or public universities; Of the 9,672
sections of introductory writing courses taught in our responding
private and public universities, only 544 (5.62%) are taught at
the sophomore level. Most of these 544 sections are accounted
for by introducto-ry courses in "literature gag critical writing"
in public universities. These classes account for 6.25% of the
total number of introductory sections in public universities and
are not taught at all at the the sophomore level in private
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universities.

mnixsilititl. The differences
between the private and public universities with regard to

-1 non-introductory writing coursesosas represent end in _Table. 141.1
and Lott 11142, are more pronounced. Non-introductory writing
courses account for about the same percentage of total sections
of writing courses in private and public universities (16.80% for
private and 15.75%' for: public). At the freshman level,
non - introductory expository writing is taught with a much higher
frequency in public institutions than in private, 11.15% compared
with 0.72X._ This difference is partially offset by the fact that
~other" non - introductory freshman writing courses account for
9.062 of the total number of non-introductory sections in private
universities, white freshman-level Pothers, courses do not figure
at all among the non-introductory courses taught in public
universities. We have no satisfactory explanations of these
differences at the freshman level. At the sophomore' level'
non-introductory sections account for 20.29% of all such sections
taught in all private universities and 36.15% of ,all
non-introductory sections taught in public universities. The
bulk of this difference is accounted for by the significantly
larger number of sections of technical writing (representing
10.05% of all non-introductory sections) taught in the public
Universities, a course not taught at the sophomore level in our
responding private universities. In private universities,
sections of business writing and of technical writing account for
only 24.64% of all non-introductory sections of writing courses.
In contrast, these same courses represent 42.07% of all
non-introductory sections in public universities. These
differences may suggest that in some public universities,
technical writing and business-writing courses are offered as
options for, say, -a second required course in composition.
Across the other types of courses at the sophomore level, the
.percentages for private and public universities are comparable,
although public universities seem to offer more sections of
expositdry writing and business writing.

The upper-division level ,is where some of the more
pronounced differences between private and public universities
appear. For private universities, the percentage. of all
non-introductory sections represented by the upper-division
sections is 61.59%. The comparable number for public
universities is 48.9%. Apparently insignificant differences
between the private and public schools show up for the
percentages of article and journalistic writing sections and
*other"! sections. Larger differences appear for sections of
business and technical writing, with public universities teaching
a higher percentage (25.2% compared with 16.04%) of sections of
these courses than private:, The' opposite is true for creative
writing, where the percentage is 16.67 for private universities
and 12.63 for public universities. The largest difference
between the two types of universities with respect to
non-introductory upper-diVision sections of writing courses is in
the percentage of expository writing. In public universities,
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only 8.25% of non - introductory sections of writing are accounted
for by upper-division expository, non-introductory, writing; in
private universities, the comparable sections account for 25.72%
of all non-introductory sections. This. large difference en
suggest that less expository writing at the upper-division level
is taught in public 'universities; but it sal also indicate that
more.- upper-division expository writing is being taught in
departments and colleges outside the English department in public
universities.

III. 2 TYPES Affil zumBuTIoN QE MIT S MRSES: Ali SCHQOLS

The summary tables we have presented of the numbers of
sections of writing courses of different kinds taught LI private
and public schools of three types can be collapsed to give a
picture of the number of sections of writing taught across all of
the schools included in our sample. Tabte iii.11 and Tablf
ILI.12 summarize the data collapsed across all institutions
reponding to our questionnaire.

4111, 0.111

Introductory Freshman Sophomore Total
Comp Level Level
Course Sections % Sections % Sections %

t.
Expos Wr 8834 57.92 118 \ 0.77 8952 58.69
Lit & Crit Wr 2466 16.17 690 3156 20.69
Tech Hr 296 1.94 33 0.X 329 2.16
ESL . 260 1.70 30 '.20 290 1.90
Remedial Wr 1396 9.15 --- - 1396 9.15
Other Wr 10 62 6.96 67 0.44. 1129 7.40

TOTALS 14314 93.85 938 6.15 15252 100.00

'Aug IIL.11. Number of Sections of Latuluctotz Com osition
Courses Taught in All Responding Institutions.
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Non-Intro
Comp
Course

Freihman
Level

Sections X

Sophomore
Level

Sections "X

Upper
Division

Sections

Total

% Sections X

Expos Mr i 226 7.90 325 11.36 354 12.38 905 31.64
Bus Mr 41 1.43 159 5.56 186 6.o0 386 13.50
Tech Wr ' 18 0.63 173 6.05 417 14.58 608 21.26
Art/Jour Mr 29 -1.01 39 1.36 103 3.60 171 5.98
Creat Mr 98 3.43 140 4.90 365 12.76 603 21.08
Other Mr 25 0.87 48 1.68 114 3.99 187 6.54
TOTALS- 437 15.28 884 30.91 1539 53.81 2360 100.00

,

ilus IIIla. Number of Sections of Nog,-Introductorz Composi-
tion Courses Taught in All Responding Institutions.

By summing across ',Ilk's 1.11.11 and It III.Aa,we see that
our responding institutions teach a total of 18,112 sections of
writing courses. Of this total, 15,252 (84.21%) are taught in
introductory writing courses and 2,860 (15.791) are taught in
non-introductory writing courses. Not surprisingly, the, largest
course of all those listed in the two tables is fresholan
introductory expository writing, which accounts for 57.92% of all
introductory sections and 48.77% of all sections taught. The
next largest course is *introdcutfon to literature and critical
writing.* It accounts for116.17% of all introductory sections
and 13.62X of all sections. Thus collectively, the two courses
most likely to serve as the basic writing course for the majority
of the students enrolled in the schools included in our sample
account for 62.39% of all sections taught. If the 1,396 sections
of remedial writing (which represents 9.15% of all introductory
sections and 7.711 of all sections) are pooled with the sections
of introductory expository writing and introduction to
literature and critical writing, then over 70% of all sections
taught are essentially first or beginning courses in
college-level writing.

These percentages suggest that great attention is being paid
to the teaching of writing. However, when one considers that
less than 30% of all sections taught in the responding
institutions are in courses other than beginning freshman
courses, one realizes that relatively speaking, very little
composition is being taught beyond the freshman year. When
percentages are calculated on the basis of all 14,314 sections of
introductory freshman writing, we find that beginning freshman
writing courses account for 93.85% of alt introductory sections
of writing and 79.03% of all sections of writing. This means
that only 20.9

;

1 of all 18,112 sections are devoted to the
teaching of Oting beyond either the introductory or the
freshman levelt

C
\
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III. 3. A MAII2BA1 MALMO 2E TYPO RIIIII2MIL2N 2E
MILK CUB=

On the basis of the data we have summarized above, we
extrapolated, from our sample to the national Population of
postsecondary institutions. Using the transformations for
enrollment Listed for private and public schools in wit 1.1 and
T.0121.29 we adjusted our data to make them reflect the national
distribution of two-year colleges, private and public four-year
institutions, and private and public universities. When these
adjustments 'were made, it became possible to project the
percentage of all sections of introductory and non-introductory
writing courses taught throughout the country.

III* 3* 10 NatIgui Ersintigin 1st Inirsdmilux in lima-
Intutimisxx Camt121 by !x

These projections for all institutions, (regardless of type
and primary source of support, appear ln 'slut III.11 and Table
111011*

Institutions % of Projected % of Projected
Intro Sections Total Sections

2-Year 39.10 33.68
Private 4-Year 14.85 12.79
Public 4-Year 22.11 19.05
Private Univ 4.43 3.82
Public Univ 19.51 16.81

TOTALS 100.00 86.15

Tames 1.I2. Prdjected-oNational Distribution Across
All Distitutions of Projected Sections' of
Laugmlisa Writing Courses.
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Institutions % of Projected
Non-Intro
Sections

of Projected
Total

Sez.tions

2-year
Private 4-Year
Public 4-Year
Private Univ
Public Univ

TOTALS

22.85 3.17
20.24 2.80
28.64 3.97
5.54 0.77

22:72 3.15
100.00 13.85

Projected National Distribution Across All
Institutions of Projected Sections of Nog-Intro,-
dal= Writing Courses.

III.11.and alas II.L.If(Ceal that natlinally 86.15%
of alt se tions of Orbiting are taught in introductory courses and
only 13.8 are taught in non - introductory courses. Of projected
sections. f introductory writing courses, 39.1% are taught in

two-year colleges. Private and public four-year institutions
teach 36. 6% of the introductory sections taught nationwide, and
private and public universities teach 23.94* of those sections.
Similar roportional differences obtain when the percentage of
introduc ory sections is calculated on the basis, of all sections
of writ- 4g courses taught nationwide, as reflected in column 3 of

/Ms u/.14, which presents the national
projections for non-introductory sections. of writing courses,
also contains some- important figures. Of all non-introductory
sections taught nationally, two-year colleges teach 22.85% If
them, while private and public four-year institutions teach
48.88% and private and public universities teach 28.26%. Th'e

greater percentage of non=introductoyy sections taught in

four-year institutions and universities as compared to the
percentage of introductory sections is explained by the fact that
two-year colleges offer no writing courses beyond the sophomore.
Level. Aecording:to our projeCtionsoOf all sections of writing
taught nationwide, two-year colleges teaelt-36.85X of them. This
particular percentage is to be expected because two-year colleges
account for 38% Of all Institutions nationally and because
enrollients.in'two-year colleges account for about 36% of all
students in postsecondary institutions. If our projections are,
accurate, the f)gure suggests that a great deal more research
ought tor--be done in and pore attention paid ,nationally to the
teaching, of writing in -two -year colleges than-has been done_7.1to

date..-The.projected percentage for two-yetr colleges is exceeded
only 'by the combined, percentage for private and public four-year
institutions, which is 38.61. We, project that private and public
universities account collectively.for only 24.55% of all sections
of writing courses taught nationally.
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21 I2111111119.BI

The percentages presented by /m ac jjj.j and 'Able ILL.11
can be .divided to show the distribution nationally across
different types of writing courses for our various classes of
institutions. These distributions are summarized in Table MAI'
through 1114g.

Type of Writing I of Projected Sections
Course of iptroductory Courses

.111,00.....M.D.O1NINIM.111.....ma.N..!.11M4.

Expos Mr 60.25
Lit t Crit Mr 18.98
tech Mr 2.87
ESL 1.87
Remedial Mr 11.33
Other 4.70

TOTAL 100.00

IA.011 111.12 Projected National Distribution of
Sections Across Types of InIcsubigual Courses
for All Types of Institutions.

Types of Writing 2 of Projected Non-
Courses Introductory Sections

Expos Wr 26.72
Bus Wr :7.08
Tech Wr 18.87
Arthyourn Wr 10.32
Creat Wr 21.29
Other 5.72

TOTAL 100.00

Tibit jjj. Projected National Distribution of
. Sections Across Types of NIO-LataltiOtorif.
Courses for All Types of Institutions.
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^M

rpeszA4 I. Taught in Typis'et InstitUtions
2-Year:

A004, '.Wr 23:'03-

Itt,4-'tr WO, -8.15- -
-TeCht.,Wr . U81

/ - .Ettz :.: A:37
lieiedial-Ur. .504T r
'Other '0..34,
,joTALstuko) 49.13

.

pr '4-Year Pu. 4 -Year Pr Univ Pu Univ

9.36 14.24 3.06 10.56
- .46 2.71 0.77- 4.89
0.17 0.41 0.04 0.44

s- V.53 0.56 0.17 0.24
-0.14 3.32 0.30 1.34
1.39 0.84 0.09 2.04

1,4.85 22.08 4.43. 9.51

ILL41. Projected National Distribution of Sections
- 414' atIdgagu Writing Couries Taught in Different

TyPeS.of InStituAlons. °

Types of ".

,.Courses 2-Year

-
Expos Wr 2.71
Bus- Wr 7.55
Tech Wr 4.65
,Art/Journ Wr 2.71
treat 4r 5.23

*-7,Other .......

..TOTAkS1100) 22.86

Taughtein Types of Institutions
Pr -4 -Year Pu 4-Year. Pr Univ Puy Univ

2.82 12.6 1.93 6.80
4.68 0.58 0.68 3.59
3.10 4.51 0.68 5.93
4.15 2.64 0.20 0.62
,4.17 5.01 1.47 4.81
0.71 3.42 0.59 1.00

20.25 28.65 5.58 22.66

iakis-III4A. Projected National Distribution of Sections of
ag-igtagustame writilo Courses TaUght in Different.
Types of Institutions.

As Iitat IIL1§.. shows, 60.25% of all sections of
introductory. writing courses are taught in introductory
expOsitory writing, courses. This national'projection is only
4tight1y higher than the percentage (57.92) observed ,Ifor-,,our

-as Shown- ILI1. Our national Orojeition for
sections- of intredUCtion, to literature and critical writipgs
cb4Oses indiCates that nationwide 18.98% of all sections of
introductory_ writing Course's are sections of such courses. The
Pationii projection accounting for the third largtst number of
seC)ag!as of introductory. writing. courses is the; 11.33% for

coisries*, Collectively, these three figures indicate
_thMt-nearly 91% of all.'sectiOns bf introductory wriftng courses
are taught in courses designed usually to meet some graduation
requirement.

14bit =42 indicatei considerable O'angeibetween the high
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and low percentages_ for 'introduct6ry courses. Smaller ranges
between the high and-low percentages for non - introductory courses
arel!bserired in table I/I.11. Ai with introductory 'courses
ekOository writing courses have the largest number of sections
among the non-introductory courses with 26.722 of the total
number of projected' Section's. A maximum of 4.21 percentage
-points separates the percentages of total sections taught in
non-introductory business writing courses, technical writing
Courses, and creative writing courses, with creative writing
.accounting for the highest percentage of these three courses with
21.292 of , the total projected number of non-introductory
sections. Apart' from the courses -falling' into our "other"
category, article and journalistic writing courses account for
the Smallest percentage (10.33) of the projected sections of
non-introductory courses.,

Table 111.17 and eta ILL .18 divide the percentages
peesented in Iatis /1/.12 and Table jjj. across. types ,of
institutions. As aids /LW/ indicates, the institutional type
accounting for the 'largest number of projected sections of
introductory expository writing is the two-year college. with
23.032 of the total number of introductory sections. It .should
be recalled that both private and public two-year colleges are
represented by,this category. When the percentages -_are summed
across private and public four-year institutions and universities
for the same introductory course, we find that introductory
expository Writing, in four-year institutions accounts for 23.62
of ,all projected introductory sections and that introductory
expository writing in universities accounts for 13.622 of all
projected. introductory sections. With respect to courses
classified as "introduction tr literature sag critical writing,"
two-year .calleges teach the largest number of sections (8.15% of
all projected introductory sections). All four-year institutions
account for 5.17% _of all projected sections with such a course,
and universities account for 5.662 with courses of the same type.
Two-year. colleges also teach the largest number of introductory
technical writing classes and the 'largest number of remedial
classes. For introductory technical writing classes, two-year
colleges teach a number of sections equal. to 1.812 of all
introductory sections, while the comparable percentage for all
four-year institutions is-0.58 and for all universities 0.48.
For sections of remedial writing courses. two-year College
offerings equal 5.432 of the projected total of all introductory
sections, while four-year institution offerings account for 4.262
and university offerings account for 1.642.

/Able IiI.111 provides similar distributional percentages for
sections of non-introductory courses across types of

-Anstitutions. These percentages may be compared with the
distribution of classes across our Sample institutions by
refering to uhlt.III.22. atomise two-year colleges, do not offer
'programs beyond the sophomore Levet, the percentage of total
non-introductory sections for that group is considerably Lower
than it is for introductory sections -- 22.86% compared with
39.132. Not unexpectedly, the percentages of total
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non-introductory 'sections in four-year institutions and
Universities is higher than it. is for introductory sections.
Fouryear institutions account for 36.93X of all introductory
sections, and 48.9% of all non-introductory sections.
Universities account for 23.94% of all introductory sections and
28.24% of all non-introductory sections. For the most part.
four-year. institutions , teach the largest number of
non-introductory sections oI?writing courses nationwide. One
exception is that two; year colleges teach more sections of
business writing at the non- introductory letel. Universities
teach a larger number of sections of non-introductory expository
writing. technical writing, and creative writing than two-year
colleges; however.. with the exception of . the number of
non-introductory expOsitory writing sections. the differences are
not very great. Note that article and journalistic writing
course's are taught considerably less often in untversities than
in lour-year institutions and two -year colleges. Of the
projected total number of sections nationwide. only 0.821 of them
are accounted for by such courses taught in universities. while"
2.71% are accounted for by two-year colleges and 6.791;20yc,,7
four-year institutions. This difference. at well as.'thei.
'decreasing number of business writing sections from two-year
colleges to universities, may be explained by the presence In
universities of other departments and colleges which may teach
such courses.

The projections which are presented in Laktf LII1.2 through
Table:II/4A suggest that the profession may want'to examine very
closely the different kinds of writing courses. both introductory
and non-introductory,, taught in the various classes of
institutios. Certainly the teaching of introductory writing
courses in two-colleges accotints for much more of the writing
instruction nationwide- than those of us in universities might
have expected. As /ibis ILI.13 and Dikit III. a indicate.
four-year institutions account for the most writing instruction
nationwide. A study investigating differences across classes of
Schools for similar courses at both the introductory and
non-introductory levels may drove most informative.

111. 4 MUSE 2./Z1.2 2E .1111IIINi

The information collected' by our survey instrument also
allowed us to generate a fairly accur3Ae picture, of average class
sizes for both introduttory and non-introductory writing classes
across typei of institutions. These data are summarized 16 'Adds
/LI.12 through Wis 111.a.
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Intro
Comp

Courses

Freshman
Classes

Sophomore
Classes

7

Expos Wr 22.90 23.29
Lit &.Crit Mr 27.45 24.92
Tech Mr 22.11 22.00
ESL 18.95 23.00'
Remedial Wr 18.95
Other 19.00 18.33

Dias III 42o Average Class Size in Iatagmligtx
Writing. Courses in All Responding Institu-
tions (14 = 114).

Non-Intro Freshman Sophomore Upper-
Comp Classes Classes Division

Courses Classes

Expos Ur 19.62 19.33 19.41
Bus Wr 22.50 22.69 20.50
Tech Wr 20.29 21.53 19.85
Art/Journ Wr 18.73 19.00 19.86
Creat Wr 19.00 17.30 17.02
Other 22.50 20.08 18.25

Dias III.ggi Average-Class Size in agn-Iniumillaz Writing
Courses in All Responding Institutions (N = 114).

Intro Two-Year Four-Year Univ
Comp v

Courses Fr;:, Soph Fr Soph Fr Soph

Expos Wr
Lit Crit Wr
Tech Wr
ESL
Remedial Wr
Other

24.18
24.33
23.50
15.33
20.13
20.00

30.00 22.61
25.09
20.00
21.91
20.06
18.10

.16.00
21.75
12.00
',.
19.00

22.81
29.24
21.73
18.44
17.55
19.57

23.40 ,

26.50
24.00
23.00

Ist11.2 Average Class Size in Inlugiiitux Writing Courses
by Institutional Type 1N = 114).
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Non-Intro
Comp

Courses
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a

-

'Freshman Sophomore Upper-
Classes Classes Divbilon

Clisses

Expos Ur
Bus Ur
TeCh Wr
Art/Journ Wr
Creat Wr
Other

MI WO

-14.00 . 15.00
21.67 30.00
21.33 20.75
16.20 17.33
17.00 17.17
1111111111,00 IM MIMI MIMI ell

- 4.
- -=--t

/Aids II/4,2. Average Class Size in astm-Iatrod4tiev
Writing Courses in'iwo-Year Colleges.

-
Won-Intro Freshman .Sophomor$ Upper-

Comp Classes Classes Division
Courses Classes

Expos' Wr 20.75 17.44 , 18.40
Bus Ur 20.00 22.50 0.75
Tech Wr 17.50 . 19.62
Art/Journ Wr 19.33 18.50 18.60
Creat Wr 16.00 14.17 15.85
Other mmmmm 17.00 14.88

table /1/.23. Average Class Size in 12B-In IL2gUILLEX wri-
ting Courses in Four-Year Institutions.

1

Non-Intro Freshman Sophomore Upper-
Comp Classes _ Classes Division

Courses Classes
r

Expos WO 20.57 20.S8 19.78
Bus Ur 25.0D, 22.30 25.25
Tech Wr 19.50 <22.78 20.00
Art/Journ Wr 22.33 20.50 20.92
Creat Wr 20.67 19.09 17.80
Other 20.00 20.90 19.60

iikil 1II.a. Av,erage Clasi-Size in ff2D-IALC2.0.11119XX Wri-
ting Courses in Universities.
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These tables especially' the latter three should be
interpreted cautiously. In the case of -T8b4
11/41. and Iitit I11.21. the number of instances of some writing
courses at some curricular levels is not large enough to give a
reliable indication of :lass size. This is true in particular
for courses such as article and journalistic writing at the
freshman Level. Such limitations should not obtain however for
the dati summarized in Iikil I11.12 and iikkg.11142. A second
caution is necessary: although we have reason to believe, that
most directors gave us enrollment figiiret for the beginning of
semesters and quarters it is possible that some- gave us figures
reflecting class size at the end of the semester or quarter
figures which would reflect attrition' from the first of the
semester to the end.

According to jAV.,11 111.22, the course which has the highest
enrollment nationwi..!e--introductory expository writing--has an
'average class zize of 22.90. Ctassei in 'literature and critical
writing, the second largeit writihg course nationally,- average
27.45 students or '4.50 students more than freshman expository
writing courses. This larger average clasi size probably limits
the amount of writing done in those classes. Such introductory
classes at the sophomore level are, _homelier significantly
smaller having on the average about 2.50 fewer students than
their freshmanrcounterparts. We also find it noteworthy that ESL
classes and remedial classes in,writing have an average class
size cf 18.95 across all institutions. Class size is important
for the obvious reason that the larger the, number of students in
a- composAtion class the less time the teacher can devote to the
writing of any one student. Nationwide ESL and remedial'emirses,
courses whose students demand a goad deal of the teacher's time,
are smaller than other freshman-livel introductory classes.

The average class sizes reported in Table I1I.22 are also
worthy of note. The fact that non-introductory writing classes
are generally' smaller than introductory writing classes is
important because many in our profession believe that smaller
writing classes are better writing classes. On the other hand.
students in'non-introductory composition courses usually require
Less individual attention from the teacher than students in
introductory courses. Of the two student groups perhaps those
who need the Least individual help have more of it available to
them. Except for article and journalistic writing courses whose
class sizes increase , across curricular Levels, alt
non-introductory courses decrease in class size from the freshman
to the upper-division level. Business writing courses have the
largest classes of any non-introductory course at all curricular
levels perhaps because the forms of writing taught are often
shorter, forms such as the business letter and the memorandum.
This trend may also reflect a generalincrease in enrollments in
colleges of butiness.

/gag 1LI41 examines average class sire in introductory
courses across institutional types.. For the course enrolling the
Largest number of students nationally-expository writing--the
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smallest average class size is found in the four-year
institutions, while the largest is found in the two-year
colleges. Among "literature Ang critical writing" courses, the
smallest classes are found in the two-year colleges, while the
largest are found in universities, whether at :'-the freshman or
sophomore level. At the freshman- ;level technical writing
ilisses average from 20 to 23.50 with the four-yiar institutions
having the smallest class-es and the two-year colleges the
largest. The average size of ESL classes in both two-year
colleges and universities is smaller than the average class size
for that course across all institutions, while ESL classes in
four-year institutions are about 3.5 students above the
averagenumber of students.- The smallest remedial classes. are
found in universities. Both two-year colleges and four-year
institutions offer remedial 'classes which% are at least one
student above the average for all institutions.

DMA ILI.21 9 TableILI.21, and,Lable,III.11 we are hesitant
to interpret because non-introductory writing classes represent
so few (less than 15X: of the total number of sections, taught in

our sample. We leaveit to our readers to interpret those tables
themselves.

III. 5. MRIIINi Q.QUEAL; AND 2/11.811I

In constructing our questionnaire, we assumed that freshman
writing programs organized around course .syllabi would -differ
from those not so organized. We assumed that the presence og
absence of course syllabi would indicate the degree of program
flexibility with respect to curricular matters and instructional
practices. Although we are not able to test our assumptions, we
do believe that the importance of the information we found about
the use of syllabi suggests the vadidity of our initial
assumptfons.

Of ti, 113- respondin4 institutions who teach required
freshman writing courses, 73 (64.61X) indicated that they have a
formal syllabus for their first-semester/smarter course and 44
(38694X) indicated that they require, their writing teachers to

follow that syllabus. Of the 84 institutions that indicated they
require a, second=semester/qUarter.course in freshman composition,
56 (66.67X) said they have a formal syllabus for the course, and
32 (38.10%) indicated that they reglatt its use.

Of 'the 73 institutions having a syllabus for the
first-semester/quarter course, 39 (53.43X) are universities, 24
(32.88%) are four-year institutions, and 10 (13.7X) are two-year
colleges. Of the 44 schools requiring the use of a

first-semester/quarter syllabus, 22 (50X) are ,universities 17

(38.64%) are four-yearinstitutions and 5 (11.37Z) are two'-year
colleges. Of the 56 sampeed institutions having a

second-semester/quagter formal syllabus, 30 (53.58X) are

Li 7
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universities, 19 (33.132) are four-year institutions, and 7

(12.52) are two-year colleges. Of the 32 schools requiring the
use of a second-semester/quarter syllabus, 16 (502) are
universities, 12 (37:52)_ are four -year institutions, and 4

(12.52) are two-year colleges. These figures suggest that as the
number of graduate students employed as writing teachers
increases, so do both the presence and required use of a

first-semester/quarter, and a second-semester/quarter syllabus
(see note 15).
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STAFFING OF WRITING COURSES

The question of who teaches what in college writing programs
has been raised by students and faculty and by parents.and state
legislators. From time to time, this question is at the center
of heated debates about the quality of instruction in
undergraduate writing courses, especially freshman composition.
Our'4,data wttl. not settle the debate over the quality of
instruction; they may or may not even contribute to it in
contradictory ways. However.-our data do permit us to develop a
detailed and, accurate picture of how many introductory and
non-introductory composition classes of different kinds are
taught by different faculty groups in ,,dilferent types of
institutions. The item on our questionnaire which generated the
data on staff distribution asked the directors to indicate how
many sections of the various kinds of introductory and
non-introductory courses are taught bi:each of four groups of
faculty. These faculty groups are the following: (1) full-time
tenured or tenure-track faculty (T-Track); (2) other full-time
faculty (Full - Time); (3) part-time faculty (Part-Time); and (4)
graduate students'(Grad).

IV. 1. afEal QE INiRSIMIOWCOuR212

Takil 11.1 through Wig 11.2 summarize our findings for the
sections of,introductory writing courses taught in our five types
of instiuttOns.

7q4: 4
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- Intro N X Taught by Different Faculty
Comp_ of

Courses Sections T-Track Full-rime Part-Time Grad

Expos Wr 738 59.5 16.0 24.4 0.1
Lit i Crit Wr 261 43.7 27.6 28.7
Tech Wr- 58 50.0 19.0 31.0
ESL 12 -33.3 IM MOP 116 IM 66.7
Remedial Wr 174 66.1 10.3 21.8 1.7
Other 11 _ 45.5 54.5 ,M411101.

TOTALS 1254 56.3 17.9 25.4 0.3

/012 1.1.1. Percentage of Sections of Introductory Wri-
ting Courses Taught by Different Faculty in Responding
Two-Year Colleges (N = 14).

Intro N of X Taught by Different Faculty
Comp Sections

Courses T-Track Full-Time Part-Time Grad

Expos Wr, 658 49.1 7.6 40.7 .2.6
Lit & Crit Wr 173 78.6 8.1 13.3 ---

Tech Wr 12 66.7 Oa MP 1 33.3 ---

ESL 37 27.0 10.8 62.2
Remedial Wr 66 40.9 4.5- 54.5 ---

Other 98 .76.5 6.1 17.3 ---

'TOTALS 1044 55.5 7.4 35.5 1.6

.1.0.14 0.2. Percentage of Sections of 10t.,-.11uctorx Wri-
ting Courses Taught by Different F'''";ST1, in Responding
Private Four-Year Institutions' =

AIM
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X Taught by Different Faculty

T-Track Full-Time Part-Time Grad

Exp s Wr 2117 47.9 15.4 16.2 20.6
Lit Crit Wr 402 , 68.7 1.2 20.1 10.0
Tech r 61 82.0 6.6 8.2 3.3
ESL 84 10.7 8.3 81.0 MI.1110 Mb Mb

Remedia Wr 493 34.7 7.5 37.7 20.1
Other, 125 73.6 106 3.2 21.6

TOTALS 3232 49.1 11.6 20.9 180 4

2 Ii \;;ercentage of Sections ofDICASIMII2ZI Wri-
ting urses Taught by Different Faculty in Responding
Public our-Year Institutions (N = 35).

Intro
Comp

Courses

N of \ X Taught by Different Faculty
Sections

T-Track Full-Time Part-Time Grad

EXpos Wr 946 13.21 3.07 37.84 45.88
Lit Irtrit Wr 237 27.00 10.97 3.38 58.65
Tech Wr 12 33.33 41.67 16.67 8.33
ESL 53 30.19 62.26 7.55
Remedial Wr '92 15.22 36.96 47.83
Other , 27 44.44 55.56 - --

TOTALS 1367 17.19 ' 5.49 31.82 45.50

Table i/.4. Percentage of Sections of Latuldullgrx Wri-
ting Courses Taught by Different Faculty in Responding
Private Universities (N = 14).

1
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Intro N of
Comp Sections

Courses

Taught by Different Faculty

T-Track Fult-Time Part-Time Grad

Expos Wr 4493 13.67 13.42
Lit & Crit Ur 2083 32.07 11.57
Tech Wr 186 10.75 1.61
ESL 104 6.73 13.46
Remedial' Wr 571 15.59 17.34
Other 868 8.87" 7.60
TOTALS 8305 17.76 12.35

alb AD VIP

18.85
13e25 43.11
22.58 65.06
9.62 70.19

19.79 47.29
8.18 75.35
16.36 53.52

'Able I1.5. Percentage of Sections of Lazgshillux Wri-
ting Courses Taught by Different Faculty in Responding
Public Universities (N = 32).

Table //.1 through M.§ summarize the way different types of
institutions staff their InirpAysism courses in writing. One
interesting finding ,is that tenured and tenure-track faculty
teach relatively fewer introductory writing courses as one moves
from 'Able .1/.1 through Imag 11.5. The percentages range from
56.3X of all Sections of introductory courses in two -year
colleges to 17.19% and 17.76% in private and public universities.
respectively. In contrast. graduate students teach increasingly
larger numbers of sections as one,moves through the five tables
from two-year colleges to public universities. In two-year
colleges and private and public four-year institutions. graduate
students teach 0.3%. 1.6%. and 18.4% of the sections.
respectively: and in private and public universities they teach
45.5% and 53.52X. respectively. To some people. these
differences may suggest that writing instruction in two-year
colleges and in four-year schools is superior to that in private
and Oubtic universities. However. we know of no hard evidence to
suggest that tenured or tenure-track faculty in two-year colleges
and four-year schools are better teachers than graduate students
in private and public universities (see note 16).

,,Anothex interesting finding is that non-tenured. non-tenure
track full-time faculty account for a good cleat of the writing
'instruction that occurs at the introductory level. There is
considerable variation across institutions with respect to_the
percentages of-sections taught by this group which range from
5.49% in private universities to 17.9% in two-year colleges.
These faculty members frequently have little Job security& often
not kno4ing from one semester or year to the next whether they
will be teaching at all. Also interesting Is the percentage of

Asections- of introductory writing taught by part-time faculty.
The percentage for-this .Pass of faculty is lowest for public
universities (16.36%) and highest for private universities
(31.822). while for two-year colleges and 'Orivate.. and public

J
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four-year institutions the percentages are 25.4%, 35.52 and
20.9X, respectively. Part-time facultylike non-tenured,
non-tenure track full-t faculty- -have Little job security.
But the two oeoUps combiner .teach _well over a-third of the
introductory sections in two-year= colleges (43.3%). -private
four-year institutions-442.9X). and private universities (37.31X)
and nearly one-third in public four-year institutions (32.5%) and
in public universities 428.71X).

Tibiti U.I through I/.1 also show differences in the kinds
of courses the various faculty groups most often teach. Except
for two-year colleges, tenure-track faculty teach a relatively
higher percentage -of 'introduction to literature jog critical
writing' sections, than expository writing sections. The largest
percentage (56.3%) of sections of 'introduction to literature AnA
critical writing' -taught by full.btime and part-time faculty is
for two-year co1leges; the next highest is for public
universities with 24.92X. The percentages for the remaining
types of schbols.range from 4.35X in private universities to
about 21% in private and public four-year institutions. Graduate
students teach the largest number of sections in private
universities (58.65%), while' they teach 43.11% in public
universities and 10% in public four-year institutions.

The staffing of ESL courses and remedial writing courses
varies considerably across institutional types. The tables
Indicate that, except in public universities, a good deal of such
instruction- is handled by part-time faculty and a fair amount by
tenure-track faculty, except in, private universities where the
bulk of remedial instruction in writing is done by graduate
students. Faculty in publii universities teach relatively few of
these courses, with the bulk- of the instruction done by graduate
students. Where a" substantial number of technical writing
classe are being taught - -as in public four-year institutions and
universities- -they are staffed very differently, with 82X of the
sections taught by t-track in public four-year institutions and

A 65.06x taught by graduate students in public universities.

IV. 2. 2IAEEIN2 2E h2B-1.41B2.2=122/ OUBILI

Iakil //.fi through ULU LX412 summarize the staff
distributions across non-introductory writing courses in the five
types of institutions we surveyed.-
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1.

r-

7-
ton-intro N of 2 TaughtIA* Different Faculty

Comp Sections
Courses T-Track Part-Time brad

Expos Wr 14
Bus Mr . $ 39
Tech Mr 24
Art/Journ Mr 14
Crest lir 27
Other --

TOTALS 118

57.1
87.2
45.8
50.0
88.9
----

66.7

'21.4
2.6..

20.8
28.6
7.4

18.3

21.4
10.3
33.3
21.4
3.7

----

15.1

INo

MIOD

OD
MIMIM

.11

'Alit Lief'. Percentage of Section's of 122-LatEldUti2LI
Writing Courses Taught by Different Faculty in Re-
sponding Two-Year Colleges fN = 14).

Non-Intro N of t Taught by Different Faculty
Comp Sections

Courses T-Trark Full-Time Part-410e Grad

-at

Expos Mr
Bus Wr
Tech Wr
Art/Journ Mr
Creat Wr
Other

TOTALS

32
53
35
47
54
8

229

84.4
73.,6

77.1
61.7
79.6
75.0
74.7

9.4
Mt MI MIDAND

----

12.8
11.1/
---

G.6

6.3_
26.4
22.9
25.5
9.3

25.0
18.8

MIMIM

OlIM

410M1m

MIrml

111 .=

F

Iatis 11./. Percentage of `Sections of Ma-1nitgd11112t1
Writing Courses Taught by Different Faculty in Re-
sponding Private Four-Year Institutions fN = 32).
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NOn7Intro
- -X Taught by Faculty Groups

Como N of M a en
Courses sections T-Track Futt-Time Part-Time Geod.

Expos Wr
Bus Wr
Tech 10, .

Art/Journ Wr
Creat Wr
Other
'TOTALS

298
14

108-

6
120
*32

685

46.6
50.0,
87.0
68.3
85.0

..28.0
59.6

,-

43.0
50.0
1.2.0

19.0
10.8
_1.2
25.4

9.7
---
0.9

. 12.7
4.2

40.2
11.1

0.7
,---

...

...

3q.5
3.9

J

mit il.A. Percentage of Sections of lign-Intrgiluclatt
.......... Writing Courses.Taught by. Different Faculty :in Respond-

. .

ing.*Public Four-Year Institutions (N = 35).

_Nom-Intro N of
Comp Sections

Courses

.., Expos Wr 96
Bus Wr 34
Tech Wr 34
Art/Journ Wr; 10
Crest Wr 73\ .

"Other . '29 \
TOTALS 276 ,

X Taught by Facutty'Groups

T-Track'Futt-Time Part-time Grad
If)

28.13 , 3.13 58.33 10.42
41.18 , 2.94 47.06 8.82
?6.47 5.88 38.24 -29.41
70.00 10.00 20,.00

60.27 .. 21.92 17.81-
83.33, 6.67 10.00
45.49 9.03 37.18 8.30

. ,
.

,

mil /14,. Percentage of Sections of Navinitgamilory-
Writifig Courses by Different Faculty in Responding.
Private Universities (Ns = 14).

C
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Non-Intro N of X Taught by Facultr Groups
Comp'

Couries
Sections,

T-Track Full-Time Part-Time Grad

Expos gr. 465 53.98 ,7.31 . 14.41 24.50
Bus Wr 246 55.28 13.01 11.79 ,19.92
Teih Wr 407 36.86 20.64 . 18.92.' 23.59
Art/Journ Wr 37 81.08 13.51 5.41
-Great Wr 329 59.88 13.07 3.95 23.10
Other - 68 36.761 61.76 1.47

TOTALS 1552 50.84 15.46 12.18 21.52

N,

Ilkit-1/49. Percentage of Sections of 12n-Intuductorr
,WritindCo-UfteimTaught by Different Faculty in Re-
sponding Public ,Universities (44 = 32!).

Perhaps the most important finding, although not an
unexpected one, revealed by ,thefe 'tables is that s'ot.4rack"
faculty teach a significantly higher proportion,of the sections
of non-introduitory writing courses than of introductory courses.
The _tables also indicate-that the other faculty groups still
teach a fair percentage of the non-introductory courses as well.

IV. 3. 2214Agi 2E 1IAEFIB2, A.2121.11 22ELLOOR LEVELS
,

Tjkle A.11 coilapse,s the data for introductory and
non- introductory courses summarized in 'Rile 1.1.1' through
I1.11.even more.
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Tught by Faculty Groups

T-Track Full-Time Part-Time Grad TOTALS

Introduttory 25.43 9.84 17.51 31.43 84.21

Non-Iiitroductory 8.71 2.59 2.37 2.12 15.79

TOTALS 34.14 12.43 19.88 33.55 100.40
OD .smimmeom

°

. 'ibis 11.11. Percentage of All Introductory md Non-
Introductory Sections of Writing Courses Taught by
Different FacUlty Groupi Across all Types of Institu-
tions (N of Sections = 18,112).

As /akis Iy.11: reveals, when all sections of introdUttory
and non-introductory writing courses are combined to form the

., base -for calculating -staffing percentages, it-track and graduate
students are''shown to teath\34.142 and 33.55X, respectively, of

1 all sections of writing' courses in our responding institutions.
I Together, "full-time" and Apirt,tile" faculty teach the remaining
32.31X., What these figures mean is that 65.862 of all writing
classes in the institutions we surveyed are taught by teachers
who probably have only Ingammeappointsents in the r respective
departments or colleges. These figures seem articularly-
important in light 'of the sfact that in many n titutions,
composition classes account for at leiit 602 of a l classes
taught in English departsents. These figures fUrther suggest
that while many schoots may pay lip service to the tea ing of
writing, they have obviously not worked this -"commitment \ into
their rewards systemi. \\

I4 4. 20/AB/ 2E11:Ur-lig ACRQSa UMW LNIIIIUMBAL

Lois /1.1g, Lois ,12.14, and 'Aug LyAi summarize stth
distributions at various ''curricular -levels across types of
institutions.

('S
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LeVel of Taught by Faculty GrouPi
Introductory
Courses T-Track Full-Time PartTime Grad TOTALS

Freshman,

Sophomore

26.80

3.40

11.10

0.59

19.96

0013

35.98 93.85

1.34 6.15

TOTALS , 30.20' 11:69 20.19 37.32
L

,100.00
4.

11.1a. Percentage of Sectious of Introductou
Writing Courses Taught by Diflerent Faculty Groups
Across All Responding Institutions 04 of Sections =
15,252).

Level of % Taught by Faculty Groups
.Non - Introductory
Courses T-Track Full -Time Part-Time Grad TOTALS

.,.

Freshman 10.87 1.57 1.92 0.90 15.28

SophdSore 12.10 6.57 v.97 7.27 30.91

Upper- Division 32.20 8.26 3.11 5.24 53.81

TOTALS 55.17 16.40 15.00 13.43'100.00

9

Takis IV.IA. Percentage of Sections of hwuluslysiglx
Writing Courses Taught by Different Faculty Groups
Across All Responding Institutions 04 of Sections =
2,860Y.
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Curricular % Taught by 'Faculty Groups
Levels

T-Track

Freshman 24.29

Sophomore 4.77

Upper-Division 5.08

TOTALS 34.14

FullTime Part-Time
WS 47,

Grad TOTALS

9.60 17.12 30.44 81.44

,e

1.53 1.48 2.27 10.06

1.30 1.28 0.83 8.50

12.43 19.88, 33.55 100.00

/ibis Iy. Percentage :of Sections of Introductory mg
Non-Introductory Writing Courses Taught by Different
Faculty Groups Across all Responding Institions
tN of Sections = 18,112).

Tit wiz 'shows that 93.85% of all sections of
introductory-composition courses are taught at the freshman
Level, while 6.15% of the sections,of introductory composition
are taught, at the sophomore .level. Of these sections, 30.2% are
taught by et-track" faculty and 37.32% are tau0t by graduate
students. Tie im.ilinoicates that "t-track" faculty teach the
majority of non-introductory ,writing .eslasses, with the 'other
faculty groups teaching 'comparable numbers of sections. MA/
/V.11 presents the same staffing distributions `as Mis Iy.il but
divides introductory and non-introductory classes across somewhat
more specific curricular levels.

IV. 5. STAFFING MUTING comBlEs: A uALIQuAi miumb

By using the- data summarized in 'Rue- 1.1.1 through mis_
/y.11 and by transforming, those data to. reflect national
enrollment patterns, we were able to project the percentages of
all sections of writing which- our four "faculty groups teach

.nationally. These projections appear in mil Ii.1§.
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Level,of
Sections

Introductory,

Non-Intro-
ductory

TOTALS

X Taught by Faculty Group
MOM& A

,ck Full -Time Part-Tile Grad TOTALS

39.04 11.48 21.06 14.56 86.14

8.66 2.16 2.14 0.90 13.86

47.70 13.64 .23:20- 15.46 100.0.0

/able IV.15. Projected National Distribution nt-of Sections, c.

of Introductory And Non - Introductory Writing
.Courses for All Institutional Types for Faculty in
Different Groups.

When the figures appearing on the "totals" row in TaOle
I1.1§ are compared with those on the "totals" row(in 'JAI /141f
w,e see that white 34.14,X of all sections, -taught in our sample
institutions are taught by 0t-track" faculty, 47.702 nationally
are taught by "t-track" faculty. ' The percentage of sections
taught by "fully-time" faculty increases (from 12.43% to 13.6
slightly, and those taught by "part-time" faculty increase (froi
19.80,X to 23.20%) somerhatmor'e. In contrast, graduate
students- -who teach 33.55% of at( sections in our responding
institutions--teach a considerably smaller percentage 115.46%) of
writing classes nationwide. These tarde differences between the
real percentage for our sample and the projected national
percentages for "t-track" faculty- and graduate students are a
function of the difference betweewthe distribution of our sample
institutions across institutional type and the national
distribution of all tchools across institutional, types. As W11

and /dbl., 1.Z in Chapter I indicate, 11.02% of our sample
consists of two-year, cotleggsi while. nafronally 38% of alt
institutions are two-year colleges. Similarly* white 36.22% of
our responding institutions are. universities, only 5.122 of all
insitutions nationally are. The differences between the real and
projected staffing istributiont are thus explained by the fact
that two-year colleges use virtually no graduate. students as-

composition teachers while universities use extremely large
numbers of them.
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CHAPTER V

G

'PROFICIENCY EXAMINATIONS AND EXEMPTION PRACTICES

Two imPortant aspects of college writing programs are the
means used to determine writing 'Proficiency and the methods
employed to exempt students from required composition courses.

v. 1. PUEILIOSI P9BINAIIDB1

Although the use of proficient), examinations to determine
student advancement from lower=division to upper-division status
has probably declined since the mid 1960's, 56 (44.1X) of our,
responding institutions indicated that they use a general writing
proficiency test of some _kind to determine advancement through
the undergraduate curriculum. In some cases, this examination
takes the form of an exit examination for a particular writing
course or sequence of writing courses. In other cases, the
examination is used to determine whether students write at a
level deemed appropriate for college graduates.; This latter kind
of examination is more specifically a graduation,regairement than
the former. Of ur=responAing institutions, 24 (1.8.9X) use both
proficiency and exit examinations, while 32 (25.21) use one or
the other. Of the,32 institutions relying on one or the other
type o' examination, 9 (28.1X of the 32; 72 of all institutions
sampled) use -a proficiency but not an exit examination, and 23
(71.9X of the 32; 18'.1X of all institutions 'sampled) use exit
,examinations of ,some kind but not proficiency examinations.
Although we did not design our questionnaire to elicit very
specific information about these examinations, we believe that
they should be examined systematically,, if for no other reason
thah to identify the bases. on which proficiency is determined.,.
AnOther reason for studying such examinations syttematically is
.that with the current importance' attached to writing among
college students and college graduates, the use of such
examinations is likely to Ancrease.

V. 2. LUBEIIM EBA.CIMI

With respect to the methods used to determine exemptions,
our questionnaire yielded information somewhat more specific. Of
the 127 responding institutions, 102 (80.3X) indicated that they
have a procedure for exempting students from required writing
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courses, usually those at the freshman level. We find it
encouraging that 64 (63X) of the 102 directors answering this
particular question said that their _institutions-use a writing
sample, either alone or inconjunction with some other measure,
to determine exemptions. Either to supplement or to replace
writing samples, many institutions use *standardized* tests for
,exemption purposes. These percentages are as follows: 34%
Advanced Ptacementi 29% ACT e: Verbal; 24%9 other, '(often
in-house objective test of grammar and usage); 232 CUP vith a
writing-sample; 232 SAT Verbal; 16%9 CLEP without a writing
sample; 72 'ECT 'wit's a. writing sample; 62 TSWE; 3X9.TOEFL; 2%
,SAT Quantitative; and 22 SAT Total Score.

With such *standardized* tests or' combination of
*standardized* test and writing sample, the responding
institutions exempt on,the average 10.392 (median = 2.65X; mode =
1.00%) of their students frok at least one required freshman
writing course. The average rate tor exemptions from more than.,
one required freshman writing course is 3454X (median = 0.43X;

,mode = 0.00X). Finall7 nearly 322 of the responding writing
program directors said that their exemp_ion procedures and
policies were currently under study, suggesting that exemption
practices ought to be studied. again in the near future.
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CHAPTER,VI

A

FRESHMAN TEXTBOOKS

One fairly good, yet general, indication of the nature of a
writing course is-the type or types of textbooks adopted. For
example, writing courses which rely most heavily on textbooks,-- -on
grammar and usage are likely to differ in important, ways tom
courses which rely most heavily on anthologies of short stories.
To help construct a general picture of the nature of first -'` and
second-semester/quarter_ freshman writing courses, we asked the
writing program directors in our,sample how extensively certain,
types of textbooks are used in their freshman writingicouries.
The types' of textbooks we asked about specifically are the
following: (1) the and usage handbook (6r/Usage Hdbk);
(2) the sentence workbook (Sent Wrkbk); (3) the paragraph
workbook (Paragr Wrkbk); A4) the anthology :of nonfiction (Anthol:
Nonfict); ,(5) .the"how-to" style book (How -To Style Bic); (6) the

, anthology of fiction and/or poetry (Anthol: Fick/Poet); (7) the
anthology of. fiction, and nonfiction (Anthol: Comb); (81 the
classroom rhetoric with a handbook of usage (Rhet w/ Hdbk);" and
(9) the classroom rhetoric withoUt a handbook of usage (Rhet w/o
Hdbk). These textbodk types were listed on our questionnaire,
and the writing program directors were asked to indicate--on a
four-pdint scale from "much use to "no usee-,-the degree to which
the, nine .types are used in their first- second- and.
third-semester/quarter freshman writing courses. Because of the
larger numbers of such courses,'we focus here on only 'first- and
second-semester/quarter courses.

1.' EALIMAN.ILAIPSDK MME: ALL AMMING

Of the 127, institutions represented in our sample, 117
'provided information about the use:, of textbooks in

, first-semester/quarter freshman writing coursesvand 88 supplied
textbook information for second-semester/quarter freshman writing
courses. The responses for all responding institutions are
summarized in mil 1.1.1 and IX it /.14. These tables reflect
the diversity of texts used in first- and second-semester/quarter
freshman writing courses.
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Type of Text Much
Use

Sine
Use

Little No
Use

sr /Usage Hdbk 28.2 29.9 14.5 27.4
Sent Wrkbk 15.4 15.4 17.1 52.1.,
Paragr Wrkbk 6:0. 12.8 10.3 70.9
Anthol:Nonfict 20.5 34.2 . 6.8 38.5
How-To Style Bk 3.4 18.8 8.5 69.2
Anthot:Fict/Poet 0.9 8.5 4.3 86.3
Anthol:COmb 5.1 6.0 7.7 81.2
Rhet w/ Hdbk 32.5 17.9 12.0 "37.6
Rhet w/o Hdbk 20.5 17.1 6.0 56.4
Other 6.8

,
8.5 2.6 82.1,

/I4. Use (in % of responses in response categories)
of Textbooks of Different Types in First-Semester/
Quarter 'Freshman Composition Courses in All Inland-
ins Inalitmlisna (N = 117)

Type of Text Much Souse

Use Use
Little

Use
No
Use

6r /Usage Hdbk 10.2 45.5 12.5 31:8
Sent Wrkbk , 6.8 8.0 9.1 76.1
Paragr Wrkbk 3.4 2.3 9.1- 85.2
Anthot: Nonfict 29.5 30.7 4.5 35.2
How-to'Style Bk 8.0 9.1 8.0 43.2
Anthot: fict/Poet 17.0 9.1 4.5 69.3
Anthot: Comb , 12.5_ 13.6 6.8 67.0
"Rhet w/ Hdbk 17'0 22.7 13.6 46.6
Rhetw/o Hdbk 10.2 -17.0 6.3 65.9
Other , 9.1 8.0 1.1 81.8

Tabit /j.l. Use (in % of responses in response categories)
of Textbooki of Different Types in Second-Semester/
Quarter Freshman Composition Courses in Au Amy/d-
im Lalliimligul (N = 88).

v;. 1. 1. Sias in Eirsi-Isfsatteisman gggE111: All lans2la

/mit /I.1 indicates generally both what types of textbooks
are and are not used in first-semester/quarter courses. For
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these courses, at least,50X ot the directors indicated that they
mate ono uses of the following kinds of textbooks: the sentence
workbook (52.1%); the paragraph workbook (70.9U; the how-ta"
style book (69. 2X)i the anthology of fiction and/or poetry
(86.3%): and 'the combination anthology (81.2%). These
p±rcentages suggest' two important things, about
first-semester/Quarter ,freshman- writing ,courses in general.
First, they suggest that first-semester/quarter courses are not
usually literature-base0. Less than 12% of the 117 directors
said they make "sUchs 'esomeN use of a literature anthology or
a "combination" anthology. Second, the percentages suggest that
the study of sentences, paragraphs, and style in isojation does
oat figure importantly in the first-semester/quarter,courses,
even thoUgh over 30% of the directors. indicate "much" or "some"
use of a -.sentence workbook. 'The relatively high percentage
(56.4%) of directors indicating "no use of a classroom rhetoric
without a handbook is somewhat misleading. ,A more detailed
analysis of the data showed that 88% of the directors make "much"
or "some" use of one or the other type of classroom rhetorics in

first-semester/quarter freshman writing courses. Thus a third
important finding is that ; generally first-semester/quarter
freshman writing courses make "much" or "some" use of a classroom
,rhetoric. 'gas -11.1 also reveals that 54.7% of the directors
make "much, or *some" use of a nonfiction reader and that 58.1%
make much or "some" use of a grammar and usage-handbotok in the
first-semester/quarter courses they direct. Thus it would appear
that first-semester/quarter freshman writing courses generally-
rely on some form of classroom rhetoric, some kind of grammar and
usage handbook,,and an anthology of nonfiction readings.

Responses contained in the "other" category.of textboOks,
which appears in 'Ads 1I.1 through IL.810. are from directors who
-named texts in addition to the types Listed on the questionnaire.
For the most part, these directors indicated that the students'
own papers, serve as, a "text" for the course. This response may
have occurred more frequently.if we had included it on our List
of possibl responses.

VI. 1. 2. Vat L 2.04- 2 Estalsx/2vgast C21E11: Ail 1Sh2211

U

Comparison of js¢jS 1/.1 and Iltis gI.g suggests that in

some ways the first- ,and second- semester /quarter freshman writing
courses are similar but that in other important ways they are
different. The percentage of directors indicating "no. use of
sentence and paragraph workbooks increases across the tables from
52.1% to 76.1% and from 70.9% to 85.2%, respectively. Classroom
rhetorics of both types are also less used in the second courses,
while the use of the literature anthology, the combination
anthology, the nonfiction anthology, and the style book
increases. The heavier reliance on the literature and the

combination anthologies suggests that second-semester/quarter
freshman writing courses tend to be more dependent on readings,
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perhaps literary, than are first-semster/quarter- courses.
Neverthelessl the use of classroom rhetorics, white less than

thefirst - semester /quarter courses, is substantial', with 66.92 of the
directort indicating "much" or asome"use and 87.32 indicating at
least a "little,' use. Finally,' the reliance on a grammar and
usage handbook is at about the same level in the
second-semester/quarteritourses as in the first.

la* 2* IMAM M Di INIMILUSINAL Mt IN III -2!! R/
WA BILE c002E2

Ittit /I.1, Iibis /I.A, and IikiS tIol divide the data
summarized in wag 1I.I according to institutional types. The
rationale for so dividing the data was that differences in
textbook use across institutional types might reflect- important
differences -in the goals of the writing programs in general and
of first-semester/quarter freshman writing cour3es in particular.

0

Type of Text Much
Use

Some
Use

Little
Use

,,

No
Use

NZ. 6r` /Usage Hdbk 64.3 28.6 35.7 7.1
Sent Wrkbk t 7.,1 7.1 21.4 .64.3
Paragr Wrkbk ---- 21.4 21.4 51.1
Anthol: Nonfict 14.3 35.7 7.1 42.9
How-To Style Bk 14.3 21.4 7.1 57.1
Anthol:Fict/Poet 7.1 7.1 7.1 78.6
Ahthot:Comb 7.1 ---- 7.1 85.7
Rhet w/ Hdbk 57.1 7.1 14.3 21.4

\ Rhet w/o Hdbk 21.4 28.6 21.4 28.6
\ 'Other 4=. 4=, 7.1 7.1, 85.7

Table V1.1. Use (in X of responses in :response categories)
of Textbooks of Different Types in First-Semester/

- Quarter Freshman Composition Courses in Responding
Ira, -/tat 1211.121.1 (N = 14).
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Type of Te,xt Much
Use

Some
Use

Little
Use

No
Use

Gr/Usage Hdbk 31.7 25.0 13.3 30.0
Sent Wrkbk 18.3 20.0- 13.3 48.3
Paragr Wrkbk 10.0 16.7 8.3 65.0
Antho0Nonfict 13.3 36.7 6.7 43.3
How-To Style Bk 3.3 20.0 10.0 66.7
Anthot:Fict/Poet ---- 6.7 5.0 88.3
Anthot:Comb 5.0 5.0 8.3 81.7
Rhet a/ Hdbk 25.0- 13.3 16.7 .45.4
Rhet w/o Hdbk 16.7 15.0 L.7 61.7
Other 8.3 3.3 1.7 86.7

/I.t. Use (in 2 of responses in response categories)
of Textbooks of Different Types in First-Semester/

'Quarter Freshman Composition Courses in Responding
FOLL-YeAZ (N = 60).

--
Type of Text Much Some Little No

Use Use Use Use
/r

Gr/Usage Hdbk 25.3 34.9 11.6 30.2
Sent Wrkbk 14.0 11.6 20.9 30.2
Paragr Wrkbk 203 4.7 9.3 83.7
Anthot:Nonfict 32.t 30.2 7.0 30.2
How-To Style Bk 16.3 7.G 76.7
Anthot:Fict/Poit 11.6 2.3 86.0 , .4

Anthot:Comb "4.7 9.3 7.0 79.1
Rhet w/ Hdbk 34.9 27.9' 4.7 321.6

Rhet w/o Hdbk 25.6 16.3 32.6 25.6
Other- 7.0 16:3 2.3 74.4

7

TAkil yI.2. Use (in 2 of responses in response categories)
oTextbooks of Different Types in First-Semester/
Quarter Freshman Compoiition Courses in Responding

(N = 43).

These tables suggest that first-semester/quarter freshman
writing courses differ considerably according to type of school.
White first-semester/quarter courses in alt three types of
institutions rely rather heavily on a grammar and usage handbook,
the two-year colleges in otr sample used them the most, as much
or more than they used classroom rhetoric. Both two-year
colleges and universities seem to rely more heavily on classroom
rhetorics of either type than do four -year institutions.
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Four-yeat institutions, on the other hand, rely More heavily on
sentence and paragraph workbooks than do either two-year colleges
or universities. ;Two-year colleges. appear to make heavier use of
style boots than do either universities or four-year
institutions.

3.'1E112211 !al BI IiIIIIMILQUAL.Ing IN ILOND-IlftE§/11/
IVARIER MUM

/I.fi 'alas /I:29 and LAW& V.I.t take ,the data
summarized in taut 11.2 and divide it according to institutional
types.

TYpe of Text Much
Use

Some
Use

Little,
Use

No
Use-----

Gr/Usage Hdbk ---- 54.5 27.3 18.2
Sent Wrkbk ,

---- 411M MI. - - -- 100.0
Paragr Wrkbk 7-- - - -- - -- ;. 100.0
Anthol:Nonfict 9.1 27.3 Mol= Mol= 63.6
HoW=To Style Bk 18.2 ---- ---- 81.8
Anthol:Fict/Poet 45.5 9.1 9.1 36.4 .

Anthol:Comb 18.2 36.4 -:-..,- 45.5
,Rhet w/ Hdbk 9.1 9.1 9.1 72.7
Rhet w/o Hdbk .

---- 9.1 ---- 90.9
Other ---- ---- ---- 100.0

Table 1/1.6. Use (in % of responses in response categories)
of Textbooks of Different Types in Second-Semester/
Quarter Courses in Responding Isg-/IAL aglisgsi (N
11).
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Type. of Text .

-6r/Usage Hdbk
Sent MOM ,
sParogr Wrkbk
Anthel:Nonfict

. HoW-To Stile Bk,
Anthil:Fict/Poet
Atithot:Comb
Rhet w/ Odbk
1het- w/o Hdbk

Other .

t.

63

Much
Use

1-.

Some
Use

Little
Use

No
Use

21.4 ', 33.3 9.5 35.7
11.9 7.1 7.1 73.8
7:1., 4.8 11.9. 76.2

26.2', 35.7 4.8 33.3
:9.5°- 11.9 '111.9 , 66.7
'9.5 14.3 4.8 71.4
14-.3 16.7 7.1 61.9
11.9 26.2 16.7 45.2
11.9 16.7. 9.5 61.9'.
14.3 7.1- MD 78.6

41111.

iikis yl.39 Use tin X of responses in response categories)
of Textbooks of Different Types in Second-Semester/
Quarter Courses in Responding flu-IsicInaliAmiligul
th = 42).

6r/Usage Hdbk
Sent Wrkbk
Paragr Wrkbk
Anthot:Nonfict
How-To Style.nk
AnthoL:Fiet/Poet
Anthol:Comb
Rhet w/ Hdbk
Rhet w/o Hdbk
Other

45

..........

.9
40.0.
'2.9

'17.1
8.6,
2567
11.4
5.7

MID Mb MID MID

Much Some Little No
Use Use Use Use

57.1
11.4
MID OWED ND

25.7
8.6
2.9
2.9

22.9
20.0
11.4

-11.4 31.4
14.3 71.4
8.6 91.4
5.7 28.6
5.7 82.9
2.9 77.1
8.6 80.0'

11.4 Aq.0
5.7 62.9
2.9 80.0

V

/Abu Use tin X of responses in response categories)
of Textbooks of Diffotent Types in Second-Semester/
Quarter Freshman Composition Courses tn Responding

VoitstlitIsi IN = 35).

these tables reveal some rather remarkable \differences;
across the\ second - semester /quarter freshman writing courses
taught ,,.;in'. the three type*,-of 'schools. The most obvious
sinllarityi and perhaps the Only one, across the three types of

school.* is in the use of a and usage handbook, which is
about the same for all, three types of institutions. More

.nOticeable- are the differences across the three types of schools.
White /mg 114. reveals that sentence and paragraph 'workbooks
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are not used at all' in the responding two-year colleges, Istil
11.1 shows that 30.9% of the four-year schooli make "much" or
"some" use of paragraph and sentence workbooks and It /I.1
indicates that 14.3% of the universities make similar use of a

paragraph workbook. These figures suggest that attention to
discourse particles such as the sentence and the paragraph is
greatest in the second-semester/quarter courses taught in
four-year institutions and least in those taught in two-year
colleges.

The differences across the types of schools in their
respective uses of literitul.e anthologies and 'anthologies which
.combine literature and nonfiction are also important. Of the
second-semester/quarter courses in two-year colleges 54.6% make
"such" or "some" use of a Literature anthology and 54.6% make
"much" or "some" use of a "combination" anthology. In four -year,
institutions, the percentages are considerably smaller--23.8% for
literature anthologies and 31.0% for locosbinatior" anthologies.
And in.unversities, the percentages are even smaller still--20X
for literature anthologies and 11.5%i for 'combination"
anthologies.' Complementary differences across the three types of
institutions appear for the use of nonficti n anthologies. In
the responding two-yeae colleges, o ly 36.4% of the
second-seme.ster/quarter freshman writing courses make "much" or
"some" use of a nonfiction anthology. i The percentages are
progressively higher for four-year institutions and universities,
with 51.9%. of the courses in four-year insOtutions and 65.7% of
the courses in universities making "muh" or "some* use of a
nonfiction anthology.

.
\

.

These percentages may indicate that the two-year colleges
have the most literature - oriented second -seine ter course and that
the universities emphasize literature the least or, perhaps,
postpone it until ,after the freshman year. The differences
across the types of institutions with re pect to the use of
anthologies are similarly reflected in the respective uses of
classrOom rhetorics, with or without handbooks, in the
second-sereater/quarter courses. Of these cduries, 18.2% in the
two-year colleges, 38.1% in the four-year instittions, and 48.6%
in the universities make "much" or "some" u e of a classroom __---
rhetoric with a handbook; and 9.1% of these courses in the
two -year colleges, 26.6% in the four-year colleges, and 31.4% in
the universities make "much" or "some" use of a classroom
rhetoric without a handbook. 1

1

The differences across institutional types revealed by /ibis
ylfi, yi.l and yI.1 must be viewed with caution, because of the
small number of, responding two-year institutions. If our
examination of the use of textbooks in our respon ing two-year
institutions revealed is typical of all two-year co teges, then
it is safe to say' that two-year colleges teach
second-semester/quarter courses that are very different from
those taught in four-year institutions and universities. But the
difference.' if reflected nationally, is perhaps explainable as
followt: in two-year colleges.the only opportunity many faculty

LL11.1.4.1+,
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have to teach literature likely arises in a

second-semester/quarter writing course. In many two -year
colleges. degree programs allow for a very Limited number of
credit hours in English; and it seems to us possible that. if
literature is to be taught at all. it would have to be taught in
the second-semester/quarter freshman writing course.
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CHAPTER VII

ACTIVITIES IN FRESHMAN UNITING COURSES

Textbooks may give a rather good, if limited, indication of
the general nature of a composition course. "However, textbooks
do iwt necessarily give a clear indication of the specific
instructional and curricular activities which make up the course.
Hence we attempted to find out, /CM Litt lutint 21 Litt 21 tilt
stillmg \geodris Altssign we surveyed. which activities occur
most frequently in the freshman courses they direct. Their
perceptions were identified through two sets of items. One set
of items focused on a wide range of possible instructional and
curricular activities, and the other focused specifically on the
types of writing assigned. This latter set of items sought to
elicit information about the kinds of writing done in freshman
courses and about the amount of writing of different kinds
students are asked to do.

VII. 1. 20.1g/ 2E IVIVACIIINAL AND CURBIOJLAR ALIIIIIILI

To determine which specific classroom activities are used
most and Least often in first- and, second-semester/quarter
freshman writing courses we presented the directors in ow:r
sample with a List of 38 passible. instructional old curricular
activities. Because we were interested in dif..wences acrnss
semesters or quarters, we used only the responses of the 84
directors who responded to the list of items for courses taught
during both semesters. The directors were asked to indicate
along a five-point scale from not at alt* (1) to "very often"
(5) how frequently those activities occur in their freshman
writing courses. It should be noted that the five-point scale
elicited responses-which are somewhat ambiguous: a particular
instructional or curricular activity may be very important within
a particular course, but may actually occur only once or twice
during the term. Although we collected data on first, second-,
and third-semester/quarter courses, only a small number of
institutions furnished information about third semester/quarter
courses, thus limiting the value of 4uweary statistics.
Consequently, we focus on first- and second-semester/quarter
freshman writing courses in the following paragraphs.

TAM& /144 and Ilkis /II.g summarize the results of our
survey across all types of institutions. As stated above,
directors indicated along a five-point scale how often the listed
instructional and curricular activities occurred in their first-
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and second-semester/quarter freshman courses. In /Was iII.1 and
Iikit /U.& both means and variances are reported for each of the
38 activities. The variances indicate the amount of variation
across the five response categories. The closer the variance is

'to zeros the greater the agreement among the respondents.

LLI.1 summarizes the responses for items where the
mean response is greater than about 3.5. Thus only those
activities which occur markedly more often than "occasionally' in
one of ,the two courses are listed in /AU! /II.A. Ilkie iII.2
summarizes the responses to items for which the mean response was
"occasionally* or less than about 3.3.

Activities First-Semester
Course

Mean War

Second-Semester
Course

Mean' Var

Disc Essay Devel 4.25 0.84 4.27 '0.76
Disc Topic/Thesis Sent 4.24 0.91 3.84 1.0%
Disc Essay Org 4.22 0.87 4.24 0.82
Disc Revision/Editing 4.20 0.61 4.11 0.75
Disc Paragr Devel 4.06 0.78 3.69 0.92
Disc Invention'Strat 4.06 0.91 .3.5? 1.18
Disc Paragr Org 3.99 0.75 3.50 0.94
Having Students Comment

on Others* Wr 3.84 0.91 3.56 0.97
Doing.Prewriting 3.83 1.03 3.21 1.30
Disc Mechanics 3.81 0.87 3.22 0.79
Doing In-Class Wr 3.67 0.98 3.38 1.04
Analyzing Audiences 3.48 1.06 3.43 1.14
Teaching Stand Usage 3.48 \1.19 3.20 1.21
Teacher -Dir Oral Anal

of Student Wr 3.35 0.95 3.30 0.95
Developing Library Sk 2.80 1.06 3.54 1.42
Writing Research Papers 2.25 2.14 3.55 2.03

Mb

Iaue Activities Occurring More than Occasionally
in First-Semester/Quarter and Second-Semester/
Quarter Freshman' Writing Course's in 84 Responding
Institutions.
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Activities

AO OD 411

First-Semester
Course

Mean Var

Second-Semster
Course

Mean Var

Doing SC Ex 3.06 1.03 2.24 1.03
Disc Rhet Theory 3.00 1.49 2.92 1.17
Doing Journal. Wr 2.87 1.08 2.38 1.33
Doing Oral Anat of Pubt

Essays 2.82 1.24 2.89 1.55
-Doing Free Wr 2.82 0.97 2.31 1.05
Doing Peer Tutoring 2.80 1.68 2.55 1.46
Disc Journal Wr 2.75 1.11 2.39 1.12
Doing SBuild Ex 2.61 1.27 2.06 0.98
Doing Wr Anal of Publ

Essays 2.57 1.26 2.79 1.64 -'

Abstracting Wr Texts 2.46 1.30 3.14 1.28
Pract Read Compr Sk 2.44 3..31 2.62 1.56
Doing SImitat Ex 2.32 .05 1.88 0.73
Doing Vocab Ex 2.15 0.84 1.97 0.83
Making Oral Presen 2.11 1.13 2.42 1.15
Anal Non-Print Media 1.94 0.94 2.15 0.99
Wr Letters 1.94 1.08 1.84 1.04
Disc Linguistics 1.80 0.78 1.v4 0.73
Doing Sent Anal 1.79 0.65 1.57 0.56
Doing Wr Anal of Fict/

Poetry 1.71 0.93 2.61 2.36
Wr in Spec Formats 1.70 0.95 1.86 1.08
Doing Oral Anal of

Fict/Poetry

,

1.68 0.91 2.54 2.30
Wr Fict/Poetry 1.35 0.48 1.53 0.75

labia /II.a. Activities Occurring Infrequently in First-
Semester/Quarter and Second-Semester/Quarter Writing
Courses in 84 Responding Institutions.

III.1 shows which activities writing program directors
believe occur most frequently in their first- and
second-semester/quarter freshman writing courses. The most
frequently occurring activity is discussing essay development.
With means of 4.25 and 4.27 this activity reportedly occurs more
than often but Less than very often* in both courses. At the
other -extreme, in first-semester/quarter courses, writing
research papers - -with a mean of 2.25 - -occur only rarely.
However, this activity, with a mean of 3.55, occurs more than
*occasionally* in second-semester/quarter courses. As is true in
the case of writing research papers. Tab's yu.1 gives a good
indication of the general shift in emphasis from first- to
second-semester/quarter courses as well as showing the relative
frequencies with which these activities occur. For the most
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part, the differences revealed in aloof across the two
courses are not unexpected ones. Developing library skills, like
writing research papers, occurs more often in second- than in
first-semester/quarter courses. While writing research papers
and developing library skills increases from one course to the
next, discussing mechanics, discussing invention strategies, and
doing prewriting appear to decrease most significantly.

While the means reported in Iabig 1114 show group
tendencies, the variances reflect the diversity in instructional
and curricular activities among the responding institutions with
respect to any given activity. Variances indicate the spread of
the responses across the five response categories. The larger
variance, the greater the diversity in the responses. If a mean
response of 3.0 had a variance of 0.0 the variance would
indicate that all responses were 3's. On the other hand, if the
mean response were 3.0 and the variance were 4.0, the variance
would indicate that' half of the responses were los and half were
5's. For example, the large variance for writing research papers
indicates that some' programs do research papers in the
first-semester/quarter course, some in the second- and many
other "not at alt" in eithec. course. In addition, the variances
seem particularly important for developing library skillsi doing
pretiriting and teaching standTrd usage.

Wits Lisa f'.? remaining instructional and curricular
activities listed Os our questionnaire. These activities were
reported to occur, at most, only "occasionally," as indicated by
the means in 'alas /II.2. Large variances reported in thc, table
indicate activities that, while generally infrequent when all
institutions, are considered, still occur fairly "often* in a
significant number of institutions. Two of these activities are
doing written analyses of fiction or poetry and doing oral
analyses of the same. The variances (2.36 and 2.30) for these
activities indicate that-as our analyses of textbook use
revealed-- significant minority of programs put substantial
emphasis on literary analysis in their second-semester/quarter
freshman writing courses. As 'wall shows, other activities
with large variances are doing peer tutoring, practicing reading
comprehension skills, doing oral and written analyses of
published essays, and discussing rhetorical theory. Again, such
large variances indicate considerable spread in the emphasis
institutions place on these activities.

Other comparisons can be made if activities listed
separately are grouped together. Two examples will illustrate.
The three activities which max be associated with
prewriting--discussing journal writing, doing journal writing,
and doing free writing--all occur less often in
second-semester/quarter freshman writing courses than in first.
Similarly, the four activities associated with sentences--doing
sentence-combining exercises, sentence-Imitation exercises,
sentence-building exercises, and sentence analyses--all occur
less often in second-semester/quarter courses than in first.
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We also examined the occurrence of these instructional and
curricular activities by type of institution and by source of
funding. However, in those data we failed to indicate any
important differences. Those differences which did appear were
relatively small, with the means across institutional types and
source of funding differing by usually less than 10%. Even the
small differences which did appear were unsystematic.

VII. 2. Ion/ QE MAY NUIING

The amount and kinds of writing assigned in freshman writing
courses have long been of interest to writing programcdirectors
and writing teachers. The reasons for this interest are
certainly many, but three probably hold sway over the others.
First, the number of student papers submitted during a writing
course affects the number of evaluations the teacher must perform
and probably the quality of those evaluations as well. Second,
evaluation of student writing is for many teachers the most
time-consuming aspect of teaching college writing and, for
writing program directors, the source of many complaints Lodged
against teachers. Third, the amount and kinds of writing that
students are required to do contribute significantly to how
particular writing courses may be defined.

With our survey instrument, we tried to find out how such
writing is done and what kinds of writing are being done in

freshman writing courses. Although we collected data on first-,
second-, and third-semester/quarter courses, the relatively small
number of responses for third-semster/quarter courses has forced
us to limit our 'report to first- and second-semester/quarter
courses.

VII. 2. 1. 'opt Number of Pagel Written

Iakis /11.3 reports the means and standard deviations for
the total number of pages written in first- and
second-semester/quarter fr4shman writing courses in all types of
institutions. The responding directors were asked to indicate
how many pages, of 150 words each, that their students are
required to write in each course.
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Type of First Course
Institution N Mean

Two-Year 11
Four-Year Pri 23
Four-Year Pub #25
Univ Pri 11
Univ Pub 30

ALL 100

33.5
30.3
33.9
35.4
41.7
35.5

Second Course
SD N Mean SO

11.7
17.1
16.9
12,2
21.6
17.8

10
20
21
8

26
85

31.4
33.7
33.5
39.5
45.1
37.4

11.3
20.0
16.5
13.1
20.9
21.5

111.1. Mean Nuikez j E1912 Written in First- and
Second-Semester/Quarter Freshman Writing Courses in
Different Types of Institutions ()I = 100).

TabAg LII.1 shows some interesting differences both across
types of institutions and across the two courses with respect to
the total number of pages written. For both courses,
universities, whether private or public, require students to
write a larger number of pages than either two-year colleges or
four-year institutions. Of all types of institutions, public
universities require the largest numbe of pages. Public
universities require approximately 2V% more pages in
first-semester/quarter freshman writing courses than four-year
private institutions, the class of institutions requiring the
lowest number of pages in first-semester/quarter courses; and
they require 30% more pages in second-semester/quarter courses
than do two-year colleges, the class requiring the lowest number
of pages in second-semester/quarter courses. Across the two
courses, the number of pages increases for private four-year
institutions and for private and public universities, while it
decreases for two-year colleges and for four-year private
schools.

The standard deviations reported in 'mat ILL.A are perhaps
as important as the means. What the standard deviations indicate
is that there is considerable variation in the number of pages
required within institutional type across semesters.

The means reported in Leas yik.3 for the number of pages
written at the various types of institutions for first- and
second-semester/quarter freshman writing courses can be converted
to total number of words, When this conversion is made for both
courses for all institutions surveyed, we see that on the average
5,325 words are required in first-semester/quarter courses and
that 5,610. are required in second-semester/quarter courses. This
difference amounts to only about 5%.

We would be remiss if we did not indicate what we think the
responding directors, included and did not include in the figures
they gave,us for total number of pages written. Although we have
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no way of knowing for certain, we assume that the figures
'include, for the most part, only those pages submitted. as
original, extended _ pieces of writings such as essays and
journals. The figures probably do not generally include pages
written as "first drafts,' "revisions" of graded work, or short
assignments such as "topic sentence" exercises or
sentence-combining exercies. In short, the means reported in
12212 2II.3 probably represent a anilL1211/2 estimate of the
amount of writing actually done in first-- and
second-semester/quarter freshman writing courses.

VII. 2. 2. T2121 Numbex 21 "Papers" Vt11122: puroAel Aug
tlh24(2) gi 21211211Ent

In addition to trying to arrive at a general estimate of how
many pages are being written in first- and
second-semester/quarter freshman writing courses, we also tried
to elicit response which would yield an estimate of how many
'papers' are generally required that exhibit certain purposes and
certain methods or modes of development. To elicit such
information, we formulated questions based on certain taxonomic
distinctions among both writing purposes and methods of
development. For writing purposes, we adopted the following
classes: to entertain, to express oneself, to persuade, to
informs to prove a thesis, and to explore a problem. This
taxonomy derives primarily from the theoretical work of James
1. Kinneavy (see note 17). Not all readers will find this
classification system satisfactory; neither did all the writing
program directors in our sample. For methods of development, we
employed a classification system which might best be represented
as a conflation of two theories, Frank J. DIAngeloos (see note
18) and Kinneavy's (see note 191. The methods of development we
listed on our questionnaire were the following: narration,
process, cause and effect, evaluation/criticism, description,
definition, analysis, classification, exemplifications . and
comparison/contrast. In addition, we included two "catchall"
categories--"combinations of various methods" and 'unspecified
methods." Some readers 'will likely object to our taxonomy of
methods of development, as did some of the writing program
directors we surveyed.

Although the classification systems we used for writing
purposes and for methods of development are probably less than
perfects we believed them suitable for giving a general
indication of the kinds of writing done in first- and
second-semester/quarter freshman writing cours'is. Accordingly,
we asked the responding directors "how many major
assignments/papers" with a particular dominant purpose students
in their first- and second-semester/quarter freshman writing
courses are required to write. In a subsequent question, we
asked them to indicate "how many assignments/papers" students are
required to write using the methods of development specified.
The mean number of " papers" reported for writing purposes is less
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than the mean number of "papers" for methods of development.
This difference is probably attributable to the directors having
to distribute the same number of papers into more categories for
the question on methods of development than for the question on
purposes. This difference is possibly attributable, in part, to
our use of the word "major" as a modifier of "assignments/papers"
in the question on purposes, a qualifier which did not appear in
the question on methods of development.

VII. 2. 2. a. First-Semester/Quarter Courses

examts. ilkie /1/.4 summarizes the responses to our
question on writing purposes of "papers" written for
first-semester/quarter courses across types of institutions.

CO

Writing
Purposes

Mean No. of Papers Written in First-Semester
Freshman Writing Courses

2-Year 4-Year Univ ALL
tN=11) tN=53) tN=34) tN=98)

Mean SD Mean S0 Mean S0 Mean SO

Entertain 0.18 0.41 0.40 0.89 0.29 0.76 0.34 0.80
Express 1.28 1.56 1.50 1.87 1.09 1.98 1.33' 1.87
Persuade 0.55 0.69 0.90 1.08 1.68 2.31 1.12 1.64
Inform 1.00 1.18' 1.91 2.15 1.73 1.85 1.75 1.97
Prove 1.73 2.41 1.77 2.15 1.97 2.20 1.84 2.17
Explore 0.09 0.30 0.85 2.17 0.85 0.77 1.81
Other 0.36 .0.67 0.36 2.07 0.03

_1.42
0.17 0.25 1.54

TOTAL N of
PAPERS 5.19 7.69 7.64 7.52

jakis flj.j. Mean Number of "Papers" Having Offersa Estrimigl
Written in First-Semester/Quarter Freshman Writing
Courses.

While our comments focus generally on the means repotted in
Table yi/.4, readers should be aware that considerable variation,
as indicated by the standard deviations, can,be found within the
responses themselves. Nevertheless, 'AIM ni.4 suggests some
important differences with respect to the number of "papers"
written for particular purposes in first-semester/quarter courses
in different types of institutions. Considerably more
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"persuasive' writing is required-in universities than in either
two-year colleges or four-year institutions. Although all types
of institutions require on average at least one 'expressive
paperl" the mo t "expressive" writing seems to occur in four-year
institutions. Similarly. at least one "informative" paper is
required in all types of schools. but four-year institutions and
universities on the average nearly two. Almost the same
number of "pa ers" whose 'purpose is "to prove a thesis" is
required in all ypes of institutions. These four types of
"papers" make p the bulk of the "papers" required in all types
of institutions. In two-year colleges those four types
collectively ace unt for 4.56 of the 5.19 "papers" required. or
88X of the total.' In four-year institutions. they account for
6.08 of the 7.69 'papers" required, or 79% of the total number
required. In universities. tha four types of "papers" make up
6.47 of the 7.64 "rkapers" required. or 85% of the total. Thus it
would seem that "papers" whose purposes are "to express." 'to

I

persuade." 'to inform." and "to prove' constitute major emphases
in first-semester/Oarter freshman writing courses. jig 1II01
also reveals that four-year institutions and universities require
on the average about 33% more papers than do two-year
institutions.

tstb211 ei Dutigosni Our analyses of the data we
collected on methods of development revealed only a few important
differences across methods within types of institutions and only
a few interpretable differences for different methods across
types of institutions. \ The relatively small number of noteworthy
differences is probabty attributable to the larger number of
possibilities listed under methous of development, 12 compared to
the 6 listed under purpOses. All types of institutions require
about the same number\of "papers" (mean no. of 'papers" of each
type is < 0.70) using "process,' "description." *analysis."
"exemplification."- and "comparison/contrast" as the principal
method of development. More "papers' using primarily"narration"

iand "evaluation /criticism" are required in four-year institutions
than in other types of schools. Two-year institutions require
more 'papers' developed primarily through "classifica'ion." while
both two-year and four-year schools require more "cause and
effect" "papers" than do universities. "Definition" "papers" are
required more often in two-year colleges and universities than in
four-year institutions. "Papers' employing a combination of
methods are required much more often in four-year institutions
and universities than in two-year colleges. and 'papers' with
urspecified methods of development are required much more often
in two-year colleges than in the ether two types of institutions.

Our survey of methods of development used in "papers"
indicated that on the average two-year colleges require a total
of about 8 "papers." four-year institutions a total of about 9

'papers,' and universities between 7 and 8 "papers." Of the
approximately 8 "papers" required on the average in two-year
colleges. about 2 either use a combination of methods of
development or unspecified methods. Of the approximately 9

"papers" written in four-year institutions. the number using a
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combination of methods or unspecified methods Is only a fraction
smaller; and for the approximately 8 'papers" written in
universities, the number is a fraction larger than 2. The
differences between these means for the number of "papers' and
those listed in Iikis yu...4 result from the difficulties the
responding directors experienced in trying to divide the total
number of papers across 12 categories rather than 6.

VII. 2. 2. b. Second - Semester /Quarter Courses

EME221110 mils In.§ summarizes the directors' responses
to our question on writing purposes in second - semester /-Quarter
courses. While our comments here are based primarily on the
means reported in Ijias yu.§. the reader should again be aware
of the sometimes large variations within the set of responses, as
indicated by the standard deviations.

Writing Mean No. of Papers Written in Second-Semester
Purposes Freshman Writing Courses '

2-Year 4-Year Unii ALL
(R=7) (N=38) (N=27) (N=72)

Mean SO Mean SO Mean SO Mean SO

Entertain
Express
Persuade
Inform
Prove
Explore'
Other
TOTAL N OF
PAPERS

410

---- 0.05 0.23 0.19 0.62 0.10 0.42
0.29 0.76 0.66 1.48 0.33 0.56 0.50 1.15
0.71 1.25 0.90 1.37 0.82 1.33 0.85 1.
0.43 1.13 1.40 2.07 1.15 1.59 1.21 1.83
1.29 0.84 1.18 1.50 1.63 2.39 1.36 1.93
0.57 1.51 0.47 0.86 0.78 1.25 0.60 1.08
0.14 0.38 0.08 0.27 - 0.06 0.23

3.43 4.74 4.90 4.69

jais 'Mean Number of "Papers" Having uffluni aum2111
Written-in Second-Semester/Quarter Freshman Writing
Courses.

When we compare Table 1/1.4 with Lalis we find that
the number of 'papers" required in all institutions is about 38%
less in second-semester/quarter courses than in first, 4.68
"papers" compared with 7.52.- Ma's YLL4 reveals that the bulk
of the "papers" written in second-semester/quarter courses have
as their dominant purpose either to persuade, to inform, or to
prove. I' two-year colleges. 71% of the "papers" have one or the
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other of these three purposes as the-dominant purpose, and 7311 of
the *papers* in four-year institutions and universities do.
*Papers* written primarily to entertain figure even less
importantly An second-semester/quarter courses than in first.
White "expressive* *papers* are- relatively important in
first-semester/quarter courses, they are somewhat ems important
in second-semester/quarter freshman writing courses.

1ah2d1 2i ftztinsta. In interpreting the data on
"papers" requiring different methods of development in
second-semester/quarter courses, we experience difficulties
simimilar to those encountered for firstl-semesterlquarter
courses.. However, we can say that *papers using "narration,*
definition," *analysis,* and "classification* as the principal
method ot7 development are required in about the same proportion
to total *papers* in second-seclester/quarter courses as in first.
The percentages of total "papers" represented by those exhibiting
combinations of methods or unspecified methods is somewhat
different in second-semester/quarter courses than in first. The
percentage for two-year colleges, four-year institutions, and
universities are about 33%9 30% and 24X respectively.
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CHAPTER VIII

EifJOATINS- STUDENTS 01 FRESHMAN WRITING COURSES,

00 1Mportant aspect, of most writing courses and,
,

iiii1044044r*Iing-.0rOgrams- =is- -t-he` source or- sources of
ituqe6t perfirdance. Although we 'eight have

On.techniques-used to evaluate writing, such
*00Ing and ,primary trait scorings' the difficulties

Ii0f,eren, n4OCiting;*40-!nfOriation-precluded _our doing so.
01400,tMocvli. on the,generalsources of evaluation
.0.00t00:--* 000q vrIctes,1WfrOshikan writing 'courses.

Arogramdirectors to rank order the five cost
evaluations used to determine students'

fin4i grades iisi first, second-, and third-semester/,quarter
if.e.040074riting'.Cduries. The list we t.included in our.
A:04 0'0000'S. contained the tglioming sources of data used in

,__,d00,004hivittudents, final grades: 11) objective tests of usage
:_kv#400-- Test)_; Oi 'tests over assigned readings (Readings Test),;

cUMs(keitUres (Lectures Lets); (4) non-essay
homewOrk assignments (Holivork); (5). participation and attendance
Part kft4 444 in-class graded essays (IC Essay); (7) peer

ev4wation Evat); and f8) final examination (FInal Ekam).
iioor examination" three options were listed: (a). final
gra0ed essay; (b) 0,40itus objective test; and (c) 'objective

Cne very IMPOrtant source of evaluation--the out of class
essay, Op: OVai-,00V inadvertantly omitted from our List.
floweVerirsinCe that itii was written in under an "other* category

.97..diiectors who completed thit section of the
qw4100i:lairet.we haVt:Ahctuded,it in ?Attic VIIL41 and Lakit

.13.ecauv'e the but -of -Class essay is such an
..44400antOett, key have Used, only , the responses of those
Htiliect4ei:i0to vrtte_ii,ih 'under the wovher caegori.

we collected' data for first -, second-, .and
thirC,00#1,r1474arter ;reihMOn writing courses, we received so

fe*--Teggs0.0s for third,Seoetter/oparter 'courses, that in the
'TO,A0:01n4,*4-tipno we focus only on *purees of evaluations used
In 4irst- and. seccOrielster!suatter freshman writing courses.

Etkaugb Eval.-u ti_cl TB/ glogifil fictlem

L"W:Lft4f4,'

,41114 1W011WMPeli, the average rinks assighed by the
r4,452,000kAeqfrf, o the various sources of evaluations

20,-"air*t-seisolter/quarter freshian
na7.404410s4,1 e,sikUrces, 04 eioalUation listed in Lois
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1LLI.1,'are listed in: order of the ranks assigned by all
responding directors regardless of type of tnstitutioni, The
responses for all directors are summarized in column one;and can
easily be compared to the . responses, which are listed in,

subsequent 'columns, for directors from different types of
institutions. It should be noted that the means reported in

IlhAt YILL-1 and 'ibis yjjj.z are based on a five-point scale,
ranging from "1" (most important) to "5" (least important).

Source of 7 Average Rankings
.Evatuation ALL Two-Year FoUr-Year Univ

(N=84) (N=8) (N=40) (N=33).

OC Essay 1.25 1.00 1.13 1.46'
IC Essay 2.77 2.50 2.95 2.61
Final Exam 3.35 3.,5 3.38 3.12
Part & Att 3.82 4.13 3.63 ' 4.06 ,

Homework , 4..65 4.63 4.55 '4.79
Readings Test 4.70 4.88 ''', 4.68 4.67
Usaoe Test ! 4,78 5.00 4.80 4.70
Peer Eval 4.80 5.00 4.70 4.88
Lectures Test 4,93 5.00 4.90 4.94

Takil mi.'. Average Rankings of Types of Evaluation
Used in First-semester/Quarter Freshman Writing
Courses to Determine Final Grades.

As ilkil m111.1 shows, the four sources of evaluation
receiving the highest rankings in all four categories of
responses are identical. Loll mi.' also shows that the two
highest ranked sources of evaluation are the win class" essay and
the "out of class essay.' Of these two, clearly the more
important is the "out of class essay." As in previous analyses,
the small N for two-year colleges severely limits interpretation.
It is, however, interesting to note the difference in relative
ranks assigned to these two sources by directors in four-year
institutions and in universities: whit) the average rank for
four-year institutions for tbe-gkout of class _essay" is higher
than that for universities, the average rank for the "in class

ti

essay" is higher for universitie . Essay writing is also the
most important evaluation sour e in the two-year colleges. The
third highest ranked source in al tyoes of institutions is the
final .examination. In none of the 81 responding institutions
does this examination take the form of an objective est. Of
these 81 institutions, 72.4% indicated that the final oxaaination
took the form of a graded essay, with the remaining 27.6%

- indicating that it took the form of a graded essay combined with
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an objective test. The percentage of two-year colleges in which
the final examination took the form of a graded essay is 802, the
percentage of four-year institutions is 702, and the percentage
of universities is 73.92.

igbig muj.1 indicates that there is a fair amount of
agreement across institutions regarding the most important
contributors to final grades in first- semester /quarter freshman
writing courses. Unfortunately, we were unable to elicit
information regarding specific evaluation procedures. These
rankings only indicate that for example, students' writing
weighs heavily in the grades they receive; the rankings do not
reveal anything about the methods or criteria employed in
evaluating that writing.

VIII. 2. IMIAMILO IN SECOM-SEMESTEVIUABILA FRESHMAS
OMBILI

Table VIII.2 summarizes the average rankings of sources of
evaluation used to determine final grades in
second-semester/quarter freshman writing courses in all
institutions.

Type of
Evaluation All

Average Rankings
Twth-Year Four-Year Univ

(N =50) 01=60 (N=24) (N=20)

OC Essay 1.40 1.00 14,08 1.80
IC Essay 2.92 3.17 3.08 2.65
Final Exam 3.20 3.17 3.42 2.90
Part & Att 3.70 3.67 3.54 3.85
Haisework 4.60 4.33 4.63 4.65
Readings Test 4.42 4.50 4.25 4.60
Usage Test 4.82 4.33 4.88 4.90
Peer Evel 4.80 4.83 4.75 4.75
Lectures Test 4.74 4.33 4.70 4.60

Leas m1.2. Average Rankings of Types of Evaluation
Used in Second-Semester/Quarter Freshman Writing
Courses to Determine Final Grades.

The'ordering of the sources of evaluation listed in Table
is the same as that of ',Rut mi.'. This should

acilitate comparsions between evaluation practices in first- and
.second - semester /quarter freshman writing courses. The order of
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the rankings for the first four sources of evaluation is the same
for second-semester/quarter courses as it is for first. However,
the average ranking for the out of class essay° and for the 'in
class essay is generally lower across all institutions for
second-semester/quarter courses than it is for first. In
contrast, the average rankings across all institutions for the
'final examination and for .participation and attendance is
generally higher. In addition, some of

to
remaining five

sources of evaluation contribute more to final grades in
second - semester /quarter courses than they do in first, although
these remaining five sources stilt received very low rankings by
the progrard directors. However, the summary column for alt
institutions indicates that both 'tests over readings and tests
over lectures" contribute more to final grades in
second-semester/quarter freshman writing courses than they do in
first. These somewhat higher rankings probably -reflect
differences in the- natures of the two courseF, with the
second-semester/quarter courses--as indicated ,in the survey of
textbooks and the survey of classroom activities -- probably more
attentive to the interpretation of written texts, whether fiction
or non-fiction.

ti
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CHAPTER IX

FACULTY EVALUATION AND DEVELOPMENT

Two important aspects of many writing programs are the
procedures used to evaluate the teaching of composition faculty
and the means available for helping composition faculty improve
their teaching. We see these as related aspects of programs
because, ideally, evaluations of faculty should provide one basis
for faculty development programs. Both the evaluation of
teaching and professional development of faculty are complex
issues, and we were unable to explore either issue with the
thoroughness we would have liked. Without direct observation of
the settings of the responding writing program directors, At is
impossible to develop much more than a very general picture of
either faculty evaluation or faculty development practices.

Ix. 1. FAcmuy Eve lmila

Our efforts to explore the evaluation of composition
teachers in writing programs around the country focused on two
ma;,or questions: (1) the sources of data used as the bases for
such evaluations and (2) the number of different kinds of data
used in such evaluations.

IX. 1. 1. s2MCISI 21 KI211124120 plil tin: EWE Ciallt2
21 EASUill

To determine the sources of data used in evaluations of
writing teachers, we asked the responding writing program
directors to indicate those sources for four different classes' of
faculty. These sodrces of data for evaluations are the
following: (I) fellow faculty members (FF14); (2) students (STUD);
(3).director and/or supervisor of the writing program (0/S); and
(4) departmental chairperson (DC). In,addition, we asked the
directors to specify whether *other* sources of evaluative data
are used besides the four we listed, and we provided a category
for "no,evaluation required* (NCNE). The information on sources
of evaluation were elicited for four different faculty groups:
(1) tenured full -time -faculty (FTF); (2) tenure-seeking
full -tile faculty (TSOTF); (3) nontenureck nontenure-seeking
fulltiie facUtty (NNSFTF); and (4) part-time faculty (PTF). We

,,s4Outo point' out a problem with the class of part -Lime faculty
*FIF111 cannot tell froorthe responses to our question whether

,L,
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the responding directors consistently included part-time faculty
who are also graduate students in their departments.

TAW 11.1 summarizes the responses of all, writing program
directors to our question about the sources of data for
evaluations of composition faculty.

Percentage of Writing Program Directors Indica-
ting Various Sources of Evaluation Data

Type of
Faculty

Type of
Institution N FFM .STUD D/S DC OTHER NONE

TFTF Two-Year 13 30.8 84.6 30.8 53.8 15.4 0.0
Four-Year 63 34.9 65.1 22.2 47,6 4:8 19.4
University 44 27.3 52.3 22.7 2.3 24,3 29.5
Combined 120 ',31.7 62.5 23.3 41.7 5.\0 20.8

TSFTF Two-Year 13 46.2 76.9 30.8 53.8 7.7 0.0
Four-Year 63 57,1 69.8 30.2 58.7 6.3 7.9
University 44 52.3 C1.4 36.4 40.9 2.3 11.4
Combined 120 54.2 67.5 32.5 51.7 5.0\ 8.3

NNSFTF Two-Year 10 20.0 t0.0 20.0 60.0 0.0\ 0.0
Four-Year 62 32.3 51.6 24.2 43.5 3.2 4.8
University' 42 38.1 47.6 40.5 28.6 0.0 \ 14.3
Combined 114 33.3 49.1 29.8 39.5 1.8 7.9

PTF Two-Year 13 23.1 84,.6 38.5 61.5 7.7 2\0.0
Four-Year 63 '36.5 71.4 44.4 49.2 4.8 A\4.8-
University, 42 33.3 54.8 52.4 26.2 7.1 '9.5

Combined 118 33.9 66.9 46.6 42.4. 5.9 5.9

Imml 21 UgAsigtj22 FFM (fellow faculty Rembers);\
STUD (students); D/S (writing program director /superv\isor);
-DC (departmental chairperson); OTHER (sources of evalisation
data other than the previous four); NONE (no evalUatiOn of
composition faculty).

E222Liz Groups Wiggled: TFTF (tenured full-time faculty)\;
TSFTF (tenure-seeking full-time facur.ty); NNSFTF nonte!eured
nontenure-seeking full-time faculty); PTF (part-time faculty).

Table I3.1. Percentage of Responding Writing Program Directors\
. Indicating Various 22mrssi 21 Eyliy2i122 12212 for Four
Different Classes of Faculty.
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atis 11.1 reveals that of the four classes of faculty,
tenured full-time faculty (TFTF) are least Likely to be evaluated
at all. Table IR.." also suggests that in the progression from
two-year colleges to universities, the probability of any class
of faculty being evaluated at all generally decreases. The
amount of evaluation also generally decreases from t..v-year
colleges to universities. For all classes of faculty, students
appear to provide the bulk of evaluation data. Evaluation data
drawn from students appear to be the most important with respect
to three of the our classes of faculty, and for those three
classes of faculty, such data appear less important as one moves
from two-year colleges to four-year institutions to universities:

It should be noted that the rows of percentagei, excluding
those for 'NO!/E," in MU II4 generally total about 200. By
dividing Z.:As total by 100, we arrive at an estimate of the
average number of sources of data used in evaluating various
classes of faculty in different types of institutions. Thus
about two sources of evaluation data are used in any given type
of school for any riven class of composition faculty. The table
also indicates that in- about one-third of the institutions,
fellow faculty members (FFM) represent a source of data for
evaluations of tenured full-time faculty (TFTF), nontenured
nontenure-seeking full-time faculty (INSFTF), and part-time
faculty (PTF). For tenure-seeking full-time faculty (TSFTF),
however, the percentage of institutions using fellow faculty
members (FFM) as sources of evaluation data increases to about
50%. Table IX.' also reveals that more schools of alt types use
writing program directors and/or'supervisors as a source of data
in evaluating tenure-seeking full-time faculty 4TSFTF) and
part7time faculty (PTF) than they do in evaluating the other ti o

classes f faculty. C.

Department chairpersons serve as a source of data in
evaluating all classes of faculty in a larger percentage of
two-year colleges and four-year institutions than of
universities. Two-year colleges rely oa this source of data more
than the other two types of schools. Perhaps'remarkable is the
fact that only 2.3% of the universities employ chairpersons as a
source of data in evaluating tenured full-time faculty (TFTF),
while a much larger percentage of the other types of institutions
use this., source of data in evaluating their tenured full-time
faculty (TFTF).

IX. 1. 2. loutIll of RAJ for LIATung fitAgaill ItAltlirck
92i asas

fable IX.} suggests that evaluation of compotition faculty
is a fairly imp rtant aspect-of writing programs, regardless of

- the type of institution and regardless of the class of faculty.
As we have pointed out, however, there is considerable variation
across institutions and sources of evaluation data. We should
also point out that we do not know whether the data summarized in
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Table 11.1 reflect "required" or "optional* evaluation
procedures.

Because we did not specify whether directors should include
graduate teaching assistants within the class of part-time
faculty, we do not know whether Iltig 11.1 includes data about
the evaluation of graduate students teaching in writing programs.
In another question, however. we did ask the directors to
indicate the sources of data used to evaluate graduate students
teaching in their programs. In addition to providing an "OTHER"
category. we asked the directors to indicate if the following
sources of data are used in evaluating the teaching of graduate
students: (1) course syllabi and/or policy statements (SYLL); (2)
grading practices (GRADE); and (3) students (STUD). A fourth
source of data--classroom observation by faculty (OBSER)--was
written in by 37 of the 56 directors who responded to the
question. The findings are summarized in 'Aug Ix.g.

Type of.
Institution

Percentage of Institutions Using Various
Sources of Data in Evaluating Graduate

Student Teachers
N SYLL GRADE STUD OBSER OTHER

Four-Year 18 67 83 94 61 25-
Priv 5 80 60 80 60 40
Publ. 13 62 92 100 62 15

Universities 38 68 74 87 68 29
Priv 9 67 56 56 56 33
Pubt 29 69 79 97 72 28

Combined 56 68 77 89 66 23

Table u.g. Percentage of Institutions Using Various 22mER22
of gala in gvatutIng gralgatg Ilsidents mho Teach
Mtitirri faVIMILE

TAkil LA.g indicates that the most important source of
evaluation data for graduate students who teach in writing
programs is the students who enroll in their classes. The
graduate students' grading practices constitute the next most
important source of evaluation, data. Course syllabi and
classroom observation are less important sources. but are still
used in over 65X of all responding institutions. Table L1.2
reveals tvg)t graduate student teachers are Least evaluated in

Private universities, although even in private universities at
least two and one-half sources of data are used on the averageVIn
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evaluations of- graduate student teachers. Nearly equal amounts
of evaluation appear to occur in the other three types of
institutions.

TAUT: 1.1.2, suggests (1) that the teaching of graduate
students is perhaps more thoroughly and carefully evaluated than
the teaching of-other faculty and (2) that such evaluations are
usually based on data drawn from at least three source... Again,
we are unable to 'determine whether evaluation of graduate
students is *required' or 'optional."

In concluding this section on the sources of evaluation
data, we should point out that the results summarized in lakis
II.1 and 'gut II.Z indicate nothing about the specific ways
evaluations are carried out or how the data from various sources
are weighted in judgments of teaching performance. These are
important issues that should be investigated very-carefully at
another time.

IX. 2. FAULT/ unlopmoki

On the assumption that the evaluation of composition faculty
is, in many cases, related to professional development programs,
we asked the writing program directors a number of questions
about faculty .development programs for composition teachers ta"

their institutions. We asked about (1) the use and frequency of
in-service )orkshops for various ctas'es of composition facmlty,
(2) the use of outside "consultantsmAn such workshops, (3) the
availability of travel funds tc support the development of

composition faculty, and (4) the training of graduate students
who teach composition in the institutions' where they are working
on advanced degrees,.

IX. 2. 1. 12-11Exist Pullssion4t Oevelmegal Workshops

Tg§le 11.1 summarizes the results of our survey of the use
of in-service workshops for the training of composition faculty.

4,1
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Type of Percentage of Instituions-Offering
Workshops for Faculty Groups

Institution N TFTF TSFTF NNSFTF PIT

Two-Year 12 91.6 75.0 33.3 58.3

Four-Year 63 63.5 61.9 49.2 65.1
Priv 32 71.9 65.6 43.8 65.6
Pubt 31 54.8 58.1 54.8 64.5

Universities 43 60.5 62.tl 65.1 72.1
Priv 12 1.7 41.7 50.0 66.7
Publ 31 67.7 71.0 71.0 74.2

Combined 118 65.3 63.6 53.4 70.0

Table II.3. Percentage of Institutions Offering in-
Service W2.01.0221,2C DIUMOving the Comuition
IgAshing of Tenured Full-Time Faculty CTFTF),
Tenure-Seeking Full-flow Faculty (TSFTF), Nonten-
urea Nontenure-Seeking Full-Time Faculty (NNSFTF),

- and Part-Time Faculty (PTF).

When the rows for the various types of institutions are
summed and the sums divided by 100, Wag IA.3 indicates that for
all four_faculty groups, public universities on. the average
providi= more opportunities for facUlty development through
in- service workshops than do the other types of institutions.
The columns in TiAt-II.A indicate a great deal of variation in
the percentages of institutions offering in-service workshops for
Iliffeeent groups of faculty. .A 'larger percentage of two-year
colleges provide workshops for tenured full-time faculty (TFTF)

. than of any other institutiOnal.type. In contrast, a smaller
percentage of two-year colleges offer workshops for nontenured
nontenUre-seeking fUll=tlite faci6tY (I')NSFTF) than of any other =-
type -Of- School. A somewhat`' larger percentage of two-year
colleges offer workshops for ,efenure-seeking full-time faculty
(TSFTF) than of the other -types of schools: although 71% oV the
public universities offer%in-service workshops for that faculty
group. More public uniVersities offer orkshops for nontenured
nontenure-seeking full -time faculty (NNSFTF) than the other types
of schools. This is not an .unexpected finding since public
universities probably employ a larger number of such faculty than
do most of the other types of institutions. If the percentages
listed under 0PTF for two-year colleges are excluded, we see
that about the same percentage of other types of institutions
offer in-service workshops for part-time faculty (PTF), even
though a somewhat Larger percentage obtains for public
universities. Because the sues across the various rows all
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--exceed 200 (with a range from 200.1 for private universities to
283.9 for p*ibtic universities), it would seem that all five types
of institutions offer professional development workshops for at
least two of the four faculty groups identified in Iab4
The sun for all institutions combined, in fact, indicates that
workshops are provided on the average for 2.5 of the Jour faculty
groups.

IX. 2. 2. Frequent! of Vottste22

Analyses of data collected for a subsequent question reveal
that in-service workshops for composition teachers are conducted
sore than once each semester or quarter in 38% of the 100
institutions responding. Another 25% offer_such workshops on a
once-a-semester/quarter basis, and 24% offer them once every
year. The remaining 131 offer in-service workshops for
composition teachers no more than once every two academic years.

Public universities offer such workshops more frequently
than do the other types of institutions. Of the 31 responding
public universities, 81X offer such workshops A least, once ai
semester. Private four-year institutions and private
universities lie at the other extreme, with about 50% of either
type offering faculty development workshops at least once each
semester. Approximately 60% of all 100 responding institutions
offer such in- service faculty deve,opment workshops at least once
each semester.

IX. 2. 3. Uls 21 "cony ant, in In-aeLlice witalhoRs

We also asked the responding directors to indicate whether
they brought in outside *consultants* to assist with in-service
faculty development workshops. We believed that this question
would provide some estimate of the amount of cross-fertilization
of ideas 'about the teaching %of writing. Of the 96 institutions
responding to the question, about 47X employ "consultants" in
that capacity. Among the various types of institutions, a
greater percentae (about 60%) of two-year colleges and of
.private four-yea institutions employ outside "consultants* for
in-service workshops than of the other types of schools.. Fewer
(344%) public four-year institutions appear to use "consultants"
for in-service workshops than any other type of institution.
About 47% of all four-year institutions and about 43% of all //
universities use! outside *consultants" for in-service training /

programs.
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IX. 2. 4. Italians 21 firatiats-liseut Isis hiti 21 krillas

In a question related to faculty, development, we asked the
responding directors from four-year institutions and from
universities to indicate whether their institutions require
graduate-student teachers to complete at least one graduate
course in the teaching of writing prior to or during their fist
semester or quarter of teaching. Of the 55 responding .

institutions that employ graduate students as writing teachers+
35 (63.6X) indicated that those teachers are required to Complete
at least one graduate course in the teaching of writing prior to
or during their first teaching assignment. Of the 17 four-year
institutions who employ their own graduate students, eight
(47.1X) require the completion of such a course. Of the five
private four -year institutions who employ their own graduatO
students to teach in their writing programs, only one (20714
require a graduate course in the teaching of writing, while seven
(58.3i) of the public four-year institutions have such la.

requirement. Twenty-seven (71.1X) of the 38 universities who
employ their own graduate students as writing teachers require
completion of at least on such course prior to or during the
first semester or quarter of teaching. Of the private
univerties, 66.7X (6 of 9) .have such a requirement, as do 72:4X
(21 cif ?9? of the public universities. While these percentages
and figures indicate that instruction in the teaching of writing
is mandatary for graduate-student teachers' in the majority, of
institutions surveyed, these same percentages and tigures
indicate that 36.4X of the responding institutions apparently see
no need for instruction in the teaching of writing.

IIX. 2. 5. 7E1221 Ful2.41 12E EMU! alet2ilmtat

Another indication of commitment to faculty development is
the availability of funds for traveling to professional meetings
where conpositionand the teaching of composition are discussed.
Accordingly, we asked the responding writing program directors to
indicate whether trivet funds for professional development are
available for teachers of writing. The responses to this
question are summarized in Iabis /1.41
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Type of

Institution

Percentage of Institutions Providing
Travel, Funds for Professional De-
velopment of Coiposition Teachers

N TFTF TSFTF NNSFTF PTF

Two-Year 12 100.0 91.7 33.3 0.0

Four-Year 62 88.7 87.1 43.5 25.8
Priv 31 96.7 93.5 41.9 22.6
Publ 31 80.6 80.6 ' 45.2 29.0

Universities 42 92.9 90.1 45.3 35.7,
Priv 12 91.7 i 100.0 25.0 33.3
Rubl 30 93.3 86.7 53.3 36.7

Combined 114 93.0 90:3 43.9 27.2

Table I1.4. Percentage of Institutions Providing Travel
F041 for padellionAlift/11.2amtni of Composition .

-..-
Itachtcs Among TenurediFull-Time Faculty (TFTF)
Tenure - Seeking Full-Time Faculty (TSFTF), Nonten-

,
. ured Nontenui'e-Seeking1Full-Time Faculty (NNSFTF)

alizi Part -Time Faculty (RIF):

a

ITag L..4 shows that itravel funds for the profeisional
development of composition teachers are much more readily
available for tenured full-time faculty (TFTF) and, for
tenure-seeking full.-time faculty (TSFTF) than for the two groups

-of more transient faculty, 'even, though the latter two groups
teach much more composition i.n some institutions than ,either of
the former two groups of 'acuity. The smallest percentage
(80.6%) of institutions fundin travel for faculty development of

i
composition teacher among to ranks of tenured (TFTF: and
tenure-seeking full-time fac lty (TSFTF; is found among public
four-year institutions. With *he exception of public ,four-year
institutions, travel funds for the professional development of
composition teachers who are either tenured or tenure- seeking are
available in about 90% of all Institutions. A larger percentage
of public universities make trOvel funds for compotition teachers
who are nontenured and nontenure-seeking (NNSFTF) or port-time
(PTF) than other types of institutions. The percentages for
these two classes in publit universities are ,53.3 and 36.7
_respectively. V

By summing across the rows in /lag '11.4, we can arrive at
an estimate of the average number of faculty groupwreceiving
travel, funds for the\development of composition teaching in the
various types of institutions. Because only percentages are.
listed under the four classes /of faculty, a row-sum of 400 would
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indicate/ that all groups are 'funded in alt institutions of that
type. All of the row-sums for Iikkl 11.4 exceed 200, thus
indica ing that on the -average at least two faculty groups
reieiv travel funds from any given type of institution. Those
two roups are, of course, most likely to be tenure (TFTF) and
tenu/e-seeking (TSFTF). The *row-sum for all institutions
combiined is 254.4. This figure suggests that on the average. the
114/institutions responding to the queStion\ about travel funds
off/er faculty development travel for compoOtion teachers in at
least two of the four ,classes of faCulty.

,IX. 3. ULAILLIllie MAO IIAOLYS DIALUATIAN-AN.2
FAimui oullopmENT

Using the data collected on faculty evaluation and
development, we performed analyses which enable us to summarize
tbe relationship between the number of types of evaluations and
th'e opportunities provided for faculty development. The classes'
of faculty used were the same as those in the previous two
sections_of-the present chapter. If, for example, tenure-seeking
faculty were evaluated by student evaluations and by peer review
the number of evaluations would De iws-... The opportunities for
faculty, development were categorized as follows: if the
in'Aitution provided either faculty workshops or funded travel
fo 'profe:xsional development for a particular class of faculty,
that institution was pl'aced in Class 1; if theAnstitution
provided klth (faculty workshops andetravel funds for a particular
class of facu4y it was placed in Class 2. ,

'alas. 1I.5 below summarizes the ranks within=differenttypes
of institutions for Aierent faculty" groups with respect to the
number of types of evaluation and opportunities for faculty
development, with one column "devoted to the number 01 types of
evalUation and one to oppertunities for faculty developlienl. he :.

classes of faculty are rani-ordered in each column by-large'.A
number of types of evaluation or by .most opportunities for
faculty development. I

,

Q

opv
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NUMBER -OF OPPORTUNITIES FOR
EVALUATIONS DEVELOPMENT

ALI (N:116)
TSFTF TFTF
PTF TSFTF
NNSFTF NNSFTF
TFTF- PTF

1112-k at S'2112921 (N=12)
*TFTF TFTF
*TSFTF TSFTF
* NNSFTF NNSFTF
PTF PTF

Easa-Isir Imaliimilou (N=62)
*TSFTF *TSFTF
*PTF *TFTF
NNSFTF NNSFTF
TFTF PTF

iN=42)
TSFTF *TFTF
*PTF *TSFTF
*NNSFTF NNSFTF
TFTF PTF

Tabis IA.5. Rank Orders of Faculty Groups Within
Types-of Institutions Showing the Relationship
Delvtin NasDsr of Elaitati.421 And gialattanit121
1st us mill jasysismasol. (Note: asterisks within
institutional types indicate ties in ranks.)

As Table IX.5' illustrates, within the category of "all
institutions" "tenure-seeking full -time faculty" (TSFTF) are
those teachers of writing courses whose teaching is most
frequently evaluated, and *tenured full -tine faculty" (TFTF) are
those whose teaching is least' often evaluated. "Part-time
faculty" (PTF) are evaluated somewhat le !s often than
"tenure-seeking full-time faculty" (TSFTF), but considerably more
often than either "nontenured, montenure-seeking
faculty" (NNSFTF) or "tenured full-time faculty " - (TFTF).
Although "tenured full-time faculty* (TFTF) within tne category
of "all institutions" are evaluated least often, they have the
great.est number of opportunities for professional development.
"Tenure-seeking felt -time faculty" (TSFTF), the class most often
evatuatedi rank , second' with respect to opportunities for
ptofessionat Aevelopment. "Part-time faculty" (PTF), the group
I.Inked second with respect to frequency of evaluation, have the
fewest opportunities for professional development. For this
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class of faculty, most institutions neither offer faculty
development workshops nor provide funding for travel to
professional meetings.

With the exception of two-year colleges. where *tenured
full-time fatulty* (TFTF) a:-.e evaluated most frequently.
"tenure- seeking full-time faculty" (TSFTF) are those faculty
members most -frequently evaluated in the various types of
institutions. Exc44 for those in two-year colleges, they also
have the most opportualties for faculty development, with the
rankings for them in four-year institutions and universities
identical to those for "tenured full-time faculty* (TFTF).

In four -yeah' institutions and in universities, "part-time
faculty" CPTF) have the fewest opportunities for faculty
development, but the frequency with which they are evaluated
ranks second .only to that of "tenure- seeking full-time faculty"
(TSFTF).

The rankings reported in 'able '1.5 seem to indicate that
institutions are generally concerned that the composition
teaching of "tenure-seeking full-time faculty* (TSFTF) be
evaluated frequently. Such evaluations probably constitute an
important part of decisions regarding tenure. The institutions
also seem concerned that that class of faculty be given
opportunities to improve the teaching in writing courses. 4 The
rankings reported in Table 11.5 also seem to suggest that while
institutions may be generally interested in the quality of
teaching of "part-time faculty* (PTF), they are generally not
inclined to provide opportunities for professional development
for that group of faculty. Our findings with regard to the
evaluation and development of "part-time faculty* (PTF) area we
think, noteworthy because, as we. have shown in a previous
chapter, approximately 40% of all sections of college writing
courses nationwide are taught by *part-time faculty* (PTF),
either those who are used to fill in on demand or those who are
graduate teaching assistants within the schools where they teach.

(
47'
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CHAPTER X

SUCCESSFUL AND UNSUCCESSFUL ASPECTS

OF COLLEGE WRITING PROGRAMS

Most of the items on our questionnaire elicited numerical
data about various aspects of the writing programs. included in
our sample. ,Most such questions were relatively staightforward,
seeking to determine, for example, how many composition classes
different groups of faculty teach during a given semester or how
often the. teaching of particular rouos of faculty is evaluated.
Other questions eliciting numer cal data, Questions such as those
about the types of writing one in freshman writing courses,
required that the responding directors answer according to
certain categories that he provided within; the questions
themselves. Such procedures 'we believe were necessary in order
to collect data which were temparabte in nature.

In the present chapter we report on the prose statements
that the responding writing program directors made to two
questions, one on the most successful aspects of the programs
represented in our sample and one on the least successful aspects
of those programs. The decision to elicit prose statements
uncolored by categories we might have supplied was ma-de in order
to eliminate the .kind of bias that is often, although,
unintentionally, built into questions which .ask whether
such-and-such a thing is present or not in a particular program.
Had we provided a list of possible "most successful" aspects for
program directors to check off, we might have increased
unnaturally the number and kinds of "cost successful" aspects
Which the directors saw in ;.their programs. For' example, had we
asked directors to check off items on a List containing "doing
sentence-combining exercises" or "developing skills in using the
library," a large number of directors may have marked those
aspects.as "most successful" ones. In the prose responses to our
question about successful aspects, these two were mentioned only
infrequently. Although our insistence on uncued prose responses
to our questions about the most and least successful aspects of
writing programs may have caused some 'directors rot to list
certain aspects they otherwise might have, we assumed the
alternative was less desirable.:

The prose responses to both questions - -what was most and
least successful- -were analyzed carefully for content. These
content analyses were performed in several stages (see note 20).
Tile results of our analyses of these prose responses are reported
in the following two' sections. In summarizifig.these results, we
make" sub-stantial use, of quotations from the responding directors
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regarding the most arid Veast successful aspects of their
programs.

X. 1. sym22EUL 11E102 Qf mum MOAN

Our survey of the most successful aspects of college writing
programs elicited responses from 104 schools. Of these, schools,
11 were two-year colLegesI 52 four-year schools, and 41 were
universities. The responses are sum,parized in /Au& 1.1 where
they are presented hierarchically according to the frequency of
their occurrence.

Most Successful iAll
Aspects (N=104)

7:

Wr Lab/Wrkshp 310
Clear Eff Prose for Aud 32,17

Teacher Train Prog 32.7
Feer-Tut/Cdllab Learn 24.8
Placement Procedures 2!6.0

Writing as Process 22.1
Tenured. Fac Teach Wrtng 20.2
Revision Skills 18.3
Common Syllabus 17.3
Student Wrtng as Text 17.3
Read Crit/Analytically 14.4
Grading Practices 13.5
Inv Fac in Other Discipl 13.5
Attitudes Toward Wrtng 12.5
Wrtng Across Curr 12.5
Fac see Comp as Schlor 9.6
Coop of Higher Admin 8.7
Flexibility io Program 6.7
Upper Dix Wrtng Courses 5.8
Use Library Resources 4.8

2-Year
(N=11)

4-Year
(N=52)

Univ
(N=41)

36,4
13.2
13.2
36.4
45.5

13.2
13.2
9.1
13.2
8.1
9.1
9.1
9.1
0.0
0.0
9.1
0.0
0c0 ,

0.0

38.5 36.6
32.7 36.6
28.9 41.5
3605 19.5
25.0 22.0
25.0 22.0
21.2 19.5
23.1 12.2
9.6 29.3

21.2 12.4
9.6 22.0
13.5 14.6
23.1 2.4
17.3 T.3
17.3 9.6
7.7 14.6
3.8 14.
9.6 4.9
7.7 4.9
5.8 4.9

Table A.10 Percentage of Responding Directors Indicating the
Mil Isillsufgl A/mil of Their Writing Programs.

Colman one of Table X.1 indicates the percentage of all 104
responding directors who named the particular *most successful
aspect." These percentages determined the ordering of the items
Listed in Table 21.19 with the aspects named most frequently
appearing first.

100
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Column one in, 'Able .1.1 indicates that when the responses
for. all 104 institutions are pooled. "writing
laboratoriet/workshops" which operate independently of scheduled
classroom instruction in composition is the most frequently cited
"successful aspect." Of the '104 responding directors. 37.5% see
their writing laboratories as one of the most successful aspects
of _their programs. Typical of the responses of all directors who
cited the "writing laboratory" as one of the most successful
aspects of their programs is the following brief statement from a
director of a public four-year institution: "Availability of a
writing lab with individualized tutoring has been an essential
complement to all our writing courses." Among the 52 responding
directors from four-year institutions this aspect was named most
often. with 38.5% of these directors naming- their writing
laboratory as one of the most successful aspects of their
programs. For the other two groups of directors this aspect was
among two or more other aspects which were named se and most
often. Of the 11 directors frOm two-year colleges d the 41
directors from universities. 36.4% and 36.6%) respective y. named
their writing laboratories as one of the most successful aspects
of their programs. Among the three classes of institutions
writing laboratories were among at least the four most frequently
cited successful aspects.

When the responses from all 104 directors are pooled across
institutional types. two aspects of writing programs--"teaching
students to write clear effective prose for different audiences"
and "conducting teacher training programs"--were cited with the
next greatest frequency.

The frequencies with which "teaching students to write
clear effective prose for different audiences" was cited varied
considerably across types of institutions. As Ilus A.1 shows
only two (18.2%) of the directors from' two-year colleges

overthis item as a successful aspect of their Program while over 32%
of the directors from four-year institutions and from
universities did. If the number of two-year colleges in our
sample were larger we could say with some confidence that this
large difference between the frequency with which the item was
mentioned by two-year directors on the one hand and the directors
from\ the two remaining classes on the other is perhaps a
reflection of differences in the ways writing courses are
perceived in the various institutions and perhaps a reflection of
the different student populations served.

The
\

ways in which the responding directors articulated their
successes in teaching students to write clearly and effectively
for different audiences varied. But most expressed their
successes with reference to the goals of their programs' or
courses. IA director from- a small four-yea institution wrote:

I

Our goals are to help students become self-sufficent
as writers by the time they graduate. Being
self- sufficient means that they are able. without help.

f\

,

. \
\ _10.1
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to understand and focus clearly conceived ideas into an
organized, fully developed essay intended for an
identifiable audience and reflecting a controlled voice
or tone.

Another director, again from a small four-year institution
expressed the same thought differently, -relating the ability to
write well to the ability to interpret one's experience:

A good writer is first. a, good interpreter of
experience, capable of imposing an appropriate
interpretive structure on experience, communicating this
experience to an audience (real or simulated), and in
doing so finding an appropriate organization that stems
from the writer's interptetive structuring.

4

Such statements reveal the%CompLexity'of the thought underlying
many of the statements we coded under the more general rubric of
attaching students to write clear, effective prose for differeht
auciiences." Few of the comments we read suggested to us that the
responding directors saw their successes in teaching students to
write effectively for audiences as a mean accomplishment. The
comments of most, though not all, suggested a profound
understanding not only of what constitutes effective prose but
also the difficulties encountered in teaching students how to do
such writing. Although some readers might have expected every
director to cite "teaching students to write clear, effective
prose for different audiences" as a successful aspect of their
programs, it may be that many who are cognizant of the
difficulties of doing so are simply realistic enough to recognize
fai lures may outnumber successes in thit area.

Among all 104 responding institutions, 'teacher training
programs" were cited with the sale frequency as "teaching
students to write clear', effective prose for different
audiences." As Takie X.1 shows, this aspect of college writing
programs was cited least often by directors from two-year
colleges. Of the,11 directors from two-year colleges, only two
08.2%) said that their "teacher training prOgram" was among the
mostsuecessful aspects of their programs. In contrast, 28.9% of
the 52 directors from four -year institutions and 41.5% of the 41
directors from universities cited their "teacher training
program" as one of the most successful aspects of their programs.
Among the directors .from universities, this partictilar
programmatic aspect was the one cited most frequently, and among
the directors from four-year institutions it was the fourth most
frequently cited aspect.

These differences between the percentages of directors
citing "teacher training programs" as one of the most successful
aspects are probaly a fvinction of the degree to which the various
types of institutions have to rely on part-time faculty,
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especially graduate students to teach their writing courses.
One director from a large and welt -known midwestern university
put the matter this way:

I suspect the most successful part (of our program] is
the new training program for TAs that we've established
over the last five years (and are trying to improve).
Now TAs can go into classes with an overviei of the
writing process a sense of what a syllabus is for a
fair idea of what they can expect and what they.can live
with and some notions of what certain writing
assignments wilt yield.

In many of the responses of-directors from, universities. we found
similar expressions of this successful aspect. In many cases it
seemed to gs that university writing program directors as welt
as several of the directors from four-year institutions.
developed, such training programs to deal specifically with the
teaching of graduate students in their programs.

We did not however find that successful "training
programs" are limited to graduate teaching assistants. White
such "training programs" are frequently so limited in
universities they are not in other types of institutions. In
the other two types of institutions directors cited "training
programs" both for faculty within English departments and for
faculty in other disciplines. For example, one director from a
public four-year institution indicated that one of the most
successful aspects of his program was the "training program" he
had developed for faculty throughout his department. He wrote
that this "training program" has been very successful "in
sensitizing our faculty to the theoretical and pedagogical
implications of the last ten years of work in writing." thereby
greatly enhancing' the teaching of writing throughout his
department. Another director--this one from a small. private
four-year institution- -cited a different kind of "training
program" as one of the most successful aspects of the .writing
program at her school. This "training program" is one designed
for faculty in all disciplines. She describes the program and
its success in the following way:

A faculty Writing Workshop. conducted by "outside
experts." was highly successful and involved
comparatively painless soul-searching as to how much.
what kind. and when writing assignments should be
made 4. (in non-EngLish non-writing) classes.

We find it significant that "training programs" of the tatter two
types were most often cited among the most successful aspects of
programs in small. institutions. Rarely were they cited by
directors from Large universities.

. 103
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The fourth item listed in Tikis 1.1--"making use of peer
tutoring or other methods of collaborative learning"--was cited
as a successful aspect of writing programs by 29.8% of the 104
responding directors. This particular aspect of writing programs
was cited most frequently by directors in two-year colleges and
four-year institutions. The percentages for both groups are
approximately 36.5. According to one director from a small,
private four-year institution that makes considerable use of
"collaborative learning": *Peer feedback gives the students
immediate and face-to-face evaluation of how well their writing
is succeeding." Generally institutions use peer tutoring most
often as a means of evaluating student writing, and typically the
tutors are members of the class. The use of "collaboratively
learning". is not, however, limited to that one method. In the
case of one small, private four-year institution, the use of
peers as evaluators was so successful that the director developed
a program for training peer tutors to function in classes in
which they were not themselves enrolled. Other methods of
*collaborative learning" were also cited, perhaps none more
frequentty than the use of group writing assignments. As one
director from a public four-year institution put it, such
assignments alto? "students to learn more about writing because

_they must constantly accommodate the needs of the group with
which they are writing." Another director in whose program such
collaborative writing assignments are used attributes .their
success to "the fact that our students tend to learn better and
more quickly from one another than they do from teachers."

We think it noteworthy that "peer tutoring and other methods
of collaborative learning" was cited much more frequently by
directors in two-year colleges and four-year institutions than by
directors from universities. Aoprox-mately 36.5% of the
directors from the former types of institutions cited that aspect
as one of the more successful in their programs, but only 19.5%
of the directors from universities did. The smaller percentage
of universities directors could indicate either that "peer
tutoring and collaborative Learning" is less used in university
writing programs than in the other two types of institutions. or
that it is used less successfully in university writing programs.
However, based on the statements we read, our impression is that
the use an_d the success of *collaborative learning" methods are
directly related to (1) the size of the writing program and (2)
the number of transient faculty -- temporary full-time, teachers,
part-time teachers, and graduate teaching assistants--employed in
the writing programs.

"Placement procedures* constitute another frequently cited
successful aspect of college writing programs. This aspect was
named by about 26% of the 104 responding &rectors, with about
one-fourth of the directors from four -year institutions and
universities and about half of the directori from two-year
colleges cittng it as one of the most successful aspects of their
programs. According to most of these directors, their "placement
procedures" allow them to match the abilities of their students
with tevets of instruction, thus increasing the students' chances
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of success in writing courses. One director from a small,
private four-year institution wrote,

Grouping students by ability and allowing the
lowest track grade . flexibility -attows- us to
complete remediation activities beforejtudents must
begin their "regular" writing class.

Many of these directors stressed the ilportance of good
"placement procedures." Often this impurtahce was tied to the
ever-changing nature of the student population served. A
director from a two-year college wrote that

In the past five years, our writing program has had to
adjust and evolve on a crisis basis as a new type of
student has entered the community college--the adult
student and the poorly prepared student. We have been
flexible and have initiated several new policies to meet
the needs of these students. Our placement techniques
have been particularly successful.

Virtually ,all of the directors who cited their "placement
procedures" as one of the most successful aspects of their
programs saw those "procedures" as one means of seeing that
students receive writing instruction designed to meet their
needs.

Over 22% of the 104 directors cited as one of the most
successful aspects of their programs the ability of their
teachers to teach "writing as process," an aspect which is
related to others listed in Ilkit The percentage of
directors from two-year colleges citing this aspect is smaller
than that for either of the other two types of instituticins.
Another 18.3% of the 104 directors singled out the teaching of
"revision skills" specifically as one of the most successful
aspects of their programs. Most of the statements about success
in teaching the "writing process" in general read much l'ke the
following one from the director at a private four-year
institution: "Our emphasis on pre-writing, writing, editing, and
rewriting has produced some very fine freshman essays." Those
directors-who noted process usually stressed the connection
between the process approach to the teaching of writing and the
quality of the student writing produced. Only rarely was
teaching the "writing process" cited as an end in itself.

Other directors tended to view teaching °revision skills" as
the most important "process" skill they successfully teach.
However, most also tended to view "revision skills" very broadly,
as does this director from a large public university:
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consider important (generation of ideas focusing and
deyeloping those ideas in ways that' are effective with
and persuasive to the audience cohesion and syntactic
fluency. correctness).

Agreement on grading criteria may alfect both what, is taught
within individual classes and how those classes are taught. But
the grading procedures certainly appear to have increased the
involvement and commitment of faculty.

While thesi successful aspects focus primarily on changes
within English departments, others focus on faculty in other
disciplines as well. Indeed. nearly 14% of the 104 directors
cited their "involving faculty in other disciplines in the
teaching of writing* as one of the most successful aspects of
their programs. Often such successes simply take ,the form of
getting-, faculty' in .othe? disciplines to assign writing or to
stress not only the content of a student's text--whether a

laboratory report an examination or a research paperbut also
its form. Involvement of faculty from other disciplines is,'
however. sometimes more formalized. For example. 12.5% of the
104 directors indicated that "writing across the curriculum*
approaches were .among the most successful, aspects of their
programs. In most such cases the directors emphasized the
benefits that students derive from those approaches. A director
from a small private four-year institution wrote that "The
*writing across the curriculum approach
lets (students] see connections between critical
reading/thinking/writing which pays off for the rest of their
cotteges careers.*

These successful aspects' of college writing programs seem to
reflect what might be Called curricular instructionaL and
administrative aspects of college writing programs. That
relatively few directors cited any one successful aspect of

college writing programs suggests that those programs vary
considerably from one institutional context to another from one
department to another, from one director to another. It Is,
however interesting that six of the ten most frequently cited
successful aspects--"writing Laboratory /workshop." "peer
tutoring /collaborative learning,* "writing as process,"
"revision skills." "student writing as text," and "clew
effective prose for an audience"--are probably related to
instructional amd curricular concerns for teaching the processes
of writing. The remaining four of the ten most frequently cited
successful aspects--teacher training program," "placement
procedures," "getting tenured faculty to teach writing classes,*
and "using a common syllabus"--may be more directly related to
administrative concerns.

In these statements we also found considerable evidence of
a variety of approaches to writingprogramadministration, with
some directors investing considerable energy in one area while
others focus on another area. The variety of successful aspects
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cited--and we have listed only.those which were cited by Al IAAAI
jee diresilm--suggests that ;different directors approach their .

Jobs in different ways striving for and achieving successes only
where they are possible. If the context's of writing programs
differ from one institution to another it difficult to
say--on the basis of the statements we read--in what aspects of
writing programs directors around the country ought to invest
their energies:,

X. 2. 01922LIIEVI 9aEZ2II 2E VAIIINi.PRIPABI

1
Not only did the responding directors comment about the

successful aspects of their programs. but they did also about the
unsuccessful or Pleast successful aspects as' well: In the
statements about the Least successful aspects of the directors
programs we found n' arty as' much diversity as we found in the
statements about the successful asoects. We need to point out
that slightly more than 10% of the 94 directors who wrote answers
to the question about unsuccessful aspects indicated that their
programs have no unsuccessful aspects no wriaknesses. The most
frequently cited least successful aspects are summarized in Was
x.a.

Least Successful All 2-Year 4-Yea
Aspects (N=94) (N=9) (N=50)

Commit of Tenured Fac 31.9 22.2 32.0
Ineff Wrtng Prog Admin 25.6 11.1 34.0
Support of Engl Fac 25.5 22.2 24.0
Program Coherence 20.2 11.1 30.0
Too Few L-D Courses 14.9 22.2 10.0
Part-Time Fac . 14.9 0.0 14.0
Remedial Courses 11.7, 33.3 12.0
Teach Training Prog 8.5 0.0 12.0
Too few WAC Courses 7.5 11.1 6.0
Uniform Grading Prac 7.5 0.0 10.0
Teaching of Lit 7.5 0.0 4.0
Students to Wrtng Lab 6.4 . 11.1 6.0
ESL Program 5.3 0.0 6.0
Creat & Origi?aLity 4.3 0.0 6.0
Student Confidence 3.2 11.1/'' 4.0

Univ
(N=35)

34.3
17.1
28.6
9.7

20.0
20.0
5.7
5.7
8.6
5.7

14.3
5.7
5:7
2.9
0.0

Tab is A. a. Percentage of Responding Writing Program Directors
Indicating Lent §AcEsAllAi Amectl of Their Programs.
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As IgUt x.g shows. °commitment of tenured faculty to the
teaching of writing* appears most frequently as the least
successful aspect of the programs surveyed. A director froa a
.publiC university putthe issue most succinctly:

They (the tenured faculty] really don't_; give a damn
about teaching freshman to write. They think they have
better things to do..

While most of the dliectors mid not state the issue quite so
forcefully. almost 32X of the 94 responding directors indicated
that their failure to get tenured faculty to commit themselves to
the teaching of writing was a serious weakness in their programs.
This weakness was cited least often Li directors from two-year
cotteges and most often by directors' from universities.

The second most, frequently mentioned weakness was an
"ineffective writing prograi administration." Fully one-fourth
of the responding 94 directors cited this aspect. Among the
three types of institutions it -was cited most often by directors
from four-year-institutions with 342 of 50 directors mentioning
it specifically. The chairperson from one of these institutions
a private One wrote about this weakness:

4110-

The _least successful aspect of our program is 'that we
have-a.Program of sorts, but we have no director. Since
no-one is responsible for coordinating the program we do
not achieve as such cons:stency and coherence in our
program as we should. We have tried working on this by
informal discussion and having some department meetings
centered-on the writing program. Such discussions are
helpful but do _not provide the kind of cohesiveness
needed.

The aspect which was cited third most often was getting the
°support- Of English 'department faculty for the writing program.*
This aspect is..of.cour3e, related to the "commitment of tenured
faculty to the '"teaching of writing. but it differs because '

"support" for a_program differs from "commitment" to the teaching
of writing. Ohe,can-be committed to teaching writing without
being supportiVe of the particular goals of the program. At any
rate this it& was cited by over 25,2 of the 94 directors.
Typically thole directors who cited this aspect indicated some
difficulty in-changing the-way established faculty teach writing
and in changing the goals ,those faculty espouse. Representative
of .these responses is the following one from a director at a
private four-year institution:

Some of our English faculty resist attempts to
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incorporate current rhetorical theory into workshops,
course design, etc. For exaiple, I try to emphasize the
process approach rather than the product approach to
writing. At least one faculty member uses only the
product approach;

Cited by about 20% of the responding directors as a weakness
in their programs or as an unsuccessful aspect of them was a
"lack. of program coherence." This aspect was cited much more
frequently by directors in four-year institutions than by
directors in either two-year colleges or, universities. Often
these directors mentioned the absence of common and articulated
goals as the -cause of the Lack of coherence their programs. The
problem is," wrote one director from a private four-year
institution, "that we don't have goals as a group. Each faculty
member has his/her ownPideas, and some or most of those ideas aremember
antithetical. We hardly have a "writing program.'" Another
director, this one from a public four-year institution, noted
that the department has not been able to articulate "goals or
standards" for its writing program, the result being that no one
knows "what is or is not happening in the program." Other
directors pointed to a lack of coherence which resulted not from
inadequate or unexpressed goals, but rather from a failure to
establish a "convincing sequence from one course to another."

About 15% of the 94 directors indicated that one weakness of
their programs was an inadequate number of lower-division
courses. Sometimes, as in the case of one public university, the
insufficient number of lower--division courses was the result of
institutional policies beyond the control of the writing program
itself:

. There is no university-wide requirement for
freshman English. Each department establishes whether
its majors take one or two semesters. The department
does not attempt to teach everything in a single course;
consequently, students who do not complete the sequence
move on to academic work and the marketplace without all
the writing skills the department thinks ideal.

From a public four-year institution came a similar response:

One other problem that is appropriate for mention here
is the paucity of writing courses available to our
students. I favor a course in addition to our basic,
course, one in which students can stretch out and expend
their rhetorical skills, their style.

Most directors:stated their concern over the inadequate number of
tower-division courses very concisely, without referring to the
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larger institutional context: "One semester of writing
instruction,' writes a director from a two-year cotlege, "simply
is not enough."

Having to staff 'Writing courses with "part-time faculty' was
cited by about 15% of the 94 responding directors. Not
surprisingly, this unsuccessful aspect was cited most often by
directors from universities, where a generally higher percentage
of part-time writing teachers are employed. The problems
associated with 'dependence on part-time faculty were elaborated
best by, the director of the writing progrA4 at a university:

Until quite recently, most of our Freshman English
sections were staffed by full-time members of the
department. Now, with budget cuts, sole retirements and
some full- timers having released time for duties, outside
the department, we' are using a high proportion 'of
part-timers. In four or five years, this proportion has
gone from,having roughly 20% of the freshman, sections
taught by part-timers to the present very bad situation
of having about 85% taught by them. When most sections
were taught by full - timers, all relatively familiar with
each others' standards and approaches, coordination of
the program . was easy, and the diversity of readings and
methods used was an advantage. Now, with many of , the
instructors inexperienced and unfamiliar with Cour
university] that diversity is becoming chaotic.

Although this quotation has a very local flavor about its the
concerns it expresses are not'atypical. Most of the directors
who cited the use of *part-time faculty" as a weakness in their
programs saw that use as a cause of other problems. In
particular, the directors frequently linked problems with
'program coherence' to the use of part-time faculty, with several
mentioning the difficulty of maintaining *program coherence" when
new part-timers are hired for but one semester or academic year.
It was interesting to us that virtually none of the directors
associated the problems of part-time faculty with graduate
teaching assistants in their programs. Perhaps the writing
program directors have closer tits with and more control over
that group .of part-time faculty.

As /nil X.2 illustrates, a number of other weaknesses or
unsuccessful aspects of writing programs were also cited. Three
of these--"inadequate remedial, programs or courses,' getting
students to the writing laboratory for help,* and an 'inadequate
ESL program or course"--are probably all relate inasmuch qs all
suggest the inability of the programs to deal effectively with
the needs of underprepared or inadequately prepared students.
When the percentages for these items are summed, we find that as
many as 23.4% of the 94 directors may see these aspects as either
weaknesses or unsuccessful components of their programs. The
weaknesses of *remedial programs or courses' were most often
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articulated in terns of the way such courses are taught. _As one
director from a public university wrote,

The remedial course seems far too dependent on
grammar instruction, in my view, requiring only three
300-word essays (narration, description,
comparison/contrast) plus a revision of each essay (that
is, six "products" in fifteen weeks!)

Most of the directors who cited the "remedial course" as an
unsuccessful aspect of their programs noted, as did the above
director, the Small number .of writing assignments and the heavy
.emphasis on grammar. Anot er director saw the problems with
remedial and -ESL instruct n as associated with larger
programmatic issues:

The lack of adequate ESL and remedial programs
(leading -to great heterogeneity. of students in the
classroom) and the lack of any substantial coordination
among teachers of all courses (leading to unequal
standards and different curricula) work against
rationality in our sequence.

As in this case, a fair number of the directors saw their ESL and
remedial courses as contributing to a Lack of ."program
coherence."

While still other weaknesses were mentioned by the
directors, those we have illustrated were the ones most commonly
cited. As with the directors' statements about the successful
aspects of their programs, the statements we read and analyzed
about the unsuccessful aspects were candid ones. They also are
distributed across the categories of curricular, instructional,
or administrative aspects of' writing programs. While each of
these categories are represented in the prose statements we read,
we- noted that there are generally fewer weaknesses or
unsuccessfut aspects associated with instruction than there were 4
successful aspects. So too with unsuccessful curricular aspects
of writing programs, although responses in this category appeared
more frequently than did responses in the instructional category.
The statements about the weaknesses or unsuccessful aspegts of
writing programs focused 'to. a Large extent on the administrative
aspects of programs. In many cases, directors criticized their
programs and often themselves for such weaknesses. However,
several of the- weaknesses we would classify as administrative
ones seem to lie beyond the control of the directors themselves.
For example, it does not seem that-writing program directors can
be held altogether responsible for the lack of commitment to the
teaching 'of writing by tenured faculty in an English department
or for the number of lower-division writing courses taught.
White writing program directors may have a voice in such matters,
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they themselves can often do little to change the situation.
is important to realize the impact that writing program
weaknesses which Lie beyond the control of the director have on
directors. In many of the statements we read, we detected
despair. and frustration of the kind one director from a two-year-
college expressed so well;

The Department is getting. tired. We've all been
teaching 101 for at least ten s ; we've never
had nay kind of in-service program or administrative
encouragement to hold workshops, gather new ideas, etc.;
and I think that some of 'our faculty feel a profound
identification with Sisyphus--except that they can-look
forward to retirement and he can't.

Other directors offered innovative solutions to the contextual
problems which writing program directors must face and deal with
every day. One especially frustrated director said, for ,,cample
that the only solution to the administrative problems 'of his
program was probably the "death' or early retirement of
influential tenured faculty members.* Another argued that the
entire, administrative structure of the institution--from the
president, to the academic vice-president to the chief financial
officer, to the basketball coach--had to be replaced with
individuals who were committed to the-development of writing
skills among college students. Perhaps not all of the directors
are so frustrated as was this individual, who announced to us his
plan to'.resign and change professions at the end of the 1980-81
academic year. Yet the kind of frustration this director felt
differed only in degree from that we found expressed in many of
the statements.
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CHAPTER XI

CONCLUDING STATEMENT

At the outset of this report, we referred to the large
number of rhetorical problems we encountered as we looked for
Ways of presenting the,vast amounts of data we collected from the
various institutions about their writing programs._ We assumed
that the report would be of some'use to a number of different
audiences, from teachers to .writing program directors to
top-Level administrators. Accordingly in the previous\ chapters
we reported. everything we were able to find out about the
programs in ,our sample population.

If our sense of diverse audiences and audience needs
affected the way we reported our findings, it must also affect
the nature of the present -chapter. Our own view bf- the
importance of the findings and what they hold for the future of
writing programs nationwide may differ substantially from the
views of the various audiences. The present chapter is a
cautious one, one that points to the limitations and the
strengths of the survey we have .reported and one that voices but
one major conclusion.

- A cautious concluding chapter filled with cautions about the
survey itself is altogether appropriate. We have taken seriously
ths comments and advice of -many directors regarding their
uneasiness about our questionnaire' itself. Although we present a
number of statements below whiO illustrate these reservations,
none perhaps expressed them better than the following, one from a
director of the writing program at a public university.

As the director of a large program, I must, in part,
go on faith as to whit is occurring in the classroom. I

hope that as much academic responsibility exists there as
academic freedom. For this reason, I0 find my filling out
parts of this questionnaire difficult. I don't know
exactly what is occurring in many classes, especially
those of the tenured staff. Student evaluations tell me
some things, student complaints and praise tell me a bit
more, talks '-with these people tell me a bit more--still
the picture is fuzzy at best about a number of; people who
Work in the program. Thus, I tried to read between and
'beyond the lines of this questionnaire; playing god is
fun but troublesome. The questionnaire is mortal; so are
the folks filling it out. Be careful, in your final
report, not to deliver,pronounceMeats about the state of
the art. I would encourage- you to be guarded.
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This' statement r fleets the attitude with which we hope all the
different audiences approach our report, and it states precisely
one reason survey such as the present one should be read with
some caution. It al o points to our reluctance to draw a series
of major conclusions from our data.

)(I. 1. CRITIcIlm 2E 91LCIIIMAILC

Some of the dire tors who fitted out our questionnaire and a
few who simply retu ned it indicated that it contained a number
ofWeaknesses. Comae tsabout the questionnaire suggested that
parts or all of it w s poorly constructed and that it was either
too detailed or not d tailed enough.

Certainly not e ery director--in fact, less than 10. X of
them--was highly c itical of the questionnaire and the survey
itself. Perhaps non of the directors was as openly critical as
two from major s ate universities in different parts of the
country. One of hese directors voiced his frustration in
filling out the qu stionnaire and offered some general advice on.
designing questionnaires:

I undertook this task out of a sense of duty to the
profession, and I filled out my form in the same spirit,
although as y notations wilt suggest, I was extremely
frustrated by the format the details demanded in some
places, an by the nature of many of the questions.
If you want to preserve a soirit of professional
cooperation, please write questions and please create
forms thait take into account the shape of different
institutions

The secon director expressed a similar kind of frustration and
offered m ch more specific advice on how we might have improved
the quest onnaire itself:

am ordinarily a cooperative and dogged fillerout of
as -and questionnaires. This past year alone I count

a least seven full Length efforts, not all of which I

c nsidered very usefut., And then I ran into yours.
fter a full 45, minutes oh the first 13s pages of the

"Directors* form, I was Anatx, irritated, and fed up.
The form is busy, overloaded, and confusing. It's too
long. Most of the time, it necessarily distorted the
information I have to offer.

And he continued,
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Is not going to rave on. V recommend, for further
cotment, that you send your form to someplace like the
Center fir

that_

Design in Washington. _They'll at
least tell you not to' use two sides of a page and ,then
staple so close to the corner that one can't get the
thing open. What bothers me is that I would like, very
much, to participate in a collection of information like
this. We do need a profile of our profession's
workplaces. But I think your method is dead wrong.
You want too much information from too many places too
fast. Look: even if tfilled this whole thing out, you
wouldn'tcouldn'tunderstand the nature of our program
in any useful way. It would be leveled into a mishmash
of inaccurate statistiCs, which would be further
distorted by your analysis. Fi.ankly. I think youeve.been
sold a pseudo-social science bill of goods. Better you
shosAd conduct some careful case studies . of
representative institutions. Or hire a marketing firm to

--help you define your purpose more sharply, and establish
more-efficient sampling procedures.

.

Both of these directors make some useful comments and offer some
legitimate criticisms of the questionnaire we designed. White
'there is no excuse for questions which are difficult to
understand, such questions often do result when_a questionnaire
attempts to accommodate as many different kindiof _writing
programs as ours did and attempts to get at certain aspect-t-of
writing programs that permit something more than a superficial
profile. Perhaps we attempted too much.. Other criticisms,
especially in the second extended comment, are somewhat more
difficult to understand. We find it interesting that the second
director quoted emphasizes the need for 'a "profile," which we
take to mean something of a general picture of writing prograis,
and at the- same time advocates '"some careful case studies of
representative institutions." How one is to make th' connection
between such "case studies* and a the more general "profile"
remains unclear, since as far as we know generalizing from "case
studies* to the larger population is extremely difficult and
probably methodologically unsound. Then there is the problem of.-
determining membership in the projected class of "representative
institutions," a construct-we sought to define Operationally as
we reviewed the literature on college writing programs.
Unfortunately, .the literature--which is largely anecdotal in
nature and local in color--wa- of very little help. In fact, the
absence of any operational definition of a' "represenative
institution* led us down the paths we chose. It is our hope that
the preceeding chapters will allow other researchers to
articulate what a "representative institution" with a

"representative writing program" is. Perhaps our most outspoken
critics are ore-knowledgeable of the literature in the area than
we are.

While criticism such as that represented in the above
quotations may suggest to some the general failure of our survey,
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it seems to us that often the criticism is really directed toward
more global matters than our survey and questionnaire, the latter
perhaps providing an occasion for criticizing the profession at
large:

I started filling out the blanks but I lot so fed up
with it that I cannot continue. This is precisely what
is wrong with teachers of composition and the humanities
generally: it attempts to reduce- to numbers, to
science" what is essentially an art. If you could get
percentages and averages of all this stuff* what good
would it be? So what?

Teaching composition, writing, is ail a social, science
and neither students nor teachers are numbers. This is
altogether wrongheaded and have nothing to do with
it.

The kinds of things that the NCTE and this silly
questionnaire represent turn me off. Teacher College and
the educationsits (sic] have won.

Somebody is trying to feather his own nest, make
himself a name, become a big gun. and he has the wrong
model. Incidentally the directions are so develish hard-
to read. to figure out. that the makers of the
questionnaire seem to need a course in composition
themselveso

The amount of information elicited by our questionnaire was
a 'source of much of the criticism leveled against it. One
chairperson wrote that As you may imagine, we came close to

NN throwing the. wholde,thing away because of the amount of time you
have demanded for such a complex questionnaire." Another said
e sentially the same thing: The length of the questionnaire is
obi tionable." Indeed. the amount of time required to complete
the uesionnaire was the most frequently criticized aspect of
the sur4ey, and it undoubtedly limited the number of completed
questionna res which were returned.

Another frequent criticism was the one voiced in both of the
tong quotations 'above. namelys that the questionnaire did not
adequately accommoll to the "shape of different institutions.*

nsiderable effort to do SO, in the eyes of
ng directors, we failed. Generally, this

the director's belief that the

Although we made
about A5 of the respon
criticism was based o

questionnaire did not adequately focus on the diversity within
particular! programs. One director from a two-year college wrote
that "Many the questions 4 re difficult to answer because we
have greatidiwersity in philosop and strategies in writing
instruction and few departmental uidelines." Another director
from a public university commented the t
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I have rarely felt so frustrated at a
questionnaire- -this one seemed totally at cross-purposes
with the program I supervise. There seems to be no way
of describing our (very simple!) program through the
'questions you ask; they teen to cut it into lengths for
building a wholly different building.

Another director, this one from a private four -year institution,,
commented similarly:

As is usual with such questionnaires, the most
important items are ones that can't be anticipated
precisely because they're new-and creative. Programmes
that fit questionnaires are mostly dead.

Another director from a private four-year school found similar
problems with the questionnaire, but conceded that designing a
questionnaire to accommodate different programs is probably
difficult. She wrote,

Because our program is em7haticalty cross-disciplinary
and process-oriented, I had much difficulty with several
of the categories. As you see, I found myself writing in
the margin much of the time. No questionnaire, I

'suppose, can accommodate all atypical programs. I just
wish that our approach would become typical!

Still another director, this one from a private university,.
thought the questionnaire imposed order where there was none:

The questionnaire seems to presuppose much more
structure in writing programs than I think exists in
actuality. Many institutions--certainly all the
ftsatter ones and those, whatever their size, who do not
have 'large numbers of graduate; students in
Englishcannot require the degree of uniformity that
some of your questions seem to expect'. More space for
*others replies might have helped.

Such an array of critical comments might suggest that
conducting our survey was an exercise in futility, yielding
results which are neither valid nor-reliable. Yet such negative

*convents were relatively feLl in number. And we contend that
white the results of our survey. should be interpreted with
caution, the responses we did receive were generally good ones.
Indeed, *tile the responding directors may have had to overcome
certain._ obStacles_ in expression, in some of the categories we
useds-and:in making'their programs conform to the structure our

6
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questionnaire imposed upon them, we are much, impressed with the
quality of the responses we received. And we have made every
effort to treat those responses fairly and honestly. It is,
however, the nature of surveys to level out some differences. It
is atso the nature of surveys to identify others. In reporting
our findings we tried to consistently point out the differences,
to accentuate the range of responses to the various questions we
asked.

XI. 2. EBAIQC QE IbC

Although we received a handful of negative comments about
our survey and our questionnaire, we received many more positive
ones, although many of .them recognized the same Limitations as
our most outspoken critics did. Most of these positive comments
indicated that, (1) the responding directors are looking forward
to seeing the present report and (2) they are looking forward to
finding out how other institutions responded to many of the
questions.

Many of these, positive comments suggested that perhaps our
. questionnaire had made certain writing program directors consider

various aspetts of their programs they had never before thought
about. One director from a private four-year college wrote,

It was good to think about some of the questions asked
ancLit"will be interesting to see the results of the
survey. Doing this survey has given me some questions to
present to our faculty (Engl. Dept.) to stimulate
discussion.

Another- wrote,

I'm glad that your survey came along when it did,
since Cour school is doing a 3 -year self- evaluation
project, and this year it's our department's turn. You
provided. some good starters, ideas, questions. One
reason that Igm4.eturning this late is that we used your
survey to take' a departmental survey on certain
questions.

Other diree..ors commented in a similar vein, one from a private
four-year institution remarking that "the questionnaire is a good
catalyst for self-examination of the program and the directlr.*
From the associate director of writing programs at a large public
university came the following statement:

Thank you for asking us to participate. Because we're
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redesigning our freshman courses, we're already involved
in close self-examination, and your survey forced us to
collect data we need and to articulate our goals. We
took forward now to receiving- -and using--your summaries
of the survey.

A director from a public four-year institution wrote that the
questionnaire "made me aware that our -Writing program is like
Topsy. We need to decide on program goals so that all of
us have definite goals in mind." Similarly, a directo'r from one
of the military academies suggested that simply completing the
questionnaire was i useful activity. He wrote that

The chief value of this questionnaire probably exists
in making one responding to it think about the program he
or she directs. Thanks for that opportunity. I shall
look forward to seeing the tabulated resutts in the .weeks
ahead.

Statements such as these suggest that not only -was the
questionnaire a valid one for surveying college writing programs
across the country, but also that the results we obtained are
reliable ones. Such comments further suggest that the 'summaries
appearing in the previous chapters will be of value to a
substantial number of directors and institutions, and for a
variety of different reasons. In these statements we also see a
result we did not anticipate: a large number of directors seem to

phave examined certain ,aspects of their programs for the first
time, and others seemed to have discovered aspects they did not
know existed.

Although such statements as those quoted above suggest that
our survey was indeed a successful one, we would be remiss if we
did not include some statements that while generally positive
also pointed to some negative aspects. From the director of a
program at a four-year institution came the following response:

Formidable! The format is.imposing and some of the
questions could have been clearer. I know how difficult
a genre this is, however, and I'm grateful to you--and
Iem sure the rest of us are as weltthat the attempt to
survey directors is at least being made.

Another director, this one fro a public university, was
similarly sensitive to the d ficulties of designing a
questionnaire such as ours:

It's long and I found that it did not always fit the
complexities of OUP program. However, I tried to

120
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indicate what our program looks like by adding some
detaft. It is thorougO, though, and made me find out
information- I wasn't aware of. 'You should be
commended because such questionnaires are hell to
design. I don't envy you.

Several directors indicated that they resented the time required
to complete the questionnaire but believed the results would be
worth the effort. Others noted that while the survey instrument
was time-consuming and sometimes did not seem to do justice to
their programs, a "questionnaire addressed to so many different
kinds. of writing programs probably couldn't have been constructed
such differently.* A fair number of 'directors indicated, as did
a director from a private four-year school, that they "resented
the quantitative orientation -- numbers, numbers, numbers* but
otherwise.

4

found it interesting and thought - provoking." Addressing the
issue of quantification, a director from a public university
wrote that

On the whole, a provocative questionnaire. I'll be
anxious to see the results. Lfke any questionnaire,
however, it suffers from the fact that it's hard to
assign numbers (even on a continuum) to something as
"individualistic" as freshman composition!

Not uncommon were statements about the scope of the
questionnaire, statements such as the following ones: ."The
questionnaire is more than adequate"; "You sure do seem to,cover
malbinan; The questionnaire is quite thorough." Typicat of
most .of the comments from directors who saw both the strengths
and the weaknesses of the questionnaire is the following.
statement from the director of a large writing program at a
public university:

The questionnaire is very thorough, perhaps too
thorough in some places. It is very time-consuming. It
is theory-based, for good or bad, depending on one's
bias. It is capable of quantification, and that's_good4
It shows an awareness of recent trends and movements. It
is generally clear with only occasional ambiguities.

Thus whit, our questionnaire might have been better than it was,
the large number of positive comments we received suggests that
it was well enough designed to serve its purpose.
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.QI2 2E yfITIN6 PROGRAN H21. OXERED di
ilk PR MI =YU

Not only did we receive pOiitive and negative comments about
the questionnaire from the responding directors, but we also
received sone suggestions for enlarging the scope of the survey.
Most of these suggestions were of five types.

First, some directors suggested that the questionnaire might
have been expanded to include more questions- about how the
various programs approach the teaching of writing process.
Second, a few directors indicated the need for questions designed
specifically for programs employing the cross - disciplinary
approach to teaching writing at the undergraduate level. Third,
some directors wrote that questions addressing" specifically
graduate-level offerings in composition and the teaching of
writing might have yielded -additional- useful informatfon.
Fourth, some directors thought that some questions might lave
been included to indicate more precisely. the nature of training
programs for faculty who have recently had to take-;up the
teaching of writing becauie of declining enrollments in
literature courses. Fifth, some directors indicated that they
wanted to see more questions about the positions writing
directors hold, specifically questions having to do with salaries
and with the amount of authority directors have to run the
programs they direct.

4,

We agree that most of these additional types of questions
might have been included on our questionnaire. In fact, some of
these types were represented in earlier versions. HoWever, it is
our belief that many such questions--for example, ones on
cross-disciplinary writing programs--would have '1.tritated more
directors than they pleased. Perhaps the next timeVsuch a survey
is undertaken such questions can be included. Other
-questions--such as ones focusing More . sperificalty on the
positions writing program directors holdare, we believe, better
asked by organizations to which writing program directors belong.
Still other questions--such as those which could focus on
retraining literature faculty--are also better left to recognized
professional organizations such as the Association of Departments
of English or the Modern Language Associatton.

All of the suggestionstwe received for expanding the survey
we conducted were good ones, and we would Like to see th,pse
questions answered.

)(I. 4. t 0110.1/110

In one sense, the previous sections of the, present chapter
have all to one degree or another suggested the limitations of
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. the present study. We will not again reLearse them here. But
Whatever its limitationi, the survey did show a great deal of

among the programs both across institutional types and
:Othin institutional types. Throughout the preceding chapters of
,th.is report we have tried to call attention to this diversity- -by
cal-ling,attenliOn to. ranges in the response categories, by
Pli'Otilig to large standard deviations and variances for different
responses. And if there is to be drawn a major conclusion trot
our examination of the writing programs we surveyed, it is that
they are generally very-different from one another, that.they are
each designed to ,address 'primarily the local needs of the
institution, the department, and the student body. The director
who noted in rather Will language-that descriptive statistics-
tend .to _level out such differences is correct if the only
statistics reported are means or averages. Yet people often tend

--to took at averages or "leans and forget such statistics as
'standard deviations and variances. Thus in the pages which
folloW,. we would like:to illustrate the diversity of,the,Rrograms
we surveyed, cto direCt attention away from means" and averages
toward individual programs.

',One major contributor to the diversity we saw among the
-programs we surveyed was transition, transition from a program
,guided by one set of goals or philosophy to a program guided, by a
different,set of goals or philosophy. Although several directors
.commented that their programs were undergoing changes, the nature
of such transitions was -probably best expressed by a director
from a rather small institution:

Two years. ago, we organized a quarter-long faculty
in-service workshop, *Teaching College Writing. This
course:' expoted faculty to the writing and research of
Ross Winterowd,. _Janet Emig,- E.O. Hirsch, Mina
Shaughnessy, Gary Tate, Richard Young, Ken Macrorie, and
Peter Clboy. As a result of this experience, at least
2/3 of the full -time faculty have revised their "approach
to freshman composition and remedial writing with these
areas, of new emphasis: More personal writing., more
.icrrclass-writing, 'lore work on audience analysis, more
emphasis on pre- writing and re-writing, more use of

--sentence .combining. The common ground established
through the workshop, has allowed faculty to continue to

-,exchange ideas on methods 'And Materials they are
Currently using /developing.

Many- directors wrote' similar statements which focused on the
evechanging-,nature of writing instruction as faculty in their
-programs became aware of view, ideas. and tried to incorporate what
they bad tearOed' info. their teaching. Of course, not. all
directors ihdf0t0 tfiat their programs are undergoing change;

institutions where the writing programs are
Oangingi, OterM'Alay- well exist considerable diversity in the way
40,010g:11444-ht:
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Another frequently cited source of this diversity across
0 institutions was the nature of the student population served.
Several directors indicated that they have constantly had to
accommodate different kinds of students as incoming abilities
decline or as the school opens its doors to different kinds of
students. One director from a technical four-year institution
perhaps best indicated how the student population the program is
designed to serve affects the nature of the program itself. He
wrote that.

Our program may find its strength in its ability
to intertwine increasing amounts of .consideration of the
writing needs of scientists and engineers. Because
virtually all of our students, both .ESL and native
speakers, are future scientists or engineers, focusing on
their future writing needs is simpler than it would be in
a liberal arts environment, We're-students plan to head
in many directions and some have no plans as yet: The
flip side of that however, is that writing is harder to
establish across the curriculum than it is in liberal
arts colleges, since our faculty have never integrated
writing into their courses the way liberal arts faculty
have done. For engineers.. the research paper never
existed; it has not been abandoned.'

, In this particular case the institutional contraints that operate
on the- program 'are apparentt but more important is that the
institution apparently values'writing for its student population
_somewhat Less than would other institutions. .,

0

Diversity in writing programs across types of institutions
. is also reflected in the curricula the various programs teach.

While it is impossible to illustrate the full range of curricula
which underlie the programs we surveyed, a couple statements may
help ,to suggest the range of different programs. The director
from one four-year institution described the relationship between
his program's curriculum and the goals of the program in the

. following way:

Our emphasis on rhetorical theory, especially in our
first course, has given students a useful focus for all
their writing and other communications. The classical
rhetorical focus of -content, audience, and persona has
made our stUdents better readers, better writers, and
better oral communicators: This approach also allows
students to'critique organization and style. It has also
contributed to the liberal arts component of their
education.

In' other programs, the teaching of rhetoric and rhetorical
;principles appears to complement or supplement the teaching of
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,content in the sense of a body of knowledge to be used rather
than content in sense of principles to be used and processes
applied. Such is the case at a public university, whose director
of writing wrote that

Our second required composition course is

divided into different thematic units (we call them
"modules"). These unit have reading requirements that
'differ. (These classes] have the same writing
requisrements in terms of length of papers, number of
papers, and kinds of papers. The subject matter
differs from modOle to -module to offer students some
choice about the general topic. We have modules dealing
with the changing roles of men and women, technology,
death and dying, film, and several with a literary focus:
introduction to literature, mythology, heroes, and short

These choices, students say, are worth the
effort put forth by the Department to maintain them.

Statements such as these suggest that writing curricula differ
considerably across institutions. Indeed, our reading-of the
many comments the responding directors made in the margins of our
questionnaire and of the many statements about their writing
'programs and courses suggests to us that few members of our
profession would or could agree on a common definition or
description of a writing curriculum for any course. The
diversity of writing curricula was probably the source of more
criticism of our questionnaire than anything else. Most
directors tend to view their curricula as the best of all
possible curricula. Given specific institutional contexts, these
directors, may be correct.

Another aspect of diversity is instruction. And we perhaps
encountered as many different ways of teaching writing as
institutions we surveyed. Me have, however, chosen but three
statements to illustrate this instructidnal variety. The first
statement, comes °from the director of a writing program at a
community college. That director wrote, -

Our program's' goal is effective student writing.
There at two aspects that are,important in reaching that
goal:. (1) emphasis on individual instruction, the
one7lo-one method-promoted by Roger Garrisob; and (2)

use, as, a supplements of collaborative learning in

composition claisesi, for instance, the , group 'study
exercise in Thom Hawkins itkia-Inggitt Iithaigal Igt
Wittiftg maims for peer evaluation.

From another :director in a two-year college came a very different --"\

verspectiVe OnAnstructional,Methods., Using the first person,
jthtSdiretfor:Offered the fOlAoteirig, description:



-:. There are two aspects which have proven most
successful in my teaching of our first-term freshman
Writing course. First,. I 'have students do a very
.extensive outline, so. complete that it is virtually a
draft. -/n it, they-IiMit their subject, define their
audience and -purpose,. state each of their main 'ideas in
cOmplete sentences and jot down all of their supporting
detail. This enablesT-indeed forces-them to think
throUgh their. subject, to .carefully select and develop
each idea before-they ,conit themselves to including it
in their essay,. and then to arrange those ideas in a
LOgical sequence. ,By fully` planning the content of their
papers, before they write a,- draft, students can start
writing -their -drafts, confident that they can cover the
sueject, knowing what they wish to say, in, what order,
etc. They are then free, in writing the draft, to
concentrate on composing - -on word choice, sentence
structure, spelling, grammar, diction, paragraphing, etc.

Second, I use a: combination of transformational
grammar and generative rhetoric tas recommended by
Francis Christenien) in working with sentences and
paragraphs. This gives students, often for the first
time,. real control over their sentences.

At the opposite extreme from directors who advocated rather
specific and detailed metliods of instruction were those who were
skeptical that any one iethod is to oe prefered over another. A

director from a private university offered the following
statement, which is Something of a justification for the great
amouLt of diversity in instructional methods in his program.

the relative freedom each instructor has in
organizing the work in-Freshman English can be a great
advantage. Each section is different, with different
needs, different interests. Instructors are free to
adapt the work to the particular students--perhaps a

section with several foreign students, or one with
several drama majors, or one with a high proportion of

-transfers, and so on. This advantage can be a
serious disadvantage if the instructor is not inventive
and knowledgeable.

Our chief goal is' the obvious onet increase our
students' ability to. express themselves clearly and
actUrateLr in. expository prose. Has anybody devised an
ideal- way to ,do tOls_witha group of students? Surely,
each group, reduireS Aifferent methods, and each
individU4 -stUdd0V 4equires adaptations by the
inate04or.. Thke,-1000etant ingredient is the
instrUetorhii/ker'Wfltingness to spend a lot of time In
Conferencesi to get to knowreach student individually, to
encourage and read .and, respond' intelligently to the

46,
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students writing. The instructors with the interest and
patience and basic knowledge of good writing all do
etcellent.work whatever their particular methods, and
their students improve.

There is perhaps no more appropriate an ending for this report
than the above statement. For while in the preceeding chapters
we' have focused on the "general" nature of college writing
programs, on constructing a "profile" that reaches across
institutional boundaries,. the specific ways in which each of us
succeeds in helping students become better writers is finally the
most important aspect of what we do.
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appeared on the resultant list-f *Least successful aspects."
These lists became the bases for :oding all responses. The
actual coding sheets used contained not only the items listed,
but also spaces for at least .15 additional items. Four coders
used these sheets to code the directors' statements for content.
Each statement was read by at least two persons and differences
in coding the various statements were resolved on the spot.
Subsequently, each coding sheet and each statement were reviewed
side-by-side by the principal author as a check on the previous
codings and to insure that alt" responses not included on the
lists were added to the coding sheets. Subsequently, added items
which appeared. more than three times were coded for keypunching.
The result of. these procedures was that 20 items were keypunthed
for the "most successful* aspects of the represented writing
programs, and 15 items were keypunched for the *least successful*
aspects.
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APPENDIX:

UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES

Anna Maria College

Asnuntock Community College

Auburn University

Augsburg College

Baruch College

Beaver College

Boston University

Brigham Young University

California State University--Doilinguez Hills

Carnigie-Mellon University

Case Western Reserioe University

Central Conneticut State College

Central Oregon Comiunity College

The City College of New York

City Uhiversity of New York - -York College

ClarkelCollege

Collegi of Mount St. Vincent

College of St. Catherine

College of St. Francis

College of William and Mary

Cook-,Deuglass College Writing Center

Dean Junior College

De Ann) College

-Delta-College
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-- Drexel University
Eastern Central University

Eastern Michigan University

Edison Community College

El Centro College

Franklin and Marshall College

Frostburg State College

Furrum College

Hofstra University

Hunter College

Indiana State University--Evansville

Indiana University

Jefferson Community College

Kansas State University

Lake Forest College

Lenoir-Rhyne College

Levi's and Clark Community College

Los Angeles Trade Technical College

Louisiana State niversity,

Loyola Marymount UriTversity

Massachusetts Institut

Miami (Ohio) University

of Technology

Michigan Technological University

Middle Tennessee State Univers ty

Monroe Community College

Murray-State College

New York City Technical College

Nicholls State University

, .

t
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Northwest Nazarene College

Ohio Dominican College

Ohio University

Ohio Wesleyan University

Oklahoma Univers.itr

Pennsylvania State -- Behrend College

Pennsylvania State--College Park

Pepperdine University'

Polytechnic Institute of New York

Princeton University

Principia College

Oueeni College

Robert Morris College

Rochester' Institute of Technology,

Rutgers University -- Camden College

Rutgers University -- Livingston College

St. Edward's University

St. Paules,College

St. Peter's College

St. Thomas University

San Francisco State University

J. Sargeant Reynolds'Community College

Southwestern Oklahoma State University

Spokane Falls Community College

State University of Newyork at Albany

State University of New York at Oneonta

Syracuse University

Texas AAN University
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Texas Christian University

Texas Tech University

Tougaloo College

Tuiane University

United States Air Force Academy

United States Military Academy

Universie7 at Si. Louis

University '.f Alabama

University of California at Davis

University of California at Los Angeles

University of Cincinnati

University of COtoradO

University of-Georgia

University of Hartford

Uniiersity of Houston

University of Illinois--Urbana

University of Iowa

University of Kentucky

University'of Louisville

University of Michigan

University of Minnisota--Oeluth

University of Nebraska--Lincoln

University of Nevada--Las Vegas'

University of New Mexico

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

University of North Carolina at Wilmington

University of Pittsburgh at Johnstown
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University of Pittsburgh

University of South Alabama

University of Southern Mississippi

University of South Florida--Tampa

University ofTampa

University of Texas--Austin

University of Virginia--Charlottesville

University of Washington

University of Wisconsin

Upsala College

Virginia Tech

Walla Walla College

West Liberty State College

Wichita State University

Wilberforce University

William Jewell College

William Paterson College

Youngstown State University
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